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Kurzzusammenfassung
Multi-Prozessor Systeme haben in eingebettete Systeme mit Echtzeit Anforderungen
Einzug gehalten. Fu¨r Echtzeitsysteme ist entscheidend, dass sowohl funktionale als auch
temporale Erfordernisse eingehalten werden. Diese Dissertation bescha¨ftigt sich mit dem
Aspekt der zeitlichen Anforderungen an Echtzeitsysteme. In diesem Kontext stehen zwei
grundlegende Fragen im Raum, na¨mlich: (1) Wie verteilt man die zur Ausfu¨hrung bere-
iten Tasks am besten auf die zur Verfu¨gung stehenden Rechenkerne? (2) Wie synchro-
nisiert man die Tasks ohne dass die Datenkonsistenz beeintra¨chtigt wird und unno¨tige
oder endlose Blockierzeiten entstehen? Es wurden bereits Scheduling-Algorithmen en-
twickelt, die theoretisch optimal sind. Optimal bedeutet in diesem Kontext, dass wenn
immer es eine Mo¨glichkeit gibt, ein Task-Set ohne Deadline Verletzung auszufu¨hren,
der Algorithmus eine solche Mo¨glichkeit auch findet. Diese optimalen Algorithmen
haben sich jedoch in der Praxis (z.B. im Antriebsstrang von Automobilen) bisher nicht
durchgesetzt, da mit dem Einsatz dieser Scheduling Algorithmen eine Vielzahl an Kern-
Migrationen, Kontextwechsel und die Notwendigkeit von Priorita¨ts-Neuberechnungen
einhergehen, die zu Verzo¨gerungen des gesamten Systems fu¨hren. Diese Arbeit ver-
sucht, die Lu¨cke zwischen Theorie und Praxis ein Stu¨ck weit zu schließen. Dafu¨r wurde
ein Konzept fu¨r einen globalen Scheduling Algorithmus entwickelt, der effizient zu im-
plementieren ist und Priorita¨tsa¨nderungen wa¨hrend der Laufzeit zula¨sst. Er entha¨lt
außerdem Erweiterungen, die beim Einsatz in Motorsteuergera¨ten beno¨tigt werden. Im
Fall der zweiten Frage stellte sich heraus, dass es kein Synchronisationsprotokoll gibt,
das fu¨r alle Arten von Task-Sets und Hardwarearchitekturen optimal ist, also so wenig
Blockierzeiten wie mo¨glich verursacht. Daher werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit zwei
Synchronisationsprotokolle fu¨r Multi-Prozessor Echtzeitsysteme vorgestellt, die bisher
entwickelten Protokollen in der Vermeidung von Blockierzeiten fu¨r bestimmte Taks-sets
u¨berlegen sind. Diese Protokolle werden mittels diskreter, event-basierter Simulation im
Rahmen einer Fallstudie experimentell evaluiert.
i
Abstract
Multiprocessors are on the way to become a standard platform for embedded systems
with real-time requirements. For real-time systems, it is crucial that functional and
temporal constraints are fulfilled. The focus of this dissertation lies on the aspect of
these timing requirements. Within this context, two fundamental questions arise: (1)
How to schedule a given task set on the available cores; and (2) How to synchronize tasks
without a loss of data consistency and unbounded blocking times. In theory, optimal
scheduling algorithms are already known. In this case, optimal means that if there is
any option that a task set fulfills all its temporal requirements, the algorithm finds such
a schedule. Nevertheless, they are not in practical use (at least in automotive power-
train systems) because these optimal algorithms are accompanied by overheads caused
by core migrations, context switches and the need for repeatedly priority calculations.
This thesis tries to close the gap between theory and practice by developing a concept
for an efficient implementation global scheduler with dynamic priorities that fulfills the
requirements of engine control units. Furthermore, there exists no generic optimal mul-
tiprocessor real-time synchronization mechanism that is able to handle all types of task
allocation and priorities, and supports as well nesting of resource requests. Thus, two
different locking protocols are provided that outperform existing ones for specific types
of task sets for embedded multiprocessor real-time systems. Case studies are presented
that evaluate the assumptions of the efficiency and robustness of the locking protocols.
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Introduction
Multiprocessor systems have become a common approach in many applications nowa-
days. Many-core platforms like the ones from Tilera [134] (up to 100 cores) and Kalray
(256 cores) [86] (network virtualization) or general purpose computing with graphics
processing units (GPUs) (nVidia [50], 192 cores) are used for video stream processing,
machine learning and much more (see catalog [51]).
However, in some fields of embedded real-time systems, multiprocessors are less frequent
because of their different (strict) requirements. Nevertheless, there already exist multi-
core micro-controllers, for example in the automotive domain, as there are the Infineon
AURIX family [133] or the Freescale MPC5676R [124], equipped with 3 respectively 2
cores. The reason for the change to multiprocessor systems lies inter alia in the need
for additional functionality in those systems. For instance, in an automotive powertrain
system additional functionality is required to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emis-
sions. Further examples are driver assistance functionalities. For single-core processors
this means that the processor frequency has to be raised, since nowadays processor uti-
lizations from 80 to 95 % are usual in automotive powertrain systems [109].
However, this goes ahead with several disadvantages. First, energy consumption in-
creases quadratic related to the raise of frequency. Further, heat dissipation and elec-
tromagnetic perturbations increase as well. The advent of multiprocessors overcome
this problems, as processing capacity can be added without rising the frequency. To-
days automotive powertrain multiprocessor applications use partitioned task-fix priority
scheduling, where scheduling algorithms are that ones from single-core applications (e.
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g. OSEK- [116] or AUTOSAR scheduling [14]). This kind of scheduling still lets some
gaps in terms of robustness and efficiency of those systems. First, task-fix priority is
not even optimal for single-core processors, as for instance [101] showed for sporadic
task sets with implicit deadlines. Additionally, partitioned scheduling requires a kind
of task-to-core assignment, which is often realized by a kind of bin-packing. The lack
of optimality for this kind of scheduling can be seen in [105] where utilization bounds
for partitioned, rate monotonic scheduling are provided, with the restriction that these
bounds are only valid for periodic task sets. There already exist (theoretical) optimal
scheduling algorithms, although they are not in practical use because of their overhead
(many context switches, migrations and re-calculations of priorities, see also [29]).
Goal of this thesis is to optimize temporal robustness and efficiency of embedded multi-
processor real-time systems. Robustness describes, how a real-time system is capable to
fulfill its temporal requirements despite perturbations (e. g. synchronization overhead)
while efficiency refers to different aspects, as there were a well-balanced core utilization
and low implementation and processing overheads. Kopetz and Baruah defined in [93]
and [19] respectively that a robust system keeps its schedulability even when it operates
beyond the worst-case assumptions used in its schedulability test. Note, that robustness
is limited, since each system will fail regarding its temporal constraints at a certain point
of temporal perturbations [19].
However, to reach this goals robust and efficient scheduling algorithms and synchroniza-
tion mechanisms are required. This dissertation provides a concept of a scheduler for
embedded multiprocessor real-time systems, that rises the robustness and efficiency of
those systems in contrast to existing approaches. Further, two locking protocols are
presented, that make multiprocessor synchronization more robust efficient for certain
real-time task sets. The term efficient here refers to a reduction of blocking times com-
pared to existing approaches which leads to a higher robustness. The following sections
give an overview of the contribution of this thesis as well as of the thesis structure.
1.1 Contribution
The contributions of this dissertation are twofold: The first part of the contribution ad-
dresses the question about how efficient and robust scheduling of task sets with multiple
time base activations on a multiprocessor with a given operating system can be realized.
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Robust here refers to the requirement of real-time systems that temporal constraints
(deadlines) have to be kept, even if the defined boundary conditions are violated. The
term efficient contains two different meanings. On the one hand, an efficient scheduler
leads to a well-balanced core utilization of the multiprocessor system. On the other
hand, it requires only low implementation and scheduling overhead.
We present a scheduler for complex embedded multiprocessor real-time systems. Global
task allocation with job-level priorities is applied. The contributed scheduler further
runs on a existing platform with partitioned allocation and task-fix priorities, which
goes along with the advantage that already existing (and well analyzed and tested) fea-
tures like task handling (saving the task context, manage dispatching and termination
etc.) can be reused. The presented scheduler further provides opportunities that special
requirements from engine management systems in the field of automotive powertrain
systems are supported, as there were system state transitions, data buffering or chained
tasks etc.
The second part of the contribution discusses efficient multiprocessor synchronization.
Efficient in this context means that unnecessary blocking times, especially for high prior-
ity tasks, are avoided as far as possible. Note that efficient synchronization mechanisms
help to optimize robustness of real-time systems as it is defined above in this section. Two
different locking protocols are presented, both are based on FIFO sorted wait-queues.
Furthermore, both protocols support partitioned, global and clustered allocation as well
as all types of prioritization and further the nesting of resource requests. The preempt-
able waiting locking protocol PLWP uses preemptive busy-waiting and non-preemptive
critical sections. In contrast, the forced execution protocol FEP remains also preemptive
within critical sections and ensures progress by a priority boosting mechanism.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this work is structured in the following chapters. In Chapter 2 the
definitions and assumptions regarding hardware and software architecture are described
on which the dissertation is based. Chapter 3 provides the discussion of related work
about real-time multiprocessor scheduling and multiprocessor real-time locking proto-
cols. The contributions of the dissertation are provided in Chapter 4. A concept for
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a global scheduler with job-level fix priority scheduling is presented which can be im-
plemented on an existing partitioned scheduler with task-fix priorities. Further, two
different locking protocols are presented that are able to reduce blocking time and prior-
ity inversions. Furthermore, Chapter 5 presents different case studies where the locking
protocols are evaluated regarding the aspect of what kind of task set which one performs
best. Finally, in chapter 6 the results are summarized and future work is discussed.
4
Chapter 2
Definitions
Within this chapter the fundamentals of the thesis are introduced and definitions are
given about all topics that correlate with the contribution. After a generic definition
of embedded real-time systems, the specific multiprocessor hardware and -software are
discussed. Further, a definition of resources is given as well as a formulation of the
scheduling problem and basic definitions about real-time examination.
2.1 Embedded Real-Time Systems
First, we define the term embedded real-time systems as it is used in the scope of this
thesis. We start with the definition of an embedded system:
Definition 2.1. An embedded system consists of hardware and software components and
is embedded in a complex technical environment.
Real-time systems calculate a new output as a reaction of events from their environment.
Further, they have to guarantee that correctness and deadlines of the calculated results
are kept. The focus of this thesis lies in real-time computing systems, so the definition
of Kopetz can be applied:
Definition 2.2. ’A real-time computer system is a computer system in which the correct-
ness of the system behavior depends not only on the logical results of the computations,
but also on the physical instant at which these results are produced.’ [92]
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If a real-time system produces a correct result after its deadline it does not fulfill its
timing constraints and thus the result is not valid. Buttazzo classifies real-time tasks
into three different categories (criticality), depending on the consequences that occur if
a deadline is missed [36]:
• ’Hard: A real-time task is said to be hard if producing the results after its deadline
may cause catastrophic consequences on the system under control.
• Firm: A real-time task is said to be firm if producing the results after its deadline
is useless for the system, but does not cause any damage.
• Soft: A real-time task is said to be soft if producing the results after its deadline
has still some utility for the system, although causing a performance degradation.’[36]
An embedded real-time system may contain tasks of different categories of the upper
definition. Such systems are called systems with mixed criticality.
Abstract models are used to describe the different hardware and software components
that build an embedded real-time system in combination. In the following sections, the
embedded real-time system model is introduced. It describes all necessary properties of
embedded multicore real-time systems regarding the scope of this work.
2.2 Multiprocessor Hardware
In this section a short introduction considering the different types of multiprocessors is
given. In terms of computer architecture, a multiprocessor (multicore processor) is a
system that consists of multiple and independently processing units (on a single chip)
that communicate via a processor interconnect [132]. Regarding the processor inter-
connect, one can distinguish between two classes of multiprocessors. Shared-memory
multiprocessors have a common central memory that can be accessed by all processors,
and the processors are connected to each other. In contrast, distributed-memory mul-
tiprocessors (multicomputers) are hardware systems where each processor has its own
local memory which can not be accessed by the other processors. The processors of
distributed-memory multiprocessors are still connected to each other, but only by a
message bus.
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Shared-memory multiprocessors further differ according memory access patterns and
processor symmetry. Symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs) consist of a number of identical
processors, while in uniform heterogeneous multiprocessors processors differ in processing
speed only. In contrast, unrelated heterogeneous multiprocessors contain processors that
may have different special capabilities each.
Systems where a processor is able to access each memory location within the same
maximum latency are called uniform memory access (UMA) architectures [31]. Different
to this, systems where the available memory is split across several modules where some of
them are closer to a particular processor than others are denoted a non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) architecture.
In this work we focus on shared-memory multiprocessors that are built on a single
integrated circle chip. This can also be named multicore design. In general, we assume to
deal with symmetric multiprocessors with uniform memory accesses except it is explicitly
defined differently.
2.3 Multiprocessor Software
An embedded real-time system only fulfills its purpose if both, logical and temporal
constraints, are obeyed. Logical constraints are fulfilled by software functions that cal-
culate a new system output based on input data from the environment. In contrast,
to fulfill the temporal requirements, these software functions are divided into real-time
tasks. The collection of all tasks Ti (i = 1,...,n) in a real-time system S is called task
set τ = {T1, ...Tn} of S. In the following sections, the software system is described more
in detail and contains descriptions and definitions about tasks, jobs and runnables that
together build the software system that is used in the context of this thesis.
2.3.1 Tasks
In general, a task consists of sequential pieces of software. A task has to be invoked to
fulfill the logical and functional requirements of the real-time system it belongs to. A
real-time task is defined by its timing parameters.
Definition 2.3. Each task Ti contains the characterizing timing parameters (pi, ei, di).
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The inter-arrival time pi is the time to the next occurrence for the trigger event that
invokes the task. Those trigger events are described more in detail in Section 2.6.2.
Whenever a task trigger event occurs, the corresponding task Ti releases a job Ji,j . A
job Ji,j is the j
th instance of task Ti and progresses the software functions that are
included in the tasks in order to fulfill the logical constraints of the embedded real-
time system. The execution time ei is the amount of time units that are required for
processing task Ti. The execution time ei depends on the hardware system (processing
frequency) where the task is performed. The relative deadline di is the temporal limit
of a job Ti. The inter-arrival time pi and the relative deadline di are environmental
constraints and thus platform-independent. Each job should finish its execution in not
more than di time units after its release. If this requirement is fulfilled, the deadline
is kept, otherwise it is violated. A deadline violation may cause different consequences
to the systems, depending on the criticality of the concerning task. The criticality of
a task can be either hard, firm or soft, like described in Section 2.1. Task models can
be distinguished as to their types of deadlines. A task set τ has implicit deadlines if
di = pi for each task Ti ∈ τ . Further, constrained deadlines are applied if di ≥ pi for
each task Ti ∈ τ . A task set is said to have arbitrary deadlines if deadlines are neither
implicit nor constrained. For tasks with arbitrary deadlines it is possible that di > pi
so that task instances of a task Ti may overlap without deadline violations.
2.3.2 Jobs
A job Ji,j is the unit that is executed on a core and processes the calculation of the
functions that are assigned to its belonging task Ti. Whereas a task contains a relative
deadline di as timing parameter, a job Ji,j has an absolute deadline Di,j instead. The
absolute deadline Di,j can be calculated as follows:
Di,j = di + ai,j (2.1)
Where ai,j denotes the activation time. That is the point in time when the job is
released by a task trigger. The activation time depends on the inter-arrival time pi and
the instance number j of the job Ji,j .
ai,j = j · pi (2.2)
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Where j is the jth instance of a task Ti and pi is the inter-arrival time of task Ti. The
absolute deadline Di,j is that point in (global) time where the job has to be finished.
Otherwise, if job Ji,j terminates after Di,j , it would violate its deadline.
2.3.3 Runnables
The concept of runnables is derived from OSEK/VDX OS [116] and AUTOSAR standard
[14]. The functionality of the whole system is divided into runnables. Runnables are
a block of code that correspond to a high-level functionality, typically a function [23].
Runnables are the units that provide the runtimes to the system. Depending on their
temporal requirements, runnables are mapped to real-time tasks and processed on a
core whenever a job Ji,j of a Task Ti is dispatched. The concept of runnables originates
from the interface-based design approach, presented by De Alfaro and Henzinger: The
system designer, composing a set of runnables, only needs to understand the interface
of the runnable and not the details of how the functionality offered by the runnable
is implemented. This enables to integrate a set of runnables if their input and output
signals ’match’ [56].
2.4 Resources
In complex embedded real-time systems, tasks are not independent from each other.
That means that they have to share resources. A real-time system contains a set of
resources R with n resources (R1, ..., Rn). A resource that is accessed by two different
tasks at least is called a shared resource. In contrast, a resource that is accessed by only
one task is called private resource. Buttazzo gives some typical examples of resources in
[36], as there are data structures, sets of variables, main memory areas, files, or sets of
registers of peripheral devices.
2.5 Scheduling Problem
In context of this thesis, we make use of the definition from Blazewicz et al. to formulate
a description for the generic scheduling problem:
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Definition 2.4. Scheduling is said to be the assignment of processors P from a set of
processors P and resources R of a set of resources R to a task T of the task set τ [25] .
Garey and Johnson showed that this problem of assigning multiple tasks to multiple
processors is NP-complete [74]. In general, there exist different approaches to scheduling
algorithms for multiprocessors, for instance global, local, or clustered scheduling of tasks.
A classification and a more detailed description of multiprocessor real-time scheduling
algorithms are provided in Chapter 3.2.
2.6 Real-Time Examination
For real-time examination, several definitions are needed regarding the temporal require-
ments of real-time tasks. Two problems in real-time theory concern the feasability and
schedulability of real-time task sets.
Definition 2.5. Feasibility: A task set τ is feasible according to a given system if there
exists any scheduling algorithm that can schedule all possible sequences of jobs that may
be generated by the task set on that system without missing any deadlines. [55].
In contrast to the term of feasibility, schedulability is defined as follows:
Definition 2.6. A task Ti is said to be schedulable with respect to a given scheduling
algorithm if it is shown that all of its jobs Ji,j meet their deadline. A task set τ is
schedulable if it can be shown that all of its tasks Ti within τ are schedulable [55].
Further, the concept of sustainability was presented by [19]:
Definition 2.7. A scheduling algorithm is sustainable if and only if the schedulability
of any task set compliant with the model implies schedulability of the same task set
modified by either decreasing execution times, increasing inter-arrival times or increasing
deadlines.
A schedulability test is a procedure that establishes whether a feasible task set is schedu-
lable under a given scheduler. In the context of hard real-time, a task set is schedulable
if each job meets its deadline [101] whereas in soft real-time systems a task set is schedu-
lable if its tardiness1 is bounded [64].
1A job Ti,j is said to be tardy if it violates its deadline.
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A schedulability test is denoted sufficient if all of the task sets that are schedulable
according to the test are in fact schedulable. Further, a schedulability test is said to be
necessary if all of the task sets that are unschedulable according to the test are in fact
unschedulable [55].
In general, one can differ between three different types of schedulability tests, as there
are pessimistic, optimistic and exact ones. Pessimistic schedulability tests are developed
in the context of real-time system theory, where hard real-time tasks are assumed and
thus any deadline violation of a task set τ is not acceptable [59]. We define a pessimistic
schedulability test as follows:
Definition 2.8. A schedulability test is pessimistic if it surveys sufficient conditions for
schedulability (a positive result guarantees that all deadlines are always met).
Sufficient but not necessary tests have a lower runtime complexity, but they are pes-
simistic [126]. In contrast, optimistic schedulability tests rather judge a task set as
schedulable, when the method can not solve the problem more precisely [59]. Because of
this fact, the term test is not correct. Those tests are called schedulability examinations.
Definition 2.9. A schedulability examination is optimistic if it surveys necessary con-
ditions for schedulability (at some point there might be a deadline miss during the
execution of the system).
The last category, exact schedulability tests, always calculate the exact result.
Definition 2.10. A schedulability examination is exact if it surveys necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for schedulability.
Those sufficient and necessary (exact) tests are ideal, but intractable for many compu-
tational models [126].
Within the next sections, necessary elements of real-time examination are presented.
First, different time events that occur to a job Ji,j are introduced. Followed by this,
definitions for real-time metrics are given, as well as different types of activation pattern
for real-time tasks. Further, several methods for real-time examination are presented,
namely response time analysis, real-time calculus, model checking and finally event based
simulation.
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2.6.1 Time Events Of Real-Time Tasks
This section treats all those time events that might occur during task execution which
are necessary for real-time examination. Figure 2.1 presents an example schedule for a
P1(Ti,j)
S(Ti,j)
t
Ti
A(Ti,j)
R1(Ti,j)
P2(Ti,j)
R2(Ti,j)
F(Ti,j)
D(Ti,j)
Figure 2.1: Time events during execution of job Ji,j .
job Ji,j of task Ti. At the time stamp A(Ji,j), the job Ji,j is activated according to its
specified activation pattern. The execution of job Ji,j starts at time stamp S(Ji,j). The
difference between A(Ji,j) and S(Ji,j) may have different causes. First, the scheduler
needs calculation time to assign the job to a processing unit. Further, job Ji,j may be
delayed by another job Ja,b, that is activated at the same time. Job Ji,j is executing until
it reaches time stamp P1(Ji,j). At this point, job Ji,j gets preempted from its processing
unit. An example for this is if another job Ja,b with higher priority than job Ji,j gets
activated. Followed by this, the scheduler decides to preempt job Ji,j and lets job Ja,b
execute. When time stamp R1(Ji,j) is reached, job Ji,j gets resumed, which means that
it continues execution. In this example, job Ji,j gets preempted (P2(Ji,j)) and resumed
(R2(Ji,j) once again. The job finishes its execution at time stamp F(Ji,j). Because of the
fact that the time stamp of finish F(Ji,j) occurs before the time stamp of the absolute
deadline D(Ji,j), job Ji,j keeps its deadline and thus fulfills its timing requirements.
2.6.2 Job Activation Patterns
The activation of a Job Ji,j depends on the environment of the real-time system. Dif-
ferent types of time-bases for job activation may be required. The kind of activation
pattern of a real-time system has crucial consequences to the real-time examination.
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The following sections provide an overview of different time-bases that might occur in
real-time systems.
2.6.2.1 Periodic Activation
The task model with periodic activation was first described by [101]. It assumes a con-
stant inter-arrival time pi between all activations of jobs Ji,j of task Ti. The periodic
task model contains one further timing parameter compared to the task model in Sec-
tion 2.3.1: the offset oi. The offset of a periodic task denotes the point in time from
system start, when the first activation of a task Ti (job Ji,0) is released and becomes
available for execution. The following job Ji,1 is released after the inter-arrival time pi is
expired. Practical examples of embedded systems with periodic task activation patterns
are sensory data acquisition, control-loops, action planning or system monitoring [36].
2.6.2.2 Sporadic Activation
Sporadic task activation occurs when jobs are released as a reaction from asynchronous,
external events from the environment of the real-time system. Mok describes a model
for sporadic activation [110]. Sporadic tasks differ from periodic tasks in the fact that
the inter-arrival time pi denotes the minimum, rather than exact separation between
successive jobs of the same task [20]. Examples of sporadic task activation are the
arrival of bus messages from CAN or FlexRay.
2.6.2.3 Angle-Triggered Activation
Angle-triggered task activation is a special activation pattern in the field of automotive.
The trigger source for releasing jobs is the crank shaft in automotive engine control
systems. It is necessary to activate jobs depending on cylinder positions in order to
guarantee that the optimal point in time for actions like fuel injection or ignition is
kept. Angle-triggered activations can be seen as periodic activations which have their
own time base (clock). Recent work that considered this activation pattern as well are
[59] and [24].
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2.6.3 Real-Time and Performance Metrics
In this section, metrics for real-time examination are presented. A metric can be seen
as a measurement function, and we apply the definition of measurement from [87]:
Definition 2.11. ’Measurement is the empirical, objective assignment of numbers, ac-
cording to a rule derived from a model or theory, to attributes of objects or events with
the intent of describing them.’ [87]
In terms of software, a metric is a measurement function of some property of a piece of
software or its specification.
2.6.3.1 Utilization
The utilization of a task Ti is the portion of one processor that it requires for its ex-
ecution. The utilization, independent from its activation pattern, is the ratio of its
parameters, the execution requirement ei to its period pi:
U(Ti) =
ei
pi
(2.3)
Further, the utilization of a task set is the sum of the utilizations for all tasks in τ :
U(τ) =
∑
Ti∈τ
U(Ti) (2.4)
2.6.3.2 Response Time
The response time RT of a job Ji,j describes the time it requires to finish from the point
in time of its activation.
RT (Ji,j) = F (Ji,j)−A(Ji,j) (2.5)
2.6.3.3 Normalized Response Time
The response time RT of a job Ji,j can be normalized according to its relative deadline:
NRT (Ji,j) =
RT (Ji,j)
d(Ji,j)
(2.6)
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D(Ti,j+1)D(Ti,j) A(Ti,j+1)A(Ti,j)
F(Ti,j)
t
Ti
RT(Ti,j)
S(Ti,j)
Figure 2.2: Job metric response time of job Ji,j , measured from activation A(Ji,j) to
finalization F(Ji,j).
The normalized response time NRT is the fundamental metric to measure the deadline
compliance of a job (RTi,j < di). If the value of NRT of a job Ji,j is smaller than or
equal to 1.0, the job has kept its deadline. Otherwise, if the NRT is greater than 1.0,
the deadline was violated.
t
Ti
D(Ti,j) B(Ti,j) R(Ti,j) L(Ti,j)
NE1(Ti,j) NE2(Ti,j)
GE(Ti,j)
Figure 2.3: Depiction of different real-time metrics regarding job Ji,j .
2.6.3.4 Start Delay
The start delay denotes the time from activation A(Ji,j) to the execution start S(Ji,j) of
a job Ji,j .
2.6.3.5 Netto Execution Time
The Netto Execution Time NE of a job Ji,j denotes that part of the response time where
Ji,j is running on a processor. Parts where Ji,j is waiting for the permission to access a
resource while staying active on the processor is a part of NE as well.
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2.6.3.6 Blocking Time
The time where an active job Ji,j does not make progress despite it is executing on a core
because it is waiting for another job Ja,b to release a shared resource, is called blocking
time B.
2.6.3.7 Gross Execution Time
The gross execution time GE denotes the time from where a job Ji,j starts executing
(S(Ji,j)) to the point of time where it is terminated (F(Ji,j)). It can also be calculated
as the sum of NE and the ready time R, where the job Ji,j is suspended from the core.
GE(Ji,j) = NE(Ti,j) +R(Ti,j) (2.7)
2.6.3.8 End-to-End, Start-to-Start
For systems which require a constant inter-arrival time of periodic calculations, two
further metrics can be used. The End-to-End jitter E2Ei,j describes the difference of
the finalization of two subsequent jobs (Ji,j and Ji,j+1) of a task.
E2Ei,j = F (Ji,j+1)− F (Ji,j) (2.8)
Analog to that, the Start-to-Start jitter S2Si,j describes the difference of the start of
two subsequent jobs (Ji,j and Ji,j+1) of a task.
S2Si,j = S(Ji,j+1)− S(Ji,j) (2.9)
The goal of the systems with the requirement described above is to keep these jitters as
small as possible. A more detailed description of E2E and S2S can be found in [59].
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Background and Related Work
This chapter provides the prior work on which the contributions of this thesis are based.
Methods for real-time analysis are discussed as well as related work in real-time multi-
processor scheduling and real-time synchronization mechanisms.
3.1 Methods For Real-Time Analysis
The focus of this thesis lies in the second requirement of Definition 2.1, that the correct
system behavior of a real-time system depends on its temporal requirements (deadlines).
Thus, methods for real-time analysis are necessary in order to assess real-time systems
regarding their temporal requirements. Within the next sections, different methods are
presented that can be applied for real-time analysis. These different methods are the
Response Time Analysis (RTA), The Real-Time Calculus (RTC), the model checking
approach and finally Discrete Event Simulation (DES).
3.1.1 Response Time Analysis
The response time analysis RTA is an exact analytical schedulability test. The main
idea of RTA is to determine the worst case response time WCRT by a fix point iteration,
with the goal to find the so called critical instance [85]. Equation 3.1 shows the basic
iterative formula to calculate the response time Ri of a periodic task Ti. For all tasks
with higher priorities hp(Ti), it is calculated how many activations of the task Tj with a
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minimum inter-arrival time pj enter during the response time R
n
i of the current iteration
n. The determined activation number gets multiplied by the execution time ej . Finally,
the execution time ei of task Ti is added. The result is used to determine the response
time in the next iteration. The iteration aborts if Rni is equal to R
n+1
i .
Rn+1i = ei +
∑
j∈hp(Ti)
⌈
Rni
pj
⌉
· ej (3.1)
Two bounds of response time can be determined with the help of this approach: The
worst-case bound and the best-case bound. It is guaranteed that all observable response
times will fall between those two bounds [82]. The RTA developed in [85] can be applied
for periodic task sets and task-fix priority scheduling. RTA for periodic task sets with
task-fix priorities and arbitrary deadlines was presented by [80]. Extensions proposed
by [12] contain features like release jitters or conditioned deadlines. For uniprocessors
it has been shown in [19] that RTA is sustainable regarding all task parameters, even
if non-preemptive resources are shared between different tasks. Equation 3.2 shows
the extended formular for RTA where an additional blocking time is considered. This
blocking time occurs if resource sharing is applied and a synchronization mechanism is
used (e. g. semaphores).
Rn+1i = ei +Bi
∑
j∈hp(Ti)
⌈
Rni
pj
⌉
· ej (3.2)
Where Bi denotes the blocking time for task Ti in case that it has to wait until a required
resource is available. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no RTA algorithm exists
that is able to calculate the bounds of task sets for multiprocessor systems with different
types of activation events and nested shared resources.
3.1.2 Real Time Calculus
Originally, the real-time calculus RTC [43] is a real-time examination for distributed
embedded systems which is based on the widely used Network Calculus [97].
It uses a count based abstraction to determine upper and lower arrival curves of response
times. Those curves define the maximum and minimum number of events as a function
of the time interval ∆ t. The RTC can be applied to different types of task sets with
either periodic or sporadic activation etc. [117]. An extension of the RTC was proposed
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by [99] which makes it possible to analyze task sets scheduled by global, job-fix priority
scheduling algorithms. Further, [123] presented a variant of RTC combined with a
probabilistic approach which abstracts the functional and non-functional requirements
of real-time components in a probabilistic model.
3.1.3 Model Checking
Model checking is another possible approach for real-time system examination. Clarke
and Schlingloff [48] define the term of model checking as follows:
Definition 3.1. ’Model checking is an automatic technique for verifying correctness prop-
erties of safety-critical reactive systems.’
Model checking algorithms that were developed for real-time examination mostly are
realized by applying timed automata (TA) [4]. TA are extensions of finite automata with
a finite number of control states, clocks with continuous time and conditions regarding
time (as invariant or access barrier). An advantage of TA is that periodic task sets can
be analyzed as well as non-periodic and sporadic task sets [79]. Further, TA can be
combined to networks.
[108] presented a TA model checking approach for multicore embedded systems, where
systems with partitioned, static and dynamic priority scheduling algorithms can be
checked. This tool enables schedulability analysis as well as verifications of memory
usage and power consumption. The model-checking technique from [79] provides an
exact schedulability test for both, partitioned and global scheduling for task sets with
static priorities. Systems with hierarchical scheduling can be analyzed by the model-
checking approach of [107] which is further able to consider resource sharing. A model-
checking analysis specifically for automotive powertrain systems was provided by [75],
which considers partitioned scheduling of periodic task-sets with task-fix priorities and
resource sharing.
3.1.4 Discrete Event Simulation
Discrete event simulation DES is an optimistic schedulability examination that uses a
temporal behavior model to estimate worst case response time. As described in [59],
DES has two characterizing properties. First, the model parameter values are discretized
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to describe the functional system behavior. Secondly, the time when values change
(event) is discretized as well to describe the temporal system behavior. In figure 3.1, an
example for the discretization of model parameter values is given, while figure 3.2 shows
the discretization of time, as it is presented in [60]. This approach is close to embedded
systems in that manner that those systems work mainly with digital components with
parameter granularity bit and timing granularity frequency. The model for DES consists
ready suspended
running
activate
dispatch
preempt terminate
Figure 3.1: State model of the component task with discrete states and conditions
for state transition. State transitions occur by interactions with other state machines
or other components with the same state model and may be accompanied by delays.
of a number of components, each of them is described by a state machine. The state
model is additionally enriched with delays so that temporal behavior can be described
properly. An example for such a delay is the runtime of a function that is taken for
instance from a hardware trace. State transitions occur in interaction between the
different components. By means of this technique, a behavioral model of hardware,
operating system and software can be created. For a more detailed description of DES,
interested readers are referred to [59].
For instance, MAST [81] is such an approach which allows to model and analyze (fea-
sibility tests and sensitivity analyses) distributed real-time systems. Recently, different
simulation approaches [128, 122, 136, 44, 46] were presented that provide schedulability
tests for different scheduling algorithms. The first simulator that deals with execution
dependencies was presented by [106], where randomly varied execution times are used
to estimate an approximation (by extreme value theory [22]) of the maximum response
time by carrying out multiple simulation runs.
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Simulated Time
Real Time
Event
Computing Time
Figure 3.2: Depiction of simulated time versus real (computing) time as it occurs
in discrete event based simulations [60]. The simulation steps from event to event,
dependent on the state transition, while the real time makes progress according to the
calculation time.
Deubzer et al. presented an event based simulator [60] that allows not only to analyze
different scheduling algorithms but also synchronization mechanisms for shared resources
and monitoring of event-chains. It allows randomly varied execution times and different
activation patterns (see Section 2.6.2) as well.
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3.2 Multiprocessor Real-Time Scheduling
The scheduling problem was already formulated in Chapter 2.5. As the focus of this the-
sis lies in shared memory multiprocessors (multicore systems), we skip the description of
the well-known topic of single-core scheduling and continue with multiprocessor schedul-
ing. First, some definitions regarding scheduling algorithms are presented. Followed by
this, a classification of multiprocessor scheduling algorithms is given and explained.
Finally, an overview of related work regarding the different classes of multiprocessor
scheduling algorithms is shown. Note, that all descriptions regarding schedulability in
these sections are made with the assumption that tasks are independent (without block-
ing times).
3.2.1 Definitions
Whenever a task is activated, a job is generated and inserted into a list (or job-queue)
of activated tasks. The job-queue contains all jobs that have to be assigned to a core
in order to get executed. The applied scheduling algorithm now builds a schedule to
assign the activated jobs to a core dependent on a given scheduling policy. A real-time
scheduling policy has to find a schedule in a way so that all jobs meet their deadlines.
Davis and Burns give a definition of optimal real-time scheduling algorithms.
Definition 3.2. ’A scheduling algorithm is said to be optimal with respect to a system
and a task model if it can schedule all of the task sets that comply with the task model
and are feasible on the system’ [55].
After the scheduler built the task schedule, the highest rated job is dispatched and thus
executed on the selected core. The scheduler has to reschedule each time a job is either
activated or terminates, or a schedule event is triggered (for example if a schedule-point
is reached). Further, if a priority-driven scheduler is applied, it has to reschedule if the
priority of at least one job changes. A dispatcher manages the execution of a schedule
and performs necessary steps like context switching.
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3.2.2 Classification Of Multiprocessor Real-Time Scheduling Algorithms
Deubzer presented a classification of multiprocessor real-time scheduling algorithm in
[59]. Based on this work, we present a slightly different version which is shown in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1: Classification of multiprocessor real-time scheduling algorithms.
I II III IV
Allocation Partitioned Semi-Partitioned Clustered Global
Disruption Non-Preemptive Cooperative Preemptive
Migration No Job- Section- Fully
Prioritization Task-fix Job-fix Section-fix Dynamic
Processing Work-Conserving Non-Work-Conserving
The difference to the classification in [59] is, that we added the term of semi-partitioned
allocation. In the following, an explanation of the different categories of scheduling
algorithms is given.
3.2.2.1 Allocation
The category allocation denotes how active jobs can be assigned by the scheduler to the
different cores. Partitioned allocation (A-I) means that every core of the multiprocessor
has its own scheduler and tasks and thus their generated jobs are assigned statically to
one specific scheduler.
Semi-partitioned allocation (A-II) can be seen as a hybrid version of A-I and A-IV.
Generally, all tasks are assigned to a fix core, but some tasks get the permission to
migrate on another core.
When using clustered allocation (A-III), a subset of cores is managed by a scheduler,
and tasks are assigned statically to one scheduler. The difference to local allocation is,
that activated jobs can be assigned to different cores within a cluster.
Finally, global allocation (A-IV) means that there exists one single scheduler that assigns
activated jobs to a core according to its policy. Tasks are not statically assigned to a
core or a cluster of cores in this approach.
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3.2.2.2 Disruption
Disruption defines points where executing jobs may be preempted by another (pending)
job that has a higher rank according to the schedule calculated by the scheduling al-
gorithm. Deubzer distinguishes between two different types of disruption, preemption
and interruption [59]. Preemption is costly because disruption is caused by another job
and the complete task context has to be saved. In contrast, interruption occurs by an
ISR where only a subpart of the context has to be saved (due to limited functionality of
ISRs) and thus is less costly.
The first manner of disruption is non-preemptive (D-I). Once a job Ji,j is running, it
can not be preempted by another job Ja,b until Ji,j terminates, even if Ja,b has a higher
rank.
At Cooperative (D-II) scheduling, a running job Ji,j can only be preempted when a
certain, defined preemption point is reached. Mainly, two different approaches exist in
case of cooperative scheduling. With fixed preemption points [35] each task is divided
statically into a set of non-preemptive sections, it can only be preempted at the defined
preemption points. In contrast, there also exists the concept of floating non-preemptive
regions [139] where a running task can switch into a (bounded) non-preemptive execu-
tion phase. Preemptions through other, higher priority tasks, can be delayed to a later
point in time.
Preemptive (D-III) scheduling means that a running job can be preempted at every point
in time during its execution.
3.2.2.3 Migration
Migration can only be applied when either global or clustered allocation is used. The
following types of migration rules are restrictions on how jobs may be allowed to execute
on different cores.
No migration (M-I) means that each job Ji,j of a task Ti has to be executed on the
same core which is the case at partitioned scheduling. Such tasks are said to have core
affinities.
Bounded migration (M-II) means that a job Ji,j has to be executed completely on that
core where it is assigned to by the scheduler, but the next instance of the same task, job
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Ji,j+1, may be executed on a different core.
Task section migration (M-III) means that a job Ji,j is allowed to migrate to another
core only at a defined preemption point.
Finally, full migration (M-IV) means that a job Ji,j is allowed to migrate to another
core at any point in time.
3.2.2.4 Prioritization
Prioritization defines the possible granularity where priorities of a job can be changed
during execution.
When Task-fix prioritization (P-I) is applied, the priority of a task Ti and all its gen-
erated jobs is defined oﬄine and remains constant during the whole execution of the
system.
Job-fix prioritization (P-II) means that the priority of a job Ji,j is calculated at the
activation of a job and does not change until Ji,j is terminated. The successor of Ji,j ,
Ji,j+1 may have a different priority.
When using Section-fix prioritization (P-III), the priority of a job Ji,j may change at a
schedule point.
Dynamic prioritization (P-IV) means that the priority of a job Ji,j can change at any
point in time.
3.2.2.5 Processing
Processing defines how a scheduler allocates jobs that are ready for execution. Work-
conserving (W-I) means that an activated job Ji,j is assigned to a core as soon as there
is a core available.
In contrast, non-work-conserving (W-II) means that a core might be left in idle mode,
even if there exists at least one activated job Ji,j .
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3.2.3 Partitioned Multiprocessor Scheduling
Like already described in 3.2.2, tasks are allocated statically to the corresponding cores
in the case of partitioned scheduling. This approach was investigated first by [65] in the
context of real-time systems.
Figure 3.3 shows an example where partitioned scheduling is applied to 9 tasks and 3
processing units (cores). Task 1 - Task 3 are partitioned to Core 1, Task 4 - Task 6 are
allocated to Core 2 and the jobs of Task 7 - Task 9 execute only on Core 3. Partitioned
Core 1J 2_1J 1_1J 3_1J 1_2
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Job Queue 1
J 6_1J 4_1
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Job Queue 2
Job 
8_1
Job 
9_1
Job 
7_1
Task 7
Task 8
Task 9
Job Queue 3
Core 2
Core 3
Figure 3.3: Example of a partitioned task-to-core allocation where 9 tasks are assigned
to 3 available cores. When a job Ji,j of a task Ti gets activated, it is added to the job
queue of the corresponding core. Afterwards, the scheduler of this core decides which
job within the job queue is selected for execution.
scheduling is accompanied by the following advantages compared to global scheduling.
First, there are no migration costs to take into account because a task is always processed
on the same core. Further, the usage of per-processor job-queues might cause a lower
scheduling overhead (compared to one single job-queue for all tasks) if a high number
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of tasks has to be managed. Another advantage is that each partition can be scheduled
with the algorithms for uniprocessor scheduling. Finally, real-time analysis techniques
can also be applied from uniprocessors if resource sharing is not considered or tasks are
independent across the different partitions. However, up to now no optimal scheduling
algorithm exists for partitioned allocation.
In the next sections we first describe how to partition (assign tasks to a certain core)
a task set in a manner that no processor is overloaded. Further, it is considered what
kind of scheduling policy can be used to schedule the partitions in a way that feasible
task sets are schedulable.
3.2.3.1 Task-Partitioning
The proceeding of task partitioning is a kind of bin-packing problem, which is known to
be NP-hard in the strong sense [74]. The classic bin-packing problem can be formulated
as follows:
Given a fix bin capacity V and a set of boxes x1,...,xn with sizes a1,...,an to pack. The
target is to find an assignment for each box into a bin in a way that the V is not exceeded
and the (integer) number of bins B is minimized.
Adapted to partitioned scheduling, processors correspond to bins and boxes correspond
to tasks. The available capacity of a core C(Pn) indicates the bin capacity V and the
size of a box ax indicates the task utilization U(Tx).
However, the difference to the classic bin-packing problem here is that the number of
bins is given by the amount of available cores. If a higher number of bins was required
to find a bin-packing solution in terms of assigning tasks to cores, the task set would be
simply not schedulable.
To come to a solution for the task assignment problem, one have to define the order of
selecting the tasks and further the order of selecting the cores. For selecting the tasks,
the decreasing order (in terms of utilization) is preferable against increasing order, as
large items are more difficult to pack than smaller items and the probability to fit into
the remaining capacity of a partially used processor is higher for smaller items. Lo´pez et
al. showed that order tasks by decreasing utilization achieve higher utilization bounds
[103]. Because of this, we focus on the description of bin-packing in decreasing order
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only. In the following parts an overview is given whether the processor for the actual
bin may be selected.
a) First-Fit Decreasing The first-fit decreasing bin-packing takes the first item
(task) from the sorted list and assigns it to the first core (cores are sorted by their
index) with a sufficient capacity left.
b) Best-Fit Decreasing The best-fit decreasing order considers all available cores
and select that one which will have the minimal remaining capacity after placing the
task. If no such bin exists, an empty one is chosen (sorted by the index).
c) Worst-Fit Decreasing In contrast to best-fit decreasing, that core is selected
which will have the maximum remaining capacity after placing the task.
d) Next-Fit Decreasing The next-fit bin-packing is similar to the first-fit decreasing
except for the fact that the order of cores does not start at the core with the lowest index,
but rather at the next index corresponding to the last selected core.
3.2.3.2 Task-Scheduling
Different well studied scheduling policies exist for the approach of local allocation of
tasks. In the next sections, a short overview of the most discussed algorithms is given.
We categorize algorithms for different types of prioritization according to the classifica-
tion in Section 3.2.2. As a more detailed discussion of these algorithms is out of scope
of this work, interested readers may be referred to [55].
a) Task-Fix Priority Scheduling (P-I) Task-fix priority scheduling is not optimal
for uniprocessor scheduling and thus it is neither optimal in case of partitioned multipro-
cessor scheduling. The maximum utilization bound for task sets τ executed on m cores by
applying (partitioned) task-fix priority scheduling is Usum(τ) ≤ (m+ 1)/
(
1 + 21/(m+1)
)
.
1 This was proven by [114].
1The utilization bound converges to Usum(τ) ≤ m+ 1
2
for a high number of processors (m).
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In more recent work, [10] showed that the utilization bound for implicit deadline task
sets with hard real-time requirements is Usum(τ) ≤ m
2
.
Task-fix priority scheduling algorithms can be distinguished according to their priority
assignment. The following part gives a short overview of the algorithms Rate Monotonic
(RM), Deadline Monotonic (DM) and Audsley’s priority assignment.
i) Rate-Monotonic (RM) presented by [101] is an assignment policy for periodic
task sets. Priorities are assigned according to the inverse of the task period.2 It has
been shown that RM is the best priority assignment for (periodic and sporadic) task
sets with implicit deadlines at uniprocessors [101].
ii) Deadline-Monotonic (DM) assigns priorities according to the inverse of the
relative deadline of a task. It was developed by [100]. They have also shown that DM
outperforms RM priority assignment for task sets with constraint deadlines.
iii) Optimal Priority Assignment (OPA) from [13] is known to be the best
algorithm (at task-fix prioritization) for asynchronous periodic task sets or task sets with
arbitrary deadlines. OPA recursively determines a priority assignment by considering
at most O(n2) distinct priority assignments.
b) Job-Fix Priority Scheduling (P-II) For job-fix priority scheduling it is known
that Earliest Deadline First (EDF) from [58] is an optimal algorithm for uniprocessor
scheduling when sporadic task sets (independent from the deadline constraints) are ap-
plied. However, Dertouzos and Mok have shown that optimal uniprocessor algorithms
are no longer optimal for partitioned scheduling [57]. Lo´pez et al. have proven that task
sets with implicit deadlines are schedulable on m processors with hard real-time con-
straints under partitioned EDF scheduling if either first-fit, best-fit or worst-fit decreas-
ing bin-packing is applied and further if the utilization of the task set Usum(τ) ≤ m+ 1
2
in [104].
Priorities within the EDF scheduling algorithm are assigned to jobs according to their
absolute deadline (in increasing order). That means that the job with the earliest abso-
lute deadline gets the highest priority.
2The task with the shortest period gets the highest priority.
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A disadvantage regarding the overhead of the algorithm is that the absolute deadline
has to be calculated at every activation of a job as there is no static (fix) priority. On
the other hand, there are two advantages that compensate that drawback. First, EDF
is robust against permanent overload, which has been proven by [42] and second, when
EDF is applied, the number of context switches and there is a lower number of preemp-
tions when task-fix priority scheduling is performed.
Experiments of Buttazzo revealed that the average number of preemptions decreases for
high loads under EDF, whereas for RM it increases almost linearly [37].
c) Dynamic Priority Scheduling (P-IV) As EDF is optimal (for uniprocessor
scheduling), there is no need to use a fully dynamic priority assignment. It further has
the disadvantage that the priorities have to be determined not only once for a job, but
every time the scheduler is called. However, Mok developed the Least Laxity First (LLF)
algorithm [110]. Laxity is the largest time for which the start of execution of a job can
be delayed without violating its deadline.
Li,j = Di,j − ai,j − ei,j (3.3)
LLF assigns the highest priority to the job with the lowest laxity. The laxity of executing
jobs remains constant, whereas the laxity of activated jobs (in state ready) decreases
continuously. This can lead to multiple preemptions of tasks without dispatching a new
task, which causes many context switches and thus overhead. Additionally, there exists
the problem that the calculation of laxity is inexact, because the worst case is always
assumed. A modified LLF algorithm presented by [115] reduces the number of context
switches by allowing laxity inversions as far as deadlines are kept.
3.2.4 Semi-Partitioned Multiprocessor Scheduling
Semi-Partitioned Multiprocessor Scheduling can be seen as a special variant of parti-
tioned allocation, where tasks are assigned statically to a certain processor. However,
a selection of some tasks is allowed to migrate under some assumptions. EKG (EDF
with task splitting and k processors in a group.) from [9] is an approach for periodic
task sets with implicit deadlines. Some tasks are split into two components that are
scheduled at different times on different processors. EKGs utilization bound depends
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on the parameter k. It is used to divide tasks into groups of heavy and light tasks.
The maximum utilization of 100% can be reached for k = m (at k=2 the maximum
utilization is still 66%.) [9].
Kato and Yamasaki presented EDDP (Earliest Deadline Deferrable Portion) [89] which
is based on EDF and splits at most m - 1 tasks across two processors. While executing
split tasks the two parts are prevented from executing simultaneously. They also showed
in [89] that the utilization bound of EDDP is 65% for periodic task sets with implicit
deadlines. Furthermore, Lakshmanan et al. and Kato both present semi-partitioned
scheduling algorithms with task-fix priorities, based on DM scheduling. PDMS HPTS
(Partitioned Deadline Monotonic Scheduling - Highest Priority Task of a Partition is
allowed to Split) [94] is only made for sporadic task sets with implicit or constrained
deadlines. DM-PM (Deadline Monotonic with Priority Migration) [88] is as well made
for sporadic task sets, where tasks would be allowed to migrate if they do not fit any
single processor. Further, migrating tasks are assigned highest priority.
RUN (Reduction to Uniprocessor), a scheduling algorithm from Regnier et al. [121],
is claimed to be optimal for periodic preemptive tasks with implicit deadlines. It uses
abstractions to build a reduction tree (oﬄine data structure). A dual task set is created,
where tasks have the same deadlines but complementary workloads compared to the
original tasks. These dual tasks represent the idle times of the processors. Followed
by this the problem can be reduced iteratively to a uniprocessor scheduling problem.
EDF is then applied which is optimal for uniprocessors (see Section 3.2.3.2). However,
RUN seems to be difficult to be implemented in practice because additional operating
system support is required. An example implementation can be found in [49]. A fur-
ther disadvantage is that RUN is not able to schedule sporadic tasks which makes it
non-practicable for many practical embedded real-time systems. An advantage over the
later described optimal global multiprocessor scheduling policies is that RUN produces
less context switches and preemptions (see case studies in [46], [49]) which leads to lower
scheduling overheads.
3.2.5 Global Multiprocessor Scheduling
In contrast to partitioned scheduling, all tasks are assigned to one single scheduler in
the case of global scheduling. The scheduler manages all cores and therefore every task
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might be executed on every core. Figure 3.4 gives an example for global scheduling.
All tasks of the task set τ (Task 1 - Task 9) are assigned to one global scheduler that
distributes the activated jobs of the tasks onto the cores (Core 1 - Core 3) according to
a specific scheduling policy.
Core 1
Core 2
Core 3
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
J 1_1J 4_1
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Job Queue
Task 7
Task 8
Task 9
J 8_1J 3_1
Figure 3.4: Example of global allocation where 9 tasks are assigned to 3 available
cores. All activated jobs are added to a single job queue. The scheduler decides which
job is executed on which core.
In general, global scheduling in comparison to partitioned scheduling has the advantage
that there is no need to run partitioning or load balancing algorithms. Further, [8] have
shown that fewer context switches occur at global scheduling because preemptions only
may take place if no processor of the system is idle at this moment. Nevertheless, [69]
revealed that no optimal global scheduling algorithm exists for sporadic task sets with
arbitrary and constrained deadlines. However, [41] pointed out that the only possible
way of achieving an optimal scheduling algorithm for periodic task sets is a dynamic
priority assignment.
The next sections present a selection and a short discussion about either task-fix, job-fix
or dynamic priority assignments for global scheduling.
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3.2.5.1 Task-Fix and Job-Fix Priority Global Scheduling
In case of global scheduling it has been shown for periodic task sets with implicit dead-
lines that the utilization bound of the task-fix priority algorithm RM and the job-fix
priority algorithm EDF is Usum(τ) ≤ 1+ε for arbitrary small ε [65]. This is called Dhall
effect. Dhall and Liu further built a task set which shows an example for this effect.
For job-fix priority scheduling, [11] proved that the utilization bound for periodic task
sets with implicit deadlines is Usum(τ) ≤ m+ 1
2
.
For sporadic task sets with implicit deadlines, a sufficient schedulability condition is
Usum(τ) ≤ m − (m − 1)Umax(τ) [78]. Baruah presents further schedulability tests for
different sporadic task sets under global EDF (G-EDF) scheduling in [18].
Some variants of EDF algorithms have been developed, we introduce two of them in
the following. The scheduling algorithm EDF-US, proposed by [129], is an extension of
G-EDF where deadlines are assigned according EDF rules if the utilization of a task Ti,
Ui ≤ m
2m− 1. However, if Ui >
m
2m− 1, then Ti’s jobs are assigned highest priority.
A further extension of global EDF scheduling, the global fair lateness (G-FL) algorithm
was developed by [67]. G-FL is a job-fix priority algorithm as well where priorities are
assigned according the following term:
∀Ti ∈ τ, Yi = Di − m− 1
m
Ci (3.4)
Where Yi is the actual priority of a task Ti and Ci denotes the worst case execution
time WCET. That means that not only the absolute deadline D of a task is taken into
account, but also a part of the WCET. This results in the fact that G-FL minimizes the
lateness bounds of a given task set (compared to G-EDF), which is proved by [67].
3.2.5.2 Fully Dynamic Priority Global Scheduling
Like described before in Section 3.2.5, the only possible way to build optimal schedulers
for global allocation is dynamic priority assignment. Up to now, two groups of scheduling
algorithms are known to be optimal. These are the family of Proportionate Fair (Pfair)
[17] and the group of Least Local Laxity First (LLREF) [47] algorithms. Both are based
on the concept of fluid scheduling, an example for that is shown in Figure 3.5. In the
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fluid scheduling model, tasks execute at a constant rate which is represented by a broken
line in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Example of a fluid schedule versus a practical schedule [47].
In the following we discuss these concepts and scheduling algorithms that are based on
this concept.
a) Pfair Scheduling The concept of Pfair scheduling is based on a quantum-based
model (a deviation of the fluid scheduling model) in which tasks make progress propor-
tionate to their utilization (also known as weight). This scheduling model and the first
scheduling algorithm were presented first by [17].
The Pfair scheduling model requires that task periods pi and task execution times ei
have to be a multiple of the quantum size Q. Further, events can enter at time quanta
t = {x ·Q} for x ∈ N0 [59]. The received processing time received(Ti, 0, t) denotes the
sum of time a task was executing already. The difference between the received process-
ing time received(Ti, 0, t) and the fluid schedule fluid(Ti, 0, t) at a certain point in
time is called lag :
lag(Ti, t) = fluid(Ti, 0, t)− received(Ti, 0, t) (3.5)
A Pfair schedule is defined by Baruah et al. [17] as follows:
Definition 3.3. A schedule S of a task set τ is Pfair if and only if:
− 1 < lag(Ti, t) < 1 ∀ Ti ∈ τ (3.6)
This definition can be explained as follows: In a Pfair schedule the cumulative allocation
of a task Ti deviates by strictly less than one quantum from a fluid processor sharing
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schedule at any point in time [31].
Tasks Ti in a quantum based task set consist of up to ni time quanta which can be
called subtasks [6] as well. The kth subtask of a job Ji,j is defined to be Ji,j,k. Each
subtask has to be scheduled within a so called Pfair window. A Pfair window starts at
its pseudo-release time ri,j,k and ends at its pseudo-deadline di,j,k. The pseudo-release
time is:
ri,j,k = ai,j +
⌊
k − 1
U(Ti)
⌋
(3.7)
While the pseudo-deadline is defined as:
di,j,k = ai,j +
⌈
k
U(Ti)
⌉
(3.8)
Most of the Pfair scheduling algorithms (except Boundary Fair) make use of a tie-
breaking rule called overlapping bit b(Ji,j,k) which is also known as boundary bit [63].
The overlapping bit has the value one if the pseudo-deadline di,j,k of a subtask Ji,j,k
is later than the pseudo-release time ri,j,k of the successor’s (Ji,j,k+1) Pfair window,
otherwise it has the value zero.
b(Ji,j,k) =
⌈
k
U(Ti)
⌉
−
⌊
k
U(Ti)
⌋
(3.9)
After discussing the properties of Pfair schedules, optimal scheduling algorithms that are
able to handle Pfair schedules are concerned below. They all allocate subtasks according
the Earliest Pseudo-Deadline First (EPDF) policy.
i) Pfair-PF The Pfair-PF algorithm has been presented (and shown to be optimal
for periodic task sets with implicit deadlines) by [17]. It assigns priorities as follows:
When a schedule decision takes place, when subtask Ji,j,k and subtask Ja,b,l are ready
for execution, Ji,j,k gets a higher priority than Ja,b,l (Ji,j,k  Ja,b,l) if one of the following
is true:
When two different subtasks that are activated have different values of pseudo-deadline:
a) d(Ji,j,k) < d(Ja,b,l)
When two different subtasks that are activated have the same value of pseudo-deadline
but differ in their overlapping bits, the higher priority is assigned to that task where the
value of overlapping bit is one:
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b) d(Ji,j,k) = d(Ja,b,l) and b(Ji,j,k) > b(Ja,b,l)
If two different subtasks that are activated have the same value of pseudo-deadline and
overlapping bit:
c) d(Ji,j,k) = d(Ja,b,l) and b(Ji,j,k) = b(Ja,b,l) and Ji,j,k  Ja,b,l
At each time quantum, the m tasks with the highest priorities are selected to execute
for one time quantum. After that quantum, all tasks are suspended and priorities
are calculated again. This behavior of the Pfair-PF algorithm causes high overheads
regarding priority calculation and context switches.
ii) Pfair-PD The scheduling algorithm Pfair-PD was developed by [21]. It is called
PD because it uses pseudo-deadlines for its subtasks. It contains a complex priority rule
by dividing subtasks into seven different subtask classes. We focus on the algorithm
Pfair-PD2 at this point, which is an optimization of Pfair-PD.
iii) Pfair-PD2 [6] provided a simplified variant of Pfair-PD which is called Pfair-
PD2. Pfair-PD2 schedules active subtasks in order of non-increasing pseudo-deadlines.
It chooses subtasks in a way that future scheduling decisions are as least constrained as
possible [31].
Rule c) of the Pfair-PF is replaced as follows: If subtasks have an equal value of pseudo-
deadline and the values of overlapping bits are zero for all subtasks, the tie in pseudo-
deadlines can be broken in arbitrary order. Moreover, if subtasks have equal values of
pseudo-deadline and the values of overlapping bits are non-zero, the successors of sub-
tasks are constrained when the actual subtask gets delayed. PD2 prefers such subtasks
that would cause a longer cascade of delays. The length of such a cascade of the subtask
Ji,j,k is given by the group deadline D(Ji,j,k) and can be calculated for non-light tasks
(0.5 ≥ U(Ti) < 1):
D(Ji,j,k) =

⌈⌈
k
Ui
Ui
⌉
· (1− Ui)
⌉
1− Ui
 (3.10)
Whereas for light tasks (0 < U(Ti) < 0.5) the group deadline D(Ji,j,k) is defined as:
D(Ji,j,k) = 0 (3.11)
Now rule c) of assigning priorities in PD2 can be formulated as:
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c) d(Ji,j,k) = d(Ja,b,l) and b(Ji,j,k) = b(Ja,b,l) and D(Ji,j,k) < D(Ja,b,l)
Pfair-PD2 has been proven to be optimal for task sets in a multiprocessor with m cores
if the following condition is true:
n∑
i=1
U(Ti) ≤ m (3.12)
iv) Early Release Extension The pseudo-activation of subtasks for Pfair schedulers
leads to the fact that a subtask Ji,j,k+1 is only allowed to be assigned to a core if it is
pseudo-activated (time has reached pseudo-release time). This makes Pfair schedulers
to non-work-conserving algorithms.
As work-conserving algorithms are generally more robust, the so called Early-Release
Fair (ERfair) scheduling algorithm have been presented by [5]. ERfair is a work-
conserving algorithm where subtasks do not have a pseudo-activation. That means
that if a subtask Ji,j,k terminates before pseudo-release time ri,j,k+1 (if there is one)
of the next subtask Ji,j,k+1 is reached, this subtask would be allowed to be processed
immediately.
v) Boundary Fair Boundary Fair (BF) from [140] was developed to minimize the
number of context switches which is one of the main drawbacks of Pfair based sched-
ulers. BF makes schedule decisions only at inter-arrival time boundaries and thus allows
violations of Equation 3.6 during these boundaries (A task can miss its deadline only at
inter-arrival time boundaries). This algorithm is limited to periodic task sets because
the task activations have to be known, so that it can be determined how many task
quanta of all tasks in a task set have to be assigned to the available cores from schedule
time until the next inter-arrival time boundary. After that, task quanta are placed in a
manner that the number of context switches is minimal.
vi) Partly Pfair Algorithms Deubzer et al. proposed two scheduling algorithms that
were constructed with the focus on automotive powertrain systems. They weakened the
Pfair scheduling model and called it Partly Pfair. The first algorithm is called Partly
Pfair-PD2 [61]. It is based on Pfair-PD2, however it does not fulfill the proportionate fair
bounds from Equation 3.6. The main properties of Partly Pfair-PD2 are that it calculates
schedules for multiple time based task sets with arbitrary deadlines [59] like they occur
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in automotive powertrain systems. In those systems, sources of task activation are either
a (time based) periodic trigger, a crankshaft dependent trigger (based on the rotation
speed of the engine), or a sporadic event trigger. The different sources of activation
are described in Section 2.6.2. Further, Partly Pfair-PD2 is a cooperative scheduler
with non-preemptive task sections in order to minimize the amount of context switches.
Finally, tasks have variable execution times during runtime which is the case in the
most practical embedded real-time systems. The second algorithm is called Partly-
Early Release Fair P-ERFair [62]. The algorithm is similar to Partly Pfair-PD2 and
applies the concept of partly Pfair onto the ERfair algorithm. The difference to Partly
Pfair-PD2 lies in the fact that pseudo activation is removed and thus P-ERFair is a
work-conserving algorithm.
b) LLREF Scheduling Least Local Remaining Execution Time First scheduling (LL-
REF) which is optimal for periodic task sets with implicit deadlines was invented by
[47]. It is based on an abstraction of time and local execution time domain plane (T-L
plane) which was inspired by [57] and is non-work-conserving. Tokens represent the
move of task over time. Figure 3.6 shows an example of such a T-L plane. In such a
plane, the x-axis represents the time and the y-axis represents the remaining execution
time of the task. The dotted line depicts the fluid schedule with a slope of -U(Ti). A
task execution with a slope of -1 is drawn as line. If the line has a slope of zero, a
non-execution task is represented. The figure shows the fluid schedules of N tasks. In
this example, a right isosceles triangle for all tasks can be constructed between every
two consecutive scheduling events.
The LLREF scheduling algorithm divides time-lines into sections separated by schedul-
ing events. At the beginning of a section, LLREF selects m tasks according to their
least local remaining execution time. While a task executes, its local remaining ex-
ecution time decreases, whereas it remains constant for waiting tasks. LLREF inserts
additional schedule events, whenever a task completes its local remaining execution time
or a non-running tasks reaches the point where it has no laxity left. A work conserving
extension of LLREF was provided by [70]. [71] presented an extension of LLREF, called
LRE-TL. They made the observation that it is not necessary within each section to
select tasks for execution based on their largest local remaining execution time. This
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Figure 3.6: Example of a T-L plane for LLREF [47]. It shows a isosceles triangle
between two consecutive scheduling events of the tasks and their fluid schedule.
extension reduces migrations by factor m and is shown to be optimal for sporadic task
sets with implicit deadlines.
3.2.6 Clustered Multiprocessor Scheduling
Clustered Multiprocessor Scheduling is a combination of partitioned and global alloca-
tion of tasks to cores. m processors are divided into
⌈
m
c
⌉
disjoint clusters [31].
Like under partitioned allocation, tasks are assigned statically to these clusters (jobs
do not migrate across clusters). Within every cluster, a global scheduling algorithm
is used to schedule jobs to the different cores belonging to the cluster. In contrast to
partitioned scheduling, the bin-packing problem is simpler because there are fewer and
larger bins of size c available while the utilization of tasks stays constant. Further, there
is less implementation overhead compared to global scheduling because shared common
cache can be used. Nevertheless, this approach assumes that the hardware architecture
supports this approach (for instance the design of caches).
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Figure 3.7: Example of clustered allocation of 9 tasks to 6 cores. A job Ji,j of a task
Ti is added on a job queue. Every job queue is shared by a cluster of cores and the
scheduler decides which job is selected for which core of the corresponding cluster.
Generally, well-known algorithms can be used for clustered scheduling like it is presented
in [39] where tasks are assigned statically to clusters and then scheduled by a global EDF
scheduler.
A scheduling and model analysis was given by [127], where clusters are represented by
multiprocessor periodic resource abstraction. Moreover, [127] presented an scheduling
algorithm where clusters may be either physical with a static mapping or virtual with a
dynamic mapping to processors. They have shown that this algorithm is optimal for task
sets with implicit deadlines. However, in practice the high number of context switches
that occur can be prohibitive [55].
An approach for scheduling mixed critical task sets (with hard and soft real-time re-
quirements) was provided by [98]. It is a container based hierarchical attempt in which
containers are allocated to a specific bandwidth provided by a periodic server.
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3.3 Real-Time Synchronization
Schedulability analyses of scheduling algorithms that are described in the sections before
are based on the assumption that tasks are independent. However, in practical systems
this is not the case. That means that task have to share resources and many of them
do not allow simultaneous access by different tasks. Access to shared resources within
embedded real-time systems therefore has to be managed by a synchronization mecha-
nism. Two different synchronization approaches exist for dependent tasks, lock-based
and non-blocking synchronization mechanisms.
Non-blocking synchronization can further be divided into either lock-free, wait-free or
obstruction-free. Lock-free synchronization means that system wide progress is guaran-
teed (at least one task is making progress), whereas wait-free ensures per-task progress
(every operation has a maximum bound on the number of steps the algorithm takes
before it is complete). Obstruction-free provides only weak progress guarantees (at
any point, a single task executed in isolation for a bounded number of steps will be
completed) and thus are not an option in systems with hard real-time requirements.
However, non-blocking synchronization mechanisms usually require hardware support
that often is not available in the observed embedded systems, additional memory or
incur significant data copying or overhead by retry loops [31].
Therefore, we focus on the second approach, lock-based synchronization, in this disser-
tation.
In the following, a description about the fundamentals of lock-based synchronization is
given. Further, problems that are accompanied with lock-based synchronization mecha-
nisms are pointed out, as well as the necessary terminology and related work regarding
uniprocessor and multiprocessor locking protocols is presented.
3.3.1 Fundamentals
At first we assume a system containing a set of shared resources R {R1,...,Rk} and a set
of task τ {T1,...,Tn}. When a task Ti wants to access a shared resource Rl it has to issue
a request Qi,l. If the resource is available, Qi,l is satisfied and thus the requesting task
Ti enters a critical section. Otherwise, if Rl is not available, the request is denied and
Ti has to wait until Rl becomes available. If a resource request Qi,l is denied, a task is
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said to be blocked. Later, when task Ti has finished execution on the shared resource Rl,
it gets released and thus the critical section is terminated. The released resource Rl is
now available for other tasks again. Figure 3.8 shows an uniprocessor example schedule
time
T1
T2
Priority
running
critical section
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
blocked
Figure 3.8: An example for blocking on a shared resource with mutual exclusion
requirements (critical section). Task T1 gets blocked at time 5 because task T2 has
acquired the shared resource already at time 3.
where a critical section occurs and a task gets blocked because its request is denied.
Task T1 starts executing at time 1 and issues a resource request to a shared resource at
time 3, which is satisfied (T1 enters the critical section because the resource was acquired
successfully). Task T2 gets activated and preempts task T2 because of higher priority.
At time 5, task T2 requires the same shared resource that is owned by T1 at this point
and issues a resource request. As this request is denied, task T2 gets blocked and task
T2 is allowed to continue its critical section. After releasing the shared resource, task T1
resumes (task T2 gets preempted again).
3.3.1.1 Resource Models
This section can be seen as continuation of the definition of resources in Section 2.4.
Different resource models (or sharing constraints) can be applied for shared resources.
The most common one is mutual exclusion mutex. Resources with mutual exclusion can
only be used by at most one task at any time. For resources with weaker constraints,
reader-writer exclusion [52] may be a sufficient application. For this, it is required
to be able to distinguish between read- and write accesses. Only reading a resource
without affecting its value allows multiple read accesses, whereas write accesses have to
be protected by mutex. In [33], different models of reader-writer exclusion are presented,
for instance task-fair reader-writer locks or phase-fair reader-writer locks.
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A third sharing constraint is the occurrence of x identical replicas, where each replica
is only serially reusable and requires mutual exclusion, but up to x requests can be
satisfied by accessing a own replica each. The approach of replica-exclusion is described
in [27, 31] for example. If not described explicit differently, mutex resources are assumed
within this dissertation.
3.3.1.2 Notation
For the calculation of the maximum blocking time of a task Ti, Bmax(i), some additional
notations have to be defined.
Lock-based synchronization mechanisms modify priorities of tasks, following the goal of
avoiding the later described synchronization problems. The nominal or either original
priority Yi of a task Ti denotes the priority of the task that is given according the
applied scheduling policy. Further, the active priority yi is dynamic and initially set to
Yi.
Next, csi,k is a critical section of task Ti while executing on resource Rk, and CSi,k is
the longest critical section of task Ti while executing on resource Rk. The duration of
CSi,k is denoted by δi,k. Finally, γi,a is the set of longest critical sections that can block
task Ti, while it is accessed by a lower priority task Ta, and σi,a is the set of locks (e.
g. semaphores) that can block Ti, while accessed by Ta.
3.3.2 Synchronization Problems
When tasks are synchronized with lock-based approaches, different problems might oc-
cur, as there were priority inversions, deadlocks, or starvation. These problems are
discussed in the following.
3.3.2.1 Priority Inversions
Priority inversions take place if jobs are not running although they should be running
in this morning. Consequently, the response time of those jobs gets exceeded. This
could lead to unexpected deadline violations which is not acceptable in systems with
hard real-time requirements. Figure 3.9 depicts an example schedule on a uniprocessor,
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where a task suffers priority inversion.
Low priority task T3 enters the critical section at time 2 but gets preempted by the
high priority task T1 at time 3. At time, task T1 as well needs to access the critical
section, but gets blocked as task T3 owns the lock. Followed by this, task T3 continues
processing until time 5, where medium priority task T2 gets activated and immediately
preempts T3 because of higher priority. This is the moment where priority inversion
occurs because medium priority task T2 is executing although high priority task T1 is
activated as well. After task T2 terminates at time 7, task T3 is resumed and leaves
the critical section at time 8. Only then, task T1 is allowed to enter the critical section
and thus gets resumed. A famous practical example for priority inversion was yield by
T1
time
T2
T3
Priority
running
critical section
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
blocked
Figure 3.9: An example for priority inversion caused by resource sharing. Task T2
starts executing although task T1 has a higher priority at time 4.
the Mars Pathfinder mission that happened in july 1997. The Pathfinder mars robot
experienced repeated resets by its watchdog process. The reason for that were timing
overruns of some tasks caused by priority inversion. A software update that enabled
priority inheritance (explained in Section 3.3.3.2) finally solved the problem.
3.3.2.2 Deadlocks
A deadlock occurs if two or more processes are waiting indefinitely for an event that
can be caused by only one of the waiting processes. One can differentiate between the
terms deadlock and livelock. A deadlock means that two or more processes remain in a
fixed state while waiting for a reaction of the other process. In contrast, at a livelock,
the involved processes frequently change their state, but they are not able to make any
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progress. As deadlock and livelock lead to the same result regarding the system (no
progress can be reached), we only refer to the term deadlock in the following. Such a
behavior might only occur if lock-based synchronization mechanisms are used. Then a
deadlock is possible, if and only if each of the following four conditions is fulfilled:
• Mutual exclusion: At least one resource can be used by only one single process at
a time.
• Hold and wait: One process is holding a resource and waiting for another resource
simultaneously.
• No preemptions: Critical sections cannot be preempted, resources can only be
released by the process that is holding it.
• Circular wait: There exist a cycle of process Requests, for instance a set of pro-
cesses τ T1, T2, T3,...,Tn such that T1 is waiting for a resource which is held by
T2 and T2 is waiting for T3, ... and Tn waits for T1.
The following example in Figure 3.10 describes a deadlock scenario for two tasks on a
uniprocessor which is explained in [38].
At time 2, the low priority task T2 acquires resource b. Task T2 gets preempted at
T1
T2
Priority
running
critical section
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
b
blocked
a
b
time
blocked on b
blocked on a
Figure 3.10: An example for a deadlock. Task T1 waits for task T2 to release resource
b, while task T2 waits for task T1 to release resource b.
time 3 by the high priority task T1. While task T1 runs, it acquires resource a at time
5 and further tries to acquire resouce b but gets blocked, because resource b is already
kept by task T2. Followed by this, task T2 gets resumed and executes in critical section
with resource b until time 8 where it tries to lock resource a. After time 8, both tasks
are waiting for each other to release the acquired resources and no task is able to make
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progress in the sense of executing further instructions. A deadlock occurred. Note, that
a livelock is similar to a deadlock, except that tasks are doing useless work instead of
waiting, for instance if tasks permanently issue retry-loops that never are terminated
successfully.
3.3.3 Uniprocessor Real-Time Locking Protocols
Locking protocols are required to overcome the synchronization problems of deadlocks
(described in Section 3.3.2.2) and unbounded priority inversions (discussed in Section
3.3.2.1). Note that deadlock avoidance requires some kind of priority inversions, but
locking protocols should bound and minimize them. For uniprocessor systems, well
studied and optimal locking protocols exist. Some of these protocols are discussed
within the following sections.
3.3.3.1 Non-Preemptive Critical Sections
The simplest approach to avoid deadlocks and unbounded priority inversions is to make
critical sections non-preemptive. That means, as soon as a job has acquired a resource
successfully, it becomes non-preemptive immediately for all the other jobs, no matter
if those other jobs have a higher priority or not. In this dissertation we refer to this
protocol as non-preemptive protocol (NPP). Figure 3.11 shows an example schedule of
the NPP which is explained in the following. The low priority task T3 enters a critical
T1
time
T2
T3
Priority
running
critical section
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
blocked
Figure 3.11: Example schedule with non-preemptive protocol. Task T3 becomes
non-preemptive as it enters its critical section. Followed by this, task T1 gets blocked
although it has a higher priority.
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section at time 2 and thus gets non-preemptive. Further, at time 3, the high priority task
T1 gets activated, but is not allowed to execute because task T3 is non-preemptive at this
moment. After task T3 has left its critical section at time 5, task T1 gets resumed and
preempts task T3. Task T1 enters a critical section at time 6 and gets non-preemptive
as well, but this does not influence the schedule in this example because task T1 is the
task with the highest priority within this task set anyhow. The set of longest critical
sections that can block task Ti is given by:
γi = max{CSa,k | Ya < Yi, k = 1, ...,m} (3.13)
Because of the fact, that task Ti can not be preempt a lower priority task Ty that is
inside a critical section, it follows that task Ti can be blocked by any critical section
inside a lower priority task. The maximum blocking duration of the NPP can then be
calculated as:
Bmax(i) = max{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.14)
One unit of time has to be subtracted because a task Ti can only be blocked by a lower
priority task Ty if it has already started its critical section csy. The NPP is widely used
in many practical systems because it is easy to implement (it is just necessary to disable
interrupts during critical sections) [31]. Nevertheless, the NPP contains the drawback
that jobs that do not access any shared resources suffer from blocking (priority inversion)
and thus might unnecessarily violate their deadlines.
3.3.3.2 Priority Inheritance Protocol
The priority inheritance protocol (PIP) was presented by [125]. It is designed for task
sets with task-fix priorities. PIP avoids the described disadvantage of the NPP that
jobs which do not access any critical sections are blocked unnecessarily. At the PIP,
blocking only occurs if the preemption of a resource holding, lower priority job would
cause a delay for a higher priority job. Lower priority jobs that are inside a critical
section inherit priority of the highest priority waiting job. Followed by this, only jobs
with a higher priority than the highest priority of waiting jobs are able to preempt the
job within a critical section. Figure 3.12 shows the following example schedule with PIP:
The low priority task T3 enters a critical section at time 2. At time 3, high priority task
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T1
time
T2
T3
Priority
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
running
critical section R1
directly blocked
push-through 
blocked
Figure 3.12: Example schedule with priority inheritance protocol. Task T3 inherits
the priority of task T1 at time 4 until it has finished its critical section at time 6.
Different types of blocking occur in this example.
T1 gets activated and preempts task T3 because of higher priority. Later, at time 4,
task T1 tries to access the shared resource that has already been acquired by task T3.
According to the rules of PIP, task T3 inherits the priority of task T1 at this point and
gets resumed for the residual duration of the critical section. At time 6, task T3 leaves
the critical section and gets back its original priority, which leads to a preemption by the
high priority task T1 that is now able to enter the critical section. Unbounded priority
inversion is avoided by PIP which can be observed at time 5 when medium priority task
T2 gets activated, but low priority task T1 continues executing because it has inherited
task T1’s priority. After that, when task T1 terminates at time 8, task T2 is allowed
to execute because of higher priority than task T3 which has its original priority at this
point in time.
Figure 3.10 shows that tasks can experience two different kinds of blocking. Direct
Blocking occurs if a higher priority task gets blocked by a low priority task because
it wants to enter a critical section that has already been entered by the low priority
task. This blocking is required to keep data consistency [38]. In contrast, Push-Through
Blocking means that a medium priority task is blocked because a low priority task
has temporarily inherited the priority of a high priority task. Push-though blocking is
required to avoid unbounded priority inversions.
The evaluation of blocking times is quite difficult for PIP because of the different types
of blocking that may occur. A precise deviation of this analysis can be found in [38], it
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results in two terms of blocking:
Blmax(i) =
∑
j:Ya<Yi
max
k
{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.15)
Bsmax(i) =
m∑
k=1
max
a
{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.16)
The maximum overall blocking time Bmax(i) is:
Bmax(i) = min(B
l
max(i), B
s
max(i)) (3.17)
Where the set of longest critical sections is:
γi,a = {CSa,k | (Ya < Yi) and (Rk ∈ σi,a)} (3.18)
Followed by this, the set of all critical sections that may block Ti directly or by push-
through is:
γi =
⋃
j:Pa<Pi
γi,a (3.19)
Unfortunately, PIP does not guarantee deadlock freedom. The deadlock example (Figure
3.10) in section 3.3.2.2 would also occur in the same way if PIP is applied.3 A further
disadvantage of PIP is that there occurs a high number of context switches which causes
additional overhead.
3.3.3.3 Priority Ceiling Protocol
The priority ceiling protocol was presented (PCP) by Sha et al and Rajkumar respec-
tively [125, 119]. Like PIP, the PCP is designed for task sets with task-fix priorities. In
contrast to PIP, PCP is deadlock free because a task is only allowed to enter a critical
section if it is free and there exists no risk of chained blocking.
Each resource Rk is assigned a ceiling Π(Rk) which denotes the maximum priority Ymax
of all tasks T ∈ τ that can lock Rk (can be calculated off-line). A task Ti is only allowed
to enter a critical section if its priority is greater than the ceilings of all resources that are
currently locked by other tasks. When a task Ti is blocked, it transmits its priority to
the resource holding task. Followed by this, the task that has acquired the lock resumes
3Note that deadlocks are only possible if nested critical sections occur.
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and executes the remaining part of its critical section. After the release, the releasing
job regains its original priority. An example schedule is shown in Figure 3.13. The low
T1
time
T2
T3
Priority
running
critical section R1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
directly blocked
critical section R2
push-through 
blocked
Figure 3.13: Example schedule with priority ceiling protocol. Task T1 and task T2
getting blocked at time 4 and time 6 respectively because their priority does not lie
above the ceiling of resource R1 that is acquired by task T3.
priority task T3 enters a critical section (resource R1) at time 2. At time 3, medium
priority task T2 preempts task T3 because of higher priority. Further, at time 4, task T2
tries to enter another critical section (resource R2). However, as high priority task T1
accesses both resources as well, task T3 gets the ceiling priority and continues execution
within its critical sections. The same proceeding happens with task T1 at time 6, where
PCP avoids unbounded priority inversion (task T2 gets push-through blocked). After
task T3 has released resource R1, it returns to its original priority and gets preempted
by the task which has the highest priority of all active tasks (task T1).
Contrary to the NPP, a task Ti can only be blocked by critical sections that belong to
lower priority tasks with a resource ceiling that is greater or equal than Yi:
γi = max{CSa | (Ya < Yi) and Π(Rk) ≥ Yi} (3.20)
The blocking time is calculated as follows:
Bmax(i) = max{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.21)
The PCP avoids deadlocks, chained blocking and unbounded priority inversions. How-
ever it has the disadvantages that PCP leads to many context switches, and further it
is difficult to implement. Each semaphore has to store its ceiling and further the active
priorities of tasks have to be stored in the task control block [38].
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3.3.3.4 Highest Locker Protocol
The highest locker protocol (HLP), which is also known as immediate priority ceiling
protocol (IPCP), was proposed by [90]. The concept of HLP is similar to the original
PCP, the main difference lies in the point of time where the blocking takes place. A
job can only be blocked at release time, otherwise it does not get blocked at all. When
a blocked job later requests a resource, it is satisfied immediately (per definition). All
resources that j might request are available after the blocking at release time. As a
consequence, deadlocks are not possible.
The following example schedule of HLP is drawn in Figure 3.14. The low priority task
T3 enters a critical section (resource R1) at time 2. At time 3, medium priority task T2
gets activated with a higher priority than the running task T3, but task T3 continues
executing because it is within a critical section and the HLP rule is that a task can only
be blocked at release time. Further, at time 5, task T3 leaves the critical section and
thus gets preempted by task T1 (T1 is activated at time 5 and has higher priority than
task T2). The set of longest critical sections that can block a task Ti is equal to that
T1
time
T2
T3
Priority
running
critical section R1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
blocked
critical section R2
Figure 3.14: Example schedule with stack resource policy. Task T2 gets blocked
immediately at its activation (time 3) by lower priority task T3, although it requests
resource R2 at a later point in time.
set in PCP:
γi = max{CSa | (Ya < Yi) and Π(Rk) ≥ Yi} (3.22)
Moreover, it is not very surprising that the maximum blocking time is the same as in
PCP as well, since the only difference between these two protocols is the point in time
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where blocking occurs:
Bmax(i) = max{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.23)
The HLP has several advantages. Like the PCP it avoids deadlocks, chained blocking
and unbounded priority inversions. Further, context switches are reduced and it is easier
to implement in comparison to PCP. Note that up to this point all presented locking
protocols were built on the assumption that task-fix priority scheduling is applied. How-
ever, the NPP, PIP and PCP can be extended in a way that they can be applied under
job-fix priority scheduling as well [31]. The HLP can be seen as a specific case (for
task-fix priorities) of the stack resource policy which is presented in the following.
3.3.3.5 Stack Resource Policy
Stack resource policy (SRP) was presented by Baker [16] and supports task-fix as well as
dynamic priority scheduling. It is an extension of PCP that allows multi-unit resources.
Besides the resource ceiling Π (of every single resource), it further requires a system
ceiling Πˆ. The SRP rule is that a job can not preempt another job until it has the
highest priority of all activated jobs and further its resource ceiling is greater than the
system ceiling.
SRP uses the same blocking scheme as the HLP in section 3.3.3.4, where jobs can only
be blocked at release time. Followed by this, the example schedule of the HLP in Figure
3.14 is valid for SRP as well.
The set of lower priority tasks that can block higher priority tasks while being in a
critical section can be extended from the calculation of γ at the PCP. In contrast to
PCP, the SRP does not work with static (task-fix) priorities, but rather with so called
preemption levels pi. A task Ti is only allowed to preempt another task Ta, if pii > pia,
and further if Ti arrives after Ta and Ti has a higher priority than Ta. Then follows
pii > pia. γi within SRP can be calculated as:
γi = max{CSa | (pia < pii) and Π(Rk) ≥ pii} (3.24)
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The calculation of the maximum blocking time bound is the same as for HLP and PCP:
Bmax(i) = max{δa,k − 1 | CSa,k ∈ γi} (3.25)
SRP as well avoids deadlocks, chained blocking and unbounded priority inversions. Fur-
ther advantages are that it is easy to implement and allows sharing of stack-based
resources.
3.3.3.6 Bandwidth Inheritance Protocol
The bandwidth inheritance protocol (BIP) was published by [96]. Its blocking behavior
is similar to that from the PIP, but it uses a server-based approach to realize the blocking
mechanism. Followed by this, it can be considered as an extension of PIP to resource
reservation. Instead of inheriting just the priority, the lock holding task inherits the
entire reservation of each task that attempts to acquire the resource (a deviation of the
constant bandwidth server principle). A further difference to all the other presented
protocols is that the BIP is built for open systems, where tasks can be added or taken
away from the task set at runtime. However, the BIP is difficult to implement, and as
we do not consider such open systems, we do not analyze this protocol more in detail.
3.3.4 Multiprocessor Real-Time Locking Protocols
Uniprocessor protocols are not longer sufficient when multiprocessors are applied, since
resources may be requested by jobs on different cores simultaneously. Thus, special
multiprocessor locking protocols are required to avoid deadlocks and unbounded priority
inversions. We continue with a description of the different categories, followed by a
detailed discussion of existing real-time locking protocols for multiprocessors.
3.3.4.1 Categories
Multiprocessor locking protocols can be classified into different categories. Table 3.2
gives an overview of these categories, which are explained in detail afterwards.
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Table 3.2: Classification of multiprocessor real-time locking protocols.
I II III IV
Blocking Busy-Wait Suspend
Nesting Yes No
Priorities Task-fix Job-fix Section-fix Dynamic
Allocation Partitioned Global Clustered
a) Blocking The first category - blocking - can be performed either by busy-wait or
by suspending. Busy-wait means that tasks whose resource requests are denied and
thus get blocked, stay active on their assigned processor while waiting. If this scenario
occurred in uniprocessors, the system would starve.
However, there exist different types of busy-wait blocking. Blocked tasks can wait ei-
ther preemptively or non-preemptively, and further the critical section as itself can be
performed preemptive or non-preemptive as well. Besides, wait queues (where blocked
tasks are listed) may be sorted in FIFO manner, by priority, in round-robin manner or
just be unordered 4. An exact description of the different types of busy-wait blocking
can be found in [138]. The drawback of busy-wait blocking is that processor time is
wasted as blocked tasks stay active but do not make any progress.
The example non-preemptive busy-wait scenario depicted in Figure 3.15 shows a sched-
ule of 3 tasks on 2 processors. Task T3 which runs on processor P2 enters its critical
section (Resource R1) at time 2. At time 3, task T2 which runs simultaneously on pro-
cessor P1 issues a request Q1 for R1 as well and gets blocked because task T3 already
owns resource R1. Followed by this, T2 busy-waits and stays active on P1, even if a
higher priority task T1 gets activated. After T3 has released R1 at time 5, T2 enters
its critical section. Finally, at time 6, T2 releases R1 as well and T1 gets scheduled.
One advantage of the busy-wait approach is that the number of context switches and
preemptions are minimized.
Secondly, a suspension based protocol preempts tasks whose resource requests are denied
in order to let execute other tasks without resource conflicts.
Figure 3.16 shows the same scenario from Figure 3.15, but now suspension is applied.
As T2 gets blocked because of the denied resource request at time 3, it suspends. Now,
4Usually, each shared resource has its own wait queue. The resource is assigned to the task that is
the head of this queue.
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time
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critical section R1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
blocked
T3P2
T1
T2
P1
Figure 3.15: Example schedule of 3 tasks on 2 processors. Task T2 gets busy-wait
blocked by task T3 at time 3 until time 5. It stays active on processor P1 and does not
let execute the higher priority task T1 at time 4.
T1 gets scheduled and runs until it gets terminated at time 7. After that, T2 contin-
ues execution and successfully acquires resource R1. Suspension based protocols often
3
time
running
critical section R1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
blocked
T3P2
T1
T2
P1
Figure 3.16: Example schedule 3 tasks on 2 processors. Task T2 gets blocked by task
T3 and suspended. When higher priority task T1 gets activated at time 4 it starts to
execute.
bound the number of suspensions by either priority boosting, priority donation [28] or
priority inheritance [137]. Priority boosting means that a task gets it priority raised
unconditionally in order to ensure that it gets scheduled. Priority donation occurs if
a higher priority task Ti, that should preempt a lower priority task Ta with a denied
resource request Qa,l, suspends and instead donates its priority to Ta and thus ensures
that task Ta makes progress [28]. Finally, priority inheritance means that a task Ti
executes with the priority of a suspended task Ta.
An example for priority boosting is given in Figure 3.17, where task T2 gets priority
boosted after getting suspended so that it gets scheduled as soon as T3 has released R1.
The advantage of suspension-based protocols is that other tasks which are not blocked
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time
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critical section R1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
blocked
T3P2
T1
T2
P1
Figure 3.17: Example schedule 3 tasks on 2 processors. Task T2 gets blocked by task
T3 and suspended with priority boosting. When task T3 leaves its critical section at
time 5, task T2 gets priority boosted until it releases the critical section at time 6.
are able to execute while blocked tasks are suspended. The drawback of suspension is
that many preemptions and context switches occur. The most important design deci-
sion of a multiprocessor locking protocol is, whether it should be either busy-wait or
suspension based. As a consequence, we distinguish the later described protocols (in
section 3.3.4.2 and following) in terms of blocking.
b) Nesting Nesting means that a task can issue a resource request Qi,k for a resource
Rk, even if it has already acquired a resource Rl via a former resource request Qi,l.
That means that tasks are allowed to own more than one resource simultaneously. If a
multiprocessor locking protocol allows nesting, the deadlock avoidance is more difficult
than without nesting.
The example in Figure 3.18 shows a task that issues nested resource requests. At time
2, it requests resource Ra via Qa, and enters the corresponding critical section as no
other task has acquired resource Ra. Later, at time 3 the task further issues a request
Qb for resource Rb, which is a nested request. The task is allowed to access the critical
section of Rb as well, so it owns both, resource Ra and resource Rb simultaneously. In
this scenario, the resource request Qb is said to be nested within resource request Qa.
c) Priorities The different types of priorities are equal to the ones in table 3.1 at point
Prioritization. Generally, not all multiprocessor locking protocols are able to be applied
under any scheduling policy. For instance, protocols based on priority ceiling need to
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running
critical section
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
a a
time
a, b
Qa Qb
Figure 3.18: Example schedule of a task with nested resource requests Qa and Qb.
CSb is nested within CSa.
work with task-fix priorities. Nevertheless, there exist protocols that can be combined
with any kind of priorities, task-fix, job-fix, section-fix or dynamic tasks priorities.
d) Allocation Some of the protocols distinguish between local and global resources,
where local resources are only accessed by tasks running on the same processor, whereas
global resources can be accessed by tasks on any processor. For local resources, also
the presented uniprocessor locking protocols can be used for synchronization. Protocols
that are applied under a global scheduling algorithm, all resources have to be global
obligatory because tasks can be executed on any core and thus resource requests can be
made from any core as well.
3.3.4.2 Suspension Based Synchronization Protocols
The first multiprocessor real-time locking protocols, the distributed priority ceiling pro-
tocol D-PCP [120, 119] and the multiprocessor priority ceiling protocol M-PCP [118, 119]
are both suspension-based. Both protocols are extensions of the PCP under partitioned
task-fix priority scheduling. The following sections discuss these two protocols, as well
as further suspension-based protocols that were invented later.
a) Distributed Priority Ceiling Protocol D-PCP The distributed priority ceiling
protocol D-PCP was developed for application in distributed memory multiprocessors.
Initially it was named multiprocessor priority ceiling protocol M-PCP in [120] and re-
named to D-PCP in [119]. This might be confusing because the M-PCP is an own
protocol for shared memory multiprocessors which is described in Section 3.3.4.2.
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A result of the assumption that distributed memory multiprocessors are used, each re-
source is only accessible on a specific processor. However, D-PCP distinguishes between
local and global resources. Local resources are only accessed by tasks running on the
same processor and handled with the uniprocessor PCP policy. In contrast, global re-
sources Rl are assigned to a local agent Al each. If a global resource Rl has to be accessed
by a task Ti which is not running on the same core as its local agent Al, a so called
remote procedure call RPC is issued by the requesting task Ti. The RPC calls the local
agent Al of the requested resource Rl. Al then becomes active on its processor. Local
agents carry out requests that are issued from another core after they receive a call
via RPC. After Ti has issued a request Qi,l and thus called Al, it suspends until it is
resumed when csi, l is terminated within Al. Executions of requests to global resources
are priority boosted, while the priorities of requesting tasks remain unchanged. Agents
access global resources on their core according PCP rules as well. Figure 3.19 presents
3
time
A3
A4
running
critical section R1
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
blocked
critical section R2
T3
T4
P2
T1
T2
P1
A1
A2
PS
Figure 3.19: Example schedule with distributed priority ceiling protocol. Global
resources are accessed via agents on a synchronization processor Ps. Agents are exe-
cuted according to PCP rules. Tasks on processors P1 and P2 become suspended while
waiting for agents to terminate their critical sections.
an example schedule of the D-PCP with four tasks (T1 - T4) allocated to two proces-
sors (P1 and P2), and two global resources (R1 and R2) allocated to a synchronization
processor PS . Global resources can be accessed by corresponding agents (A1 - A4) that
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are called by the requesting tasks per RPC. Partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling is
applied as it is necessary for the D-PCP.
At time 2, T4 issues a resource request Q4,1 to the global resource R1 and thus calls
its corresponding agent A4 on the synchronization processor. Agent A4 carries out the
critical section for task T4, while task T4 gets suspended. Further, at time 3, task
T2 issues a resource request Q2,1 to resource R1 as well. Agent A2 is called, but gets
blocked because agent A4 executes the critical section on resource R1 at this point in
time. Nevertheless, task T2 gets suspended on processor P1 and allows task T1 which is
activated at time 4) to start its execution meanwhile. When resource R1 is released by
agent A4 at time 5, there are two agents activated (A1 and A2). A1 starts the critical
section at this point because agent A1 has a higher priority than agent A2 (analog to the
priorities of their corresponding tasks T1 and T2). Further, as agent A4 is terminated
at time 5 as well, task T4 gets resumed and continues execution on processor P2. The
remaining critical sections are performed according to the rules of partitioned, task-fix
priority scheduling. For reasons of simplicity, accesses to local resources, which would
be handled according to the uniprocessor PCP, are not considered within this example.
An advantage of D-PCP in terms of blocking analysis is that resource requests are ex-
ecuted on remote processors and do not influence the execution time and utilization of
tasks. Blocking analyses for the D-PCP can be found in [120, 119, 102].
b) Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol M-PCP The multiprocessor prior-
ity ceiling protocol M-PCP [118, 119] is a later version of D-PCP for shared memory
multiprocessors. In contrast to D-PCP where distributed memory multiprocessors are
assumed, each resource can be accessed by any processor within the M-PCP. That means
that no local agents and thus no RPCs are required anymore. A task Ti that issues a
request Qi,l for a global resource Rl instead accesses Rl directly and is priority-boosted
while the critical section csi,l is in progress. The boosted priority is the highest priority
of any remote task Ta that shares the requested resource Rl.
Since remote priorities are not necessarily unique, tie-breaking rules are required. The
first rule is that earlier boosted jobs have precedence to avoid unnecessary preemptions.
Further, if there exist tasks that have the same (boosted) priority and were boosted at
the same point in time the basic priority of job is the second tie-breaking criterion. The
example depicted in Figure 3.20 shows the same example of Figure 3.19, but with the
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Figure 3.20: Example schedule with multiprocessor priority ceiling protocol. Global
resources are accessed directly by the requesting tasks. Tasks on processors P1 and P2
are suspended while waiting for the release of requested resources.
M-PCP applied instead of D-PCP. The main difference is that M-PCP assumes that
shared memory is used. Task T4 requests resource R1 and executes its critical section
from time 2 to time 5. Meanwhile, at time 3, task T2 issues a request to resource R1 as
well and gets blocked (suspended from processor P1). Task T2 is thus remote blocked by
T4. Later, as task T1 is activated at time 3, it gets active and starts execution. Further,
T1 enters the critical section with resource R1 at time 5 (the request was issued at time
4) because it has a higher (boosted) priority than task T2. A detailed blocking aware
response time analysis for the M-PCP can be found in [95].
c) Multiprocessor Dynamic Priority Ceiling Protocol M-DPCP Both pro-
tocols, D-PCP and M-PCP, were extended by [45] to M-DPCP I and M-DPCP II.
They developed versions for these two protocols that are able to handle task sets with
job-level priority partitioned scheduling. They use non-preemptive critical sections for
synchronization and allow nesting of resource requests. Multiple requests to a resource
are handled by a priority ordered wait-queue. Finally, they showed a blocking time
analysis.
d) O (m) Locking Protocol OMLP A new family of locking protocols was pre-
sented by [31, 27], where protocols were built for either mutex, reader-writer exclusion,
and k-exclusion. These protocols are all suspension-based, allow nesting and support
partitioned, as well as global and clustered scheduling. However, it was mainly designed
for application at clustered scheduling. Multiple requests to resources are handled by
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a FIFO queue per resource and priority donation is used to bound suspensions. If a
task Ti issues a request Qi,l to a resource Rl and Rls FIFO queue is non-empty, the
requesting task Ti suspends until Qi,l is granted (Qi,l is head of Rls FIFO queue). Fur-
ther, if Rls FIFO queue is full, further requests are inserted into an additional priority
sorted wait-queue. A detailed blocking analysis can be found in [31]. It shows that the
maximum bound a task Ti can be (priority-inversion) blocked is calculated by:
Bmax(i) =
nr∑
k=1
Ni,l · (2m− 1) · CSmax (3.26)
Where m denotes the number of processors, n the number of running tasks, CSmax
denotes the maximum critical section length and Ni,q is the maximum number of times
that any Ti requests Rl. One drawback of this family of protocols is the implementation
difficulty, which requires token-based locks and further priority inheritance in case of
global scheduling and a type of priority boosting for partitioned and clustered scheduling.
e) FIFO Multiprocessor Locking Protocol FMLP+ The FIFO multiprocessor
locking protocol FMLP+ provided in [31] is developed for application of partitioned
scheduling. Lock-holding tasks are priority boosted. That means that they get higher
priority than tasks that do not hold resources. Priority boosted jobs are ordered by the
point in time where the resource request was issued (FIFO). Later, in [32], the FMLP+
was extended for global and clustered job-fix priority scheduling. Within the extension a
restricted segment priority boosting is applied, where at most one lock-holding task gets
priority boosted, with the intention to disturb the general schedule as little as possible.
A blocking analysis of the FMLP+ can also be found in [32]. For the case that critical
sections are preemptive:
Bmax(i) = (nc − 1) · CSmax +
nr∑
l=1
Ni,l · (n− 1) · CSmax (3.27)
And further, if critical sections are performed non-preemptive:
Bmax(i) = (nc − 1) ·
(
1 +
nr∑
l=1
Ni,l
)
· CSmax + 2
(
nr∑
l=1
Ni,l · (n− nc)
)
· CSmax (3.28)
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f) Multiprocessor Synchronization Protocol For Real-Time Open Systems
MSOS The Multiprocessor Synchronization Protocol For Real-Time Open Systems
MSOS is a family of locking protocols. They are built for real-time open systems, where
applications can be added and removed dynamically from the task set. Applications con-
sist of a certain amount of tasks. Resources are divided into local and global resources.
Local resources belong to one single application, whereas global resources are shared
between different applications. The first MSOS protocol, MSOS-FIFO [113] is built for
partitioned scheduling and assumes that an application is fix assigned to a certain pro-
cessor without a possibility for migration. Thus, local resources can be synchronized
by any uniprocessor locking protocol. Each global resource has its own FIFO queue,
where requests from the different applications are enqueued. That application that is
the head of the queue is allowed to access the resource. However, each application has a
FIFO queue as well, where tasks waiting for resources are listed. If the resource becomes
available for an application its task that is head of the local application FIFO queue
is granted access to the resource. Tasks that are inside a critical section are priority
boosted in order to ensure that resources are released as quickly as possible.
A second MSOS protocol, MSOS-Priority [111] is similar to MSOS-FIFO but wait queues
are sorted by priority and not by time stamp of requests.
Finally, C-MSOS [112] is developed for clustered scheduling algorithms. Under C-MSOS,
local resources are handled by PIP. The wait queues of global resources are sorted either
in FIFO or in round robin manner. In contrast to MSOS-FIFO and MSOS-Priority, lo-
cal queues exist not per application, but per cluster. Priority boosting is applied inside
each cluster.
3.3.4.3 Busy-Wait Based Synchronization Protocols
The second type of synchronization protocols are busy-wait based. Busy-wait means
that if a task Ti issues a request Qi,l to a resource Rl and it is denied, the blocked
task becomes not suspended, but rather it actively waits until Rl becomes available
again. Since blocked tasks are still in state running while waiting for resources, they are
waisting processor time (these tasks make no progress during busy-wait). This behavior
is a disadvantage compared to suspension based protocols, whereas an advantage is that
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busy-wait based protocols minimize overhead, namely context-switches and migration.
Different busy-wait based synchronization protocols are discussed in the sections below.
a) Multiprocessor Stack Resource Policy M-SRP Multiprocessor stack resource
policy M-SRP was presented by [73]. M-SRP is based on uniprocessor SRP and can be
applied at partitioned scheduling, either with task-fix or job-fix priorities. Similar to
D-PCP and M-PCP, the M-SRP distinguishes between local and global resources. The
access to local resources is handled according to the SRP for uniprocessors. Besides,
global resources use non-preemptive spin-locks with FIFO sorted wait-queues, where
tasks add themselves to the end of the spin-queue, if a resource request is denied. Non-
preemptive here means that both, the spinning and the critical section itself are non-
preemptive.
Figure 3.21 shows an example schedule of the M-SRP, based on the same settings like
the examples in Figure 3.19 or 3.20 respectively. As busy-wait and the critical section
itself are non-preemptive, task T1 gets activated at time 3 but gets blocked until task
T2 has released resource R1 at time 6, although task T1 has a higher priority than task
T2. Local resources that would be handled according to the uniprocessor SRP are not
considered within this example. However, the schedule of the M-SRP ends one time unit
after the M-PCP, but it causes fewer context switches like the D-PCP or the M-PCP
5. A detailed blocking analysis of the M-SRP can be found in [73]. As a result of this
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Figure 3.21: Example schedule with multiprocessor stack resource policy. Local
resources are handled according to uniprocessor SRP, whereas critical section of global
resources are carried out non-preemptively.
5Note, that the overheads caused by context switches are not considered in the depicted examples
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analysis, the maximum spinning time is:
spin(Ti, Rl) =
m∑
k=1
k 6=Pi
max {CSk,l | Ta ∈ τk} (3.29)
Later, [83] presented a refinement of M-SRP: The parallel stack resource policy P-
SRP generalizes M-SRP to the application of parallel (fix-priority) tasks. At the P-
SRP, every tasks consists of a sequence of so called schedule segments. These schedule
segments again consist of resource requirements which are either preemptive or non-
preemptive. Requests to local preemptive resources are granted in priority order (queue-
based), whereas all global resources are non-preemptive and handled in FIFO order.
Local non-preemptive resources have a resource ceiling and are handled according to SRP
rules, while local preemptive resources have a system ceiling and are handled according
to SRP rules as well. Resources within a schedule segment are accessed simultaneously
(parallel tasks).
b) Devi’s Protocol [64] developed a non-preemptive FIFO spin-lock protocol for
global EDF scheduling. Global scheduling means that jobs are not assigned fix to pro-
cessors, and thus the maximum spinning duration can not be bounded like for the
M-SRP. The protocol works similar to the M-SRP, with the exception that all resources
are global which is caused by the applied scheduling algorithm. A maximum bound for
spinning was derived in [64], which is:
spin(Ti, Rl) = (m− 1) · max
15k5n
k 6=i
{CSk,l} (3.30)
c) Multiprocessor Resource Sharing Protocol MrsP Recently, [34] provided a
further busy-wait based protocol for partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling, which al-
lows nesting as well. It was inspired by the M-SRP from [72] and is called multiprocessor
resource sharing protocol MrsP.
MrsP works similar to M-SRP with the exception that tasks that busy-wait can use
their waiting time to execute resource requests of other tasks (on other processors) that
are in front of the waiting task in the FIFO queue.
A short example for that is given in [34]: If a resource Rl is requested by two tasks Ti
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and Ta (Qi,l, Qa,l) from two distinct processors then the critical sections associated with
Qi,l and Qa,l can be executed by any of the two tasks. Assume that Ti accesses the
resource first, but gets preempted while it owns the lock on Rl. Then, Ta is blocked,
because Ti owns Rl. Under MrsP, it will first take over the execution for Ti, complete
the critical section for Ti, and it will then execute its own critical section. When Ti gets
resumed at a later point in time, it will find that its access to Rl has been completed.
d) Preemptive Waiting Synchronization Protocols A protocol with preemptive
spinning is discussed in [53], where they developed a list-based preemptive waiting pro-
tocol for partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling. Preempted tasks have to be re-queued
again at the end of the (priority ordered) queue (requests have to be re-issued). This
re-issuing is accompanied by additional runtime overhead. [91] introduced ticket and
list-based queue locks with preemptable spinning, which they named scheduler-conscious
locks. It requires additional OS support to reliably recognize preempted tasks and is
designed for partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling.
The preemptive waiting protocol from [130] uses interrupts to preempt spinning tasks.
This approach was designed for partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling, and does not
allow nesting of resource accesses. Within Takadas protocol, skipped tasks continue
waiting when they are resumed. However, a blocking time analysis is not possible be-
cause there might be multiple tasks skipped or resumed unbounded times. Further, the
principle of helping was presented in [131] where tasks execute critical sections on behalf
of other, waiting tasks. Unfortunately this helping principle does not fit the task-model
of many systems (and of this thesis), but this leads to a first approach for synchroniza-
tion protocols of quantum-based schedulers in [7]. Locking protocols for quantum-based
schedulers are discussed in Section 3.3.4.4.
3.3.4.4 Further Protocols
In this section, we present locking protocols which can not be declared as either suspension-
based nor busy-wait based. The first protocol, the flexible multiprocessor locking pro-
tocol FMLP uses both techniques of waiting. Further, the multiprocessor bandwidth
inheritance protocol is server-based and uses either busy-waiting or its server may be
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used by a lock holding task. Finally, a family of locking protocols of Pfair scheduling is
presented.
a) Flexible Multiprocessor Locking Protocol FMLP As mentioned above, the
flexible multiprocessor locking protocol FMLP from [26] uses both waiting techniques,
busy-wait and suspension. All types of scheduling in terms of allocation and prioritiza-
tion are supported.
The decision whether busy-wait or suspension is used is made off-line by the system
designer. Two different types of resources are available, either short or long resources.
The terms short and long refer to the length of the critical sections.
Further, nesting of resource requests is eligible as well, if the principle of resource groups
is applied. That means that each contains either long or short resource requests which
are protected by a common group lock. In [26] is described that two resources R1 and
R2 are in the same group if there exists a task that issues a request Q1 for R1 that is
contained within a second request Q2 for R2 and further, R1 and R2 are either both
short or long resources.
The idea behind the distinction between short and long resources is that for long critical
sections, too much processor time is waisted when busy-wait is used, while for short
critical sections, the overhead for context switches exceeds busy-wait time.
For each resource, the system designer has to decide whether it is short or long. Short
resource requests are handled by non-preemptive busy-wait, whereas tasks that issue
long resource requests are suspended, if their request is not successful. In contrast to
short resources, critical sections of long resource requests are preemptive. The number of
suspensions for long resources is bounded by applying priority inheritance. That means
that (long) resource holding jobs inherit the maximum priority of any higher-priority
job blocked on a resource in the same resource group.
The example in Figure 3.22 shows a schedule of the FMLP for short resource requests.
These short resource requests are performed non-preemptively that means in this ex-
ample that tasks T1 and T3 are blocked although they have higher priorities than the
running tasks T2 and T3. The schedule on processor P1 is here equal to the example
of the M-SRP, but note that the FMLP does not distinguish between local and global
resources. It is assumed that all resources are global. This means that under FMLP,
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all short resource requests are non-preemptive (spinning and critical section), whereas
under the M-SRP, only global resources are handled like this. Figure 3.23 shows an
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Figure 3.22: Example schedule with FMLP for short resource requests. Waiting
tasks, for example task T2 from time 3 to time 5, perform non-preemptive busy-wait.
example schedule for the FMLP for long resource requests. As described above, tasks
that are blocked when requesting long resources are suspended, like it occurs at time 3
for task T2. Followed by this, task T1 is allowed to start execution until it gets blocked
by the same resource. As requests are queued in FIFO order, task T2 gets the resource
R1 at time 5 (and not task T1 that has a higher priority than T2), when task T4 has
released it. The blocking analysis in [26] comes to the conclusion that three different
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Figure 3.23: Example schedule with FMLP for long resources. Waiting tasks are
suspended like task T2 at time 3, so that other, not blocked tasks like task T1 are able
to execute meanwhile.
types of blocking may occur, namely busy-wait blocking, non-preemptive blocking, and
direct blocking. The results of this analysis are presented below. Busy-wait blocking
means the time a job Ji,j spins for a resource that is held by another job Ja,b. The spin-
ning time, spin(Ti,Q) lies in between 0 for inner resource request up to Msum(m-1,S)
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which is the summed spinning time of all short resource request of the actual resource
group within the FIFO queue. Because nesting is allowed, busy-wait blocking BW of
task Ti is:
BW (Ti) ≤
∑
Q∈S(i)
spin(Ti, Q) (3.31)
Where S(i) is the set of short requests issued by task Ti.
Next, non-preemptive blocking occurs if a job Ti,j gets activated or resumed, but gets
blocked by a higher priority job Ja,b that holds a short resource and thus is non-
preemptive. It can be calculated as:
NPB(Ti) ≤ max{np(Ja,b) : Ja,b ∈ B(Ti)}+
L(Ti) ·max{np(Ta,b) : Ta,b ∈ A(Ti)}
(3.32)
Where B(Ti) denotes the set of jobs of tasks other than Ti with a period that is larger
than p(Ti), A(Ti) is the set of jobs of tasks other than Ti, and L(Ti) is the number of
(long) outermost resource requests that are issued by any job of task Ti.
Finally, direct blocking occurs, if a job Ji,j is one of the m highest priority jobs, but gets
blocked by another, lower priority job Ja,b that holds a resource that is required by Ji,j .
Direct blocking (for one single request) is:
db(Ji,j , Q) =
∑
Ta∈Z(max{np(Jx,y) : Jx,y ∈ A(Ta)})+
max{ht(Ta, Qa) : Qa ∈ G(Ta)})
(3.33)
Where Z is the set of tasks other than Ti that have issued a request for a resource in
group g, and G(Ta) denotes the set of (long) outermost resource requests by a job of Ta
for a resource in group g. Because task Ti may issue more than one (long) outermost
requests, the direct blocking for Ti is calculated as:
DB(Ti) ≤
∑
Q∈L
db(Ji,j , Q) (3.34)
Where L is the set of (long) outermost resource requests issued by an arbitrary job Ji,j
of task Ti.
b) Real-Time Nested Locking Protocol RNLP The real-time nested locking
protocol was presented by [137] and supports partitioned, global and clustered scheduling
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with job-fix priorities. It can be implemented either with busy-wait or suspension of
blocked tasks and uses the k-exclusion resource model which has already been described
in Section 3.3.1.1. Fine grained nesting is supported, where the resource constraints of
the FMLP can be weakened. For the RNLP it is not longer necessary to combine resource
requests into fixed groups statically, but only a partial order on resource acquisitions is
required to ensure deadlock freedom.
Basically, the RNLP combines two different mechanisms. On the one hand, a token
lock restricts the number of jobs within a critical section. On the other hand, if a
job has acquired a token successfully, it is allowed to compete for a shared resource
under the rules of an underlying request satisfaction mechanism RSM. The RNLP is not
restricted to a certain token mechanism or RSM, different types of both techniques may
be combined. These different types of mechanisms are described in detail in [137].
c) Multiprocessor Bandwidth Inheritance Protocol M-BWI The multiproces-
sor bandwidth inheritance protocol M-BWI was presented by [68] and is built for real-
time open systems where tasks can be removed or added during runtime. It uses a server
based approach, and it is an extension of the bandwidth inheritance protocol in Section
3.3.3.6. The M-BWI allows tasks that are holding a resource to use the time-budget
from other tasks that are blocked while waiting for the same resource. This is possible
because lock holding tasks are allowed to migrate between the different servers. A task
that waits to access a resource either busy-waits (using its servers budget) or its server
may be used by a lock holding task. If more than one task is waiting for a resource,
access is granted in FIFO order.
d) Locking Protocols under Pfair scheduling Holman and Anderson presented
different approaches to handle locks within Pfair scheduling in [84]. The first protocol
makes quanta non-preemtable if critical sections can be kept within one quantum. This
is a similar approach to Devi’s protocol [64], but for quantum based schedulers. Further,
for short critical sections which may exceed the length of one quantum, two different
types of protocols are presented in [84]. On the one hand, zone-based protocols are
offered, where quanta are checked if they are still within the allowed time-zone and thus
are able to meet their pseudo-deadline. At the end of a quantum, there exists a so
called blocking zone, in which tasks are not allowed to enter critical sections, otherwise
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deadlines may be violated.
The second type of protocols uses skipping of requests, if requesting tasks are inactive.
For bounding the skipped requests, different types of inheritance are possible use: Rate
inheritance, deadline inheritance, allocation inheritance and weight inheritance.
Rate inheritance extents the concept of priority inheritance. A lock holding task inherits
the highest task weight of the tasks that it blocks if it is higher than the own weight.
Under deadline inheritance, a lock holding task swaps its identity with that blocked task
that has the highest priority at each time instant.
Allocation inheritance is a very close concept to bandwidth inheritance [96]. It improves
deadline inheritance because it avoids unnecessary swapping overhead. The quanta of all
blocked tasks can be redirected to the lock-holding task for the duration of its critical
section. That means that multiple sets of (complete) scheduling parameters may be
mapped to the same task at a given instance.
Finally, at weight inheritance the weight of each blocked task is added to the resource-
holding task.
For tasks with long critical sections, Holman and Anderson referred to server-based
approaches similar to that of Section 3.3.4.4.
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Contribution
This chapter provides the contribution of this thesis. First, its focus is discussed, followed
by the the presentation of a global, dynamic priority scheduler for complex embedded
systems, as well as two different multiprocessor real-time locking protocols.
4.1 Focus of Contribution
The objective of the contribution of this thesis is to optimize the temporal robustness
and the efficiency of embedded multiprocessor real-time systems. The term temporal
robustness refers to the goal that the central real-time requirement, namely to keep all
deadlines of every task within a task set, are fulfilled despite the presence of disturbance
like synchronization or system state transitions. For a more detailed definition of ro-
bustness, interested readers are referred to [59, 93, 19]. Further, efficiency means that
the overhead that is spent in order to fulfill these requirements is minimized.
Basically, there are two main topics that have significant effect on robustness and effi-
ciency of embedded multiprocessor real-time systems, namely scheduling and synchro-
nization. Like discussed in Chapter 3, there already exist optimal scheduling algorithms
for multiprocessor real-time systems. Nevertheless, there is still a gap to close between
scheduling theory and practical systems. The first gap is that most of these practical
systems have more complex requirements than theoretical ones. For instance, there is a
need for system transitions that occur during runtime. Secondly, there may occur more
than one activation pattern within one system. Periodic, sporadic and angle-triggered
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activations may be combined.
Further, if practical systems are assumed, for example in the automotive powertrain do-
main, the approach of multiprocessors has just started and up to now, only partitioned,
task-fix priority scheduling is applied. This scheduling scheme is accompanied with a
row of drawbacks that are discussed later in Section 4.2.
Furthermore, all the locking protocols discussed in Section 3.3 are accompanied with
specific drawbacks. For instance, many of the provided protocols require to apply a
certain kind of task allocation or priorities or do not fit to the task model defined in
Chapter 2. Furthermore, most of them do not support nesting. The only protocols
that do not have such constraints are either difficult to implement (see the OMLP in
Section 3.3.4.2, or the RNLP in Section 3.3.4.4) or lead to many priority inversions and
unnecessary blocking times (see the FMLP in 3.3.4.4). However, there exists no locking
protocol that outperforms all other protocols in every application, the performance of
the best protocol depends mainly on the underlying hardware architecture and further
on the workload of the system (see for example [138]).
The sum up of the thesis’ contributions can be described in the thesis objectives. The
first one is to create a scheduler that fulfills the following objectives:
• 1a) Increase the robustness of the system.
• 1b) Consider different types of activation patterns (see Section 2.6.2).
• 1c) Consider and handle system state transitions.
• 1d) Consider and handle core affinities of tasks.
• 1e) Allow different types of disruption (see Section 3.2.2).
• 1f) Provide an efficient synchronization mechanism across the cores.
• 1g) Keep the existing OS as basis (implementation efficiency).
• 1h) Allow the presence of parallel and chained tasks.
A detailed description of the described objectives and how they are met is given in the
following sections.
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Further, synchronization mechanisms shall be developed that fulfill the following objec-
tives:
• 2a) Support all types of allocation and prioritization (see Section 3.2.2).
• 2b) Support nesting of resource requests.
• 2c) Minimize the blocking overhead (compared to existing mechanisms).
These objectives are discussed in Section 4.3.
Based on the gaps described above, we present an architecture concept of a global
scheduler with job-fix priority scheduling, as well as two new locking protocols for syn-
chronization and finally performance metrics to evaluate the robustness and efficiency
of task sets via event-based simulation.
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4.2 A Global, (Job-Level) Dynamic-Priority Scheduler for
Complex Embedded Real-Time Systems
Up until now, practical multiprocessor systems in the automotive powertrain domain
only use partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling approaches. This solution involves
with several disadvantages. The first drawback of the partitioned task allocation ap-
proach is that tasks have to be assigned to cores at build-time and these partitions can
not be changed during run time. Because of that it is not possible to reach fully the
optimization goal, which is an optimal load balance regarding all cores. Different rea-
sons lead to this optimization goal. First, if the CPU load can be balanced dynamically
during runtime, one can avoid cases where one core is over-utilized and thus deadlines
of one or more tasks are violated while another core remains idle. Further, if the load
is well-balanced and there is free capacity left on all cores, the processing speed of the
controller can be reduced in order to safe energy and reduce heat dissipation.1 Third, if
the load is not well-balanced across the available cores, those cores that have to process
a higher load may suffer from aging earlier than the other cores. This leads to a shorter
lifetime of the whole system. This problem will increase in future, when additional cores
are available and thus bin-packing gets more challenging.
Further, if task-fix priorities are applied, the multiprocessor is not able to react on
changing loads during runtime. This strengthens the load-balance problem additionally,
and the task set that has to be performed by the controller might suffer from deadline
violations if too many tasks are activated on one core simultaneously, even if other cores
are idle at the same time.
Based on these drawbacks, one might conclude that global, fully-dynamic priority schedul-
ing should be applied, as there exist two optimal algorithms (see Section 3.2.5.2). Unfor-
tunately, these algorithms are accompanied by different inconveniences as well. Because
priorities of tasks change fully dynamically, they have to be recalculated (for every task)
every time the scheduler is called. As an example, under Pfair scheduling, the schedule
has to be recalculated after each quantum. This leads to a high scheduling overhead.
Further, followed by the rapid changes of priority, there occur many context switches
and migrations when the schedules are recalculated.
Recently performed case studies confirm the assumptions that quantum based scheduler
1Note that energy consumption rises quadratically to the clock frequency of the processor.
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are accompanied by significant overheads, for example the ones in [29, 31]. However, we
further assume the practical requirement that the scheduling approach should be based
on existing hardware, operating system and software, so that as few changes as possi-
ble have to be made. Further requirements are, that the scheduler has to be efficient
(minimized scheduling overhead), it should be able to handle state transitions and data
consistency has to be kept. Tasks that have core affinities have to be considered as well
as chained tasks where the activation of a job depends on the termination of another
job. The main parts of these contributions are in process to be protected by a patent
(application number DE-102015218431.5) [77]. The next sections describe a concept of
a scheduler that is able to fulfill all these requirements and provides a trade-off between
the advantages of partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling on the one hand, and fully
dynamic priority scheduling on the other side.
4.2.1 Starting Situation
One major requirement to the new scheduler is, that it should be based on an existing
multiprocessor system. This is based on a shared memory multiprocessor that contains
three heterogeneous cores (two identical cores, and one core with a lower processing
speed but additional safety features). An overview, containing the memory model is
depicted in Figure 4.1.
Each core has its own core local RAM memory, and additionally all cores have access
to a global system RAM (via crossbar). Further, remote access from a core to the core-
local RAM of another core is provided by the multiprocessor. This accesses are issued
via crossbar as well. This memory architecture is important when shared resources are
used, which is described later in Section 4.2.8.2.
Nevertheless, this concept should be able to be used for systems with n either symmetric,
uniform heterogeneous or unrelated, heterogeneous multiprocessors.
Further, we assume an operating system for partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling,
where one instance of the scheduler exists on every core. Figure 4.2 shows the task state
model of such an instance. Initially, each task remains in the state suspended. When an
activation event for a task Ti occurs, an instance of this task (job Ji,j) gets activated and
becomes ready. Further, if job Ji,j is selected by the scheduler for execution, it becomes
dispatched and thus running, that means that Ji,j is processed on the corresponding
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Core 1 +    
Local RAM
Core 2 +    
Local RAM
Core 3 +    
Local RAM
Crossbar
Peripher.
Global 
System 
RAM
Program 
Flash
Figure 4.1: Multiprocessor architecture including memory model. Every core has its
own local RAM, program flash and the global system RAM and peripherals are accessed
via crossbar.
core. If another job Ja,b is dispatched meanwhile, job Ji,j gets preempted and becomes
ready again. Finally, when the execution of job Ji,j is finished, it gets terminated and
task Ti becomes suspended again.
ready suspended
running
activate
dispatch
preempt terminate
Figure 4.2: Basic task state model of the underlying task-fix priority scheduler that
exists on every core of the basic system.
We assume systems where instances of tasks (jobs) may be issued by different activation
patterns, namely time triggered, event triggered and angle-triggered ones. Additionally,
some tasks have core affinities. That means that jobs of these tasks have to be processed
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on a specific core (with suitable safety features).
During runtime, system state transitions may occur, as if the ignition key of the vehicle
is turned on (engine off to engine on). The purpose and processing of state transitions
is described later in Section 4.2.9. Finally, we assume a buffering system for synchro-
nization of dependent tasks, which is discussed later in detail as well (see Section 4.2.8.2
and following).
4.2.2 Choice of Scheduling Algorithm
The first step of the scheduler concept is to chose, what kind of task allocation should
be applied. We have already discussed the disadvantages of the partitioned allocation
scheme. A further alternative, clustered scheduling, would not be convenient because the
assumed hardware architecture contains only three cores. Therefore, clustered schedul-
ing would be a future approach for hardware architectures containing additional cores.
Because of that, we focus on a scheduler with global allocation. The main reason for this
decision is that a global allocation provides the opportunity that the scheduler is able to
balance the load dynamically during runtime and thus the robustness of the processed
task set arises.
Further, to face the challenge to optimize the robustness of the task sets, it is required
that the algorithm is able to react on dynamic changes of the system. As a consequence,
task-fix priority scheduling algorithms would not be an adequate solution.
The known optimal multiprocessor scheduling algorithms deal with fully dynamic pri-
orities, but they are accompanied by the disadvantage that frequently re-calculating the
schedule and the amount of context switches and migrations lead to significant overhead
[29, 31]. Therefore, these systems become insufficient in practical approaches.
Other scheduling algorithms with fully dynamic prioritization, for example the LLF
[110] (see also Section 3.2.3.2) seem to fit best on the requirements of this scheduler.
Unfortunately they go along with the drawback that priorities are changing continuously
during runtime. Thus, the scheduler has to re-calculate the schedules at every clock cy-
cle of the multiprocessor (for each core) which means additional runtime overhead for
the scheduler.
Based on this, we came to the conclusion that a job-fix priority scheduler would over-
come these disadvantages. Job-level priority scheduler are able to react dynamically
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dependent on the behavior of the system. Further, priorities have to be calculated only
once (when a job gets activated). Since the earliest deadline first algorithm EDF is
known as an optimal scheduler for uniprocessor systems, we decided to use it for our
approach.
Nevertheless, the concept should be open in a way that the EDF scheduling algorithm
can be replaced by any other real-time scheduling algorithm. Only the global task al-
location scheme is obligatory. However, the following sections describe the scheduler
architecture in general and more detailed, based on the assumption that the global EDF
scheduling algorithm is used.
4.2.3 General Architecture of the Scheduler
The proposed global scheduler is developed to run physically on one predefined core of
the multiprocessor. This approach minimizes synchronization overhead while calculating
the schedules (running the scheduler) and dispatch tasks.
Like in the already existing multiprocessor system there is an instance of a task-fix
priority scheduler on each core. The main advantage of this approach is that one can
make use of the available features for task-handling, e.g. the handling of context switches
or the task termination function. However, by adding a global EDF plug-in, one can
anyway take advantage of the global EDF behavior.
The general architectural structure of our global EDF scheduler is depicted in Figure
4.3.
Under global scheduling, the assignment of tasks to core is only temporarily valid for one
instance (job) of a task. The scheduler is triggered whenever a job gets either activated
or terminated. For simplification, we first assume that non-preemptive scheduling is ap-
plied. When different kinds of preemptions (cooperative or fully preemptive disruption)
are enabled, further modules have to be added which are described in chapter 4.2.6.
The global EDF plug-in calculates the schedule for all activate jobs (which job is allowed
to execute on which core) according to the global EDF rules. When the EDF plug-in
has decided that a certain job has to run on a specific core, this job is handed over to
the real-time operating system RTOS (partitioned scheduler) on the corresponding core.
The next sections describe the architecture of the scheduler plug-in more in detail.
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Core 1 Core 2 Core 3
Scheduler 1 Scheduler 2 Scheduler 3
Global EDF Scheduler
Figure 4.3: General structure of global EDF and partitioned (task-fix priority) sched-
ulers for application on the assumed hardware architecture.
4.2.4 Detailed Architecture
The developed scheduler can be seen as an extension of a former approach for unipro-
cessor systems: Diederichs et al. developed an EDF scheduler plug-in for OSEK/VDX
[116] in 2008 [66]. This approach is protected by the patent DE-102007042999 [76].
The OSEK/VDX fits to our model of partitioned, task-fix priority schedulers that are
available on every core. They extended the basic task state model from Figure 4.2 by a
further state called delayed, where jobs are sorted in a list by absolute deadline. Only
the head job of this delayed list gets scheduled and thus dispatched on the core. The
introduction of this additional state makes EDF behavior possible for uniprocessor case.
The extended state model of the adapted approach from Diederichs is depicted in Figure
4.4.
Different to the basic task states, jobs that are in state suspended get edfActivated
instead of activated and enter the state delayed if a trigger event for that job occurs. If
a job gets activated it is inserted into a task list which is sorted by absolute deadline
(ascending). Therefore, the job with the earliest absolute deadline becomes head of the
list. Once a job is head of the list it gets activated and so it enters state ready.
The behavior of the EDF module (state delayed) at job activation from Diederichs et.
al [66] is shown in Figure 4.5 more in detail. EDF behavior can be assured if and only
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ready suspended
running
edfActivate
dispatch
preempt
terminate
delayed
activate
Figure 4.4: State model extended with the EDF plug-in for single core processors
from Diederichs et al.[66]. The state delayed is introduced as a supplement of the basic
task model in Figure 4.2 which contains the states suspended, ready and running.
      EDF plug-in         
Task Activation Event
task-list
edfActivate()
add to list
RTOS with DM priorities
activate()
is at first position?
yes no
Figure 4.5: Singlecore EDF module behavior in case of task activation [66]. Tasks
are sorted in a task list and the head of the list gets activated.
if the head of the list is the only job which gets activated and passes through into state
ready.
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Figure 4.6 shows the detailed behavior of the EDF module at job termination. This
is also an important part to assure a correct EDF scheduling scheme. If a job gets
terminated (back to state suspended) because it has finished its execution, it is removed
from the list. After this, the new head of the list has to be activated (if it is in state
delayed), so that the core does not remain idle.2
      EDF plug-in         
task-list
terminate()
remove from list
RTOS with DM priorities
activate()
is delayed?
yes no
get new first task
Figure 4.6: Singlecore EDF module behavior in case of task termination [66]. When
a running job is terminated, the head of the task list gets activated if it is in state
delayed.
Inspired by the contribution of Diederichs, we now adapt the EDF scheduling module
to multiprocessor systems, which allows global and job-level dynamic allocation of tasks
instead of the existing partitioned approach. If multiple cores have to be managed by
one scheduler (global scheduling), the complexity of the systems rises. Note that one of
the defined requirements to the system is that an instance of the existing (single-core)
RTOS runs on every core. Figure 4.7 shows the states for the example of three cores that
results from this requirements. Our extension contains the states ready and running m
times, where m is the number of cores to be managed. However, the states suspended
and edfActivated have only single occurrence and are globally available.
However, the global EDF scheduler has two main tasks. On the one hand, the m earliest
deadline jobs have to be activated. On the other hand, it has to make a decision on
which core a task has to be executed. The general architecture of the global EDF plug-in
is drawn in Figure 4.3.
2Note that if a job is head of the list but not in state delayed, it has already been activated before
and is either in state running or rather in state ready.
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ready_C1
suspended
running_C1
edfActivate
dispatch_C1
preempt_C1
edfActivated
activate_C1
ready_C2
running_C2
dispatch_C2
preempt_C2
ready_C3
running_C3
dispatch_C3
preempt_C3
activate_C2 activate_C3
terminate_C3
terminate_C2
terminate_C1
Figure 4.7: Task state model of the global EDF scheduler plug-in with m = 3 in this
example. One instance of the states ready and running exists m times.
The global EDF approach is divided into different layers. Figure 4.8 gives an overview
of this structure. In addition to the existing partitioned task-fix priority approach, two
EDF 
activated 
events
EDF Tasks Core 1
EDF Tasks Core 2
EDF Tasks Core 2
Fix-Priority     
Tasks Core 1
Fix-Priority     
Tasks Core 2
Fix-Priority     
Tasks Core 3
Core 1
Core 2
Core 3
Figure 4.8: General structure of the different layers of the global EDF scheduler for
m = 3.
additional layers are necessary for applying global EDF scheduling. The different layers
are located in the modules edfActivated and ready Cx respectively.
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A global event list EL represents all EDF-activated jobs, whereas core specific lists (core
lists) CL for each core represent jobs which have to be activated on a certain core.
Note that for an implementation it would be favorable to manage the core specific list
globally and to send only the activations to the correlated RTOS on the dedicated core.
By acting this way, consistency of the global and core specific lists can be guaranteed. In
between these two layers the decision on which core a job has to be activated, is made.
The following sections discuss the different parts of the global EDF plug-in in detail.
4.2.4.1 EDF activate
In the global event layer, all EDF-activated tasks are represented by an entry within a
global event list. Instances of activated tasks are called schedule event within this layer.
Schedule events contain information about that piece of code which has to be executed
(which functions have to be called).
At every EDF-Activate event of a task Ti (activation trigger for a job), the absolute dead-
line is calculated by summing up the EDF-Activation time-stamp (ai,j) of the schedule
event and the relative deadline (di) of job Ji,j : Di,j = ai,j + di
After that, the schedule event is inserted into the global system event list (block EDF
activated events in Figure 4.8). This global event list is sorted by increasing absolute
deadlines of schedule events. The gobal EDF module behavior can be seen in Figure 4.9.
After the new activated schedule event is inserted into the global list, the edfSchedule
function is called.
4.2.4.2 EDF-Schedule
Any time a new job is either activated or terminated respectively, the function for global
EDF scheduling is processed. The behavior of the EDF-schedule module is depicted in
Figure 4.10. First, the algorithm iterates through all local core lists (which are sorted by
absolute deadline as well) and picks up its head elements that have the latest remaining
absolute deadline each. If one or more local core lists are empty, the corresponding EDF
core lists are preferred for inserting the head of the global schedule event list (if more
than one core is idle, the selection is made in round robin manner).
Further, the absolute deadline of the head of the selected core list (if not empty) is
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      EDF activate         
Task Activation Event
calculate absolute 
deadline
edfActivate()
add to list
EDF scheduler
edfSchedule()
global event list
Figure 4.9: Global EDF activate module behavior at job activation. Activated jobs
are inserted as an event into a global event list and sorted by absolute deadline. After
that, the module edfSchedule is called.
      EDF schedule         
EDF activate/terminate
get shortest absolute 
deadline event aDE
edfSchedule ()
get longest absolute 
deadline task aDT
EDF dispatch (Core x)
edfDispatch ()
Core 0 task list Core n task list 
global event list
is aDE < aDT?
delete event from 
global event list
global event list
yes no
Figure 4.10: EDF-schedule module that selects a core and distributes selected, acti-
vated jobs (jobs that have one of the m earliest deadlines of the global event list) onto
the dedicated core according to the global EDF rules.
compared with the absolute deadline of the head of the global schedule event list. If the
absolute deadline of the global schedule event list is later than the absolute deadline of
the selected head element of the core list, the algorithm stops because the m earliest
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deadline jobs are already running on the available cores. Moreover, if the absolute
deadline of the head inside the global schedule event list is earlier than the absolute
deadline of the head element inside the selected local core list, the job from the global
event list is inserted into the local core list and thus becomes head of this list. Then,
the EDF-dispatch function is called.
The algorithm repeats this proceeding until the actual head of the global schedule event
list has a later absolute deadline than the head element of the core list which has the
latest absolute deadline. If this is the case, the algorithm stops because the abort
criterion (the m earliest deadline jobs are running) is met.
4.2.4.3 EDF-Dispatch
Whenever the head element of a core list is not actively executing (in state running),
this job gets EDF-dispatched. That means that this job gets activated and turns into
state ready on the RTOS of the corresponding core.
This activation is called every time after the EDF-schedule function was performed. The
behavior of EDF-Dispatch is drawn in Figure 4.11.
      EDF dispatch         
EDF schedule/ migrate
get shortest absolute 
deadline task aDT
edfDispatch ()
RTOS (Core x) with DM 
priorities
activate ()
Core x task list
running?
no yes
Figure 4.11: Global EDF module behavior for EDF-Dispatch where tasks are over-
handed to RTOS state ready.
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4.2.4.4 EDF-Terminate
Whenever a job has finished its execution it gets terminated. Now it is necessary to
delete the job-entry from the EDF core list of the core it was executing on. Further,
the RTOS task termination function is called in order to terminate the task properly.
Finally, the module EDF-schedule (already described in Section 4.2.4.2) has to be called
because the next (active) job may be ready to be executed on this core. The behavior
of the EDF-terminate module is presented in Figure 4.12.
      EDF terminate         
RTOS (Core x)
delete event from 
local task list (Core x)
edfTerminate ()
terminate task
EDF schedule
edfSchedule ()
Core x task list 
Figure 4.12: Behavior of the global EDF module in the case of task termination. The
terminating job gets deleted from the corresponding core list, gets terminated and the
EDF-Schedule module is called.
4.2.5 Verification of EDF Behavior
This section gives a verification of the correct behavior of the our scheduling approach
regarding global EDF rules. We still assume that non-preemptive global EDF scheduling
is applied.
First, we denote a task set τ to consist of a certain number of tasks τ = {T1...Tm}. A
task Ti is a piece of software which has to be executed. A job Ji,j is the j
th instance
of a task Ti. When a global EDF scheduler is approached, a job is generally allowed
to be executed on every of the m available cores of the system. A task contains several
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parameters which represent its timing behavior. Like described in [66] a basic task
consists of the following parameters:
Ti = (ai,j , ei, Di,j)
Where ai,j is the activation time of the j
th job of the ith task, ei is the execution time and
Di,j is the absolute deadline of the j
th job. ei and ai,j depend on the system behavior
and scheduling schemes, while Di,j can be calculated as follows:
Di,j = ai,j + di (4.1)
The relative deadline di of a task Ti has to be configured by the system architect. For
further processing, we assume:
∀(Ti ∈ τ) = (ai,j , di, Di,j) ∈ R+ (4.2)
For a more detailed description of the algorithm of global EDF scheduling over n cores,
further task/job parameters are required:
Ti = (ai,j , ei, Di,j , prioi, sti, lpELi,j , lpCLi,j)
These parameters are the (static) task priority prioi, the task state sti, the list position
of job Ji,j of task Ti in the global event list lpELi,j and finally the list position of Ji,j in
(one of) the n core lists lpCLi,j .
A correct real-time behavior of the system is only possible if the absolute deadline of
a job Ji,j is always greater than its activation time (otherwise its deadline is violated
before Ji,j has started its execution):
∀(Ji,j ∈ τ) : Di,j > ai,j (4.3)
We continue with the assumption that the jobs within the global event list EL are sorted
in ascending order by their absolute deadlines:
∀(Ji,j , Ja,b ∈ τ) : (Di,j > Da,b) =⇒ (lpELi,j > lpELa,b) (4.4)
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All the local EDF core lists CL are required to be sorted in ascending order according
to their absolute deadline as well:
∀(Ji,j , Ja,b ∈ τ) : (di,j > da,b) =⇒ (lpCLi,j > lpCLa,b) (4.5)
To guarantee that the task set is scheduled in EDF manner, it is required that the m
jobs with the shortest absolute deadlines are executed. To reach this, first it is necessary
that Equation 4.4 is fulfilled. As a result, the global event with the earliest absolute
deadline is the head of the list.
Further, as soon as a job Ji,j becomes either EDF-activated or terminated the schedule
function has to be called and processed iteratively until one of the two abort criteria is
fulfilled: Either, the global event list EL is empty which means that there is no job in
state ready that has to be scheduled, or if Equation 4.6 is true.
Da,b{Ja,b : lpELa,b = 0} > Dx,y (4.6)
Where Dx,y is calculated according to Equation 4.8, and Ja,b is that job that is head of
the global event list. The schedule function can be described as follows:
First, it has to be checked (for all m cores) if there is a core list CLm on which no job
is executing.
∃{CL : size(CL) = 0}? (4.7)
If this is the case, the job Ja,b at the top of the global event list (lpELa,b = 0) is activated
and thus inserted into the empty core list CL of core Cm. If more than one core list is
empty, jobs are inserted into the core lists in round robin manner. In this case of course
job Ja,b will be the new head of the core list (lpCLa,b = 0).
Moreover, if jobs are running on each core and thus every core list contains at least one
job, the scheduler needs to get exactly that running job Jx,y from its core list with the
latest absolute deadline Dx,y
3:
∀(Jx,y ∈ {τ : lpCLx,y = 0}) : getJx,y{Jx,y : Dx,y = max(Dx,y)} (4.8)
3Note that only the heads of the core lists are taken into consideration because these jobs are that
ones which have to be preempted possibly (depending on the deadlines of running and waiting jobs.)
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Now a comparison is made whether job Ja,b at the top of the global event list (lpELa,b =
0) has an earlier deadline than the job with the job Jx,y found by Equation 4.8. If Da,b <
Dx,y, job Ja,b gets activated on that core where Jx,y is running currently (and thus job
Jx,y has to be preempted). Furthermore, if Da,b >Dx,y, the scheduler aborts because
if Equation 4.8 is true and Da,b >Dx,y, the m activated jobs with the earliest absolute
deadlines are already running. Further, if the global event list is empty (there are no
activated jobs pending for being scheduled), the algorithm is allowed to abort, too.
Once the schedule function has been finished (one of the two abort criteria is fulfilled),
the EDF-dispatch function is called. The EDF-schedule module assures that the m jobs
with the shortest absolute deadlines are correctly activated and distributed onto the core
lists. In contrast, the purpose of the dispatch module is to preempt jobs and let other
ones execute if necessary (according to EDF scheduling policy).
To reach a correct EDF behavior even with the present RTOS on every core although this
is based on task-fix priority scheduling. The priorities of the tasks have to be assigned
in deadline monotonic DM scheme4:
∀(Ti, T,y ∈ τ) : (di > dl) =⇒ (prioi < priol) (4.9)
We assume that Equation 4.5 is fulfilled. The dispatch algorithm checks for each core
list if its head job {Ja,b : lpCLa,b = 0} is currently activated on the RTOS. If this is
not the case, the dispatcher activates job Ja,b, beyond that nothing has to be done.
Contrary to this, if job Ja,b gets activated on the RTOS on one of the m cores, it has
to be guaranteed that it becomes running (it gets activated on the RTOS only if it is
necessary according to the EDF rules). In order to realize this, the shortly activated job
Ja,b needs to have a higher priority than the currently running job Jx,y:
∀(Ja,b ∈ CL) : (lpCLa,b < lpCLx,y) =⇒ (prioa,b > priox,y) (4.10)
This equation 4.10 is fulfilled if both, Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.5 are fulfilled as well.
Now it is guaranteed that a new activated job with shorter deadline Ja,b will preempt
the running job Jx,y according to the scheduling rules in the RTOS and hence according
4In DM priority assignment jobs are sorted by relative deadline. The highest priority is assigned to
the job with the shortest relative deadline.
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to the global EDF rules.5
Finally, if a job Ji,j terminates because it has finished its execution, it has to be deleted
from the core list CL it was activated in and from the global event list as well.
4.2.6 Cooperative Disruption
Up to this point we followed the assumption that non-preemptive scheduling is applied.
This approach is accompanied by the drawback that unnecessary deadline violations
occur if early deadline tasks get activated while other tasks with late deadlines but high
utilization are running.
However, to avoid this drawback, some kind of preemption has to be allowed. Since mak-
ing a task fully preemptive causes significant overheads (save and migrate task context
and processed data, handle many possible preemptions), we decide to apply a com-
promise between non-preemptive and fully preemptive disruption, namely cooperative
disruption.
Generally, in case of cooperative disruption, migration does not cause high overheads
for preempted jobs within the (assumed) existing system, as the user stack is cleaned
up at preemption points. Further we assume a suitable method to buffer the data (the
topic of buffering is discussed later in Section 4.2.8).
There, in case of task activation, EDF behavior can be guaranteed by the described
modules above. Cooperative behavior is realized by the existing fix-priority schedulers
on each core. However, the one scenario arises where EDF behavior would be violated:
If a running job Ji,j terminates and the concerning core remains idle after that (as-
suming that there is no waiting event in the global event list), there might exist other,
preempted jobs, e. g. job Ja,b, that are not running on the other core lists currently
(preempted means that Ja,b had been running at a point of time in the past).
This means that there are jobs waiting for execution while a core is idle and thus is
available for execution, which contradicts EDF behavior where the m (activated) earli-
est deadline jobs have to be executed.
A solution for that problem might be that in case that a job terminates, the opportunity
5Note, that a global EDF scheduler can work either in preemptive, cooperative and non-preemptive
manner.
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of job migration is offered. In the following we describe what additional modules are nec-
essary for applying cooperative scheduling with migrations. First, after the terminated
job Ji,j is deleted from its corresponding core list, a new module called migration-check
has to be called. The new module for task termination at cooperative scheduling is
presented in Figure 4.13. The EDF migration-check module tests whether there exist
      EDF terminate         
RTOS (Core x)
delete event from 
local task list (Core x)
edfTerminate ()
terminate task
Migration-check
migration-check ()
Core x task list 
Figure 4.13: EDF terminate module for cooperative scheduling with possible job-
migration. After the termination of a job, the migration-check module is called.
preempted jobs on any local core list. If not, EDF-schedule is called like in the non-
preemptive approach. Otherwise, the earliest deadline preempted job Ja,bis compared
with the head of the global event list, job Jk,l. If Jk,l has a later deadline than Ja,b, the
module EDF-migrate has to be called. In contrast, if Jk,l has an earlier deadline, the
EDF-schedule function is called. This processing is depicted in Figure 4.14. In the case
that the result of the migration-check detects the need for a job migration, the EDF
migration module is called. The migration module is drawn in Figure 4.15. We assume
that core list x is that list, where the preempted job Ja,b is contained. In contrast, core
list y denotes that list that contains the jobs on the idle core where job Ji,j was execution
before termination (this list is empty at this moment). The EDF migrate module takes
the preempted job Ja,b and migrates it to core list y. After the migration step is finished,
the EDF-dispatch module has to be called in order to activate the migrated job within
the RTOS of core y.
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      migration-check         
EDF terminate
get earliest absolute 
deadline aDT of 
preempted tasks 
migration-check ()
get earliest absolute 
deadline event aDE 
EDF schedule 
edfSchedule ()
Core 0 task list Core n task list 
global event list
is aDE < aDT?
yes no
migrate ()
migrate
Figure 4.14: EDF-migration-check module. It checks whether a need for job-
migration exists or not.
migrate 
      migration-check        
insert selected task to 
core y task list
migrate()
EDF dispatch 
edfDispatch ()
Core y task list
delete selected task 
from core x task list
Core x task list
Figure 4.15: EDF migrate module for cooperative scheduling. Preempted jobs are
removed from their core list and inserted in another core-list whose core remains idle.
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By adding the modules migration check and migrate, EDF behavior can be guaranteed
(the m earliest deadline jobs are running) for the case of either cooperative or preemptive
scheduling. Nevertheless, recall that fully preemptive disruption (in contrast to coop-
erative disruption) causes overhead in terms of saving and migrating the task context
when a task is preempted during execution.
4.2.7 Core Affinities
Some tasks within the task set may contain requirements regarding the core they have
to be executed on. These requirements are caused for instance by safety-requirements
according to ISO26262 combined with the provided architecture of the assumed proces-
sor, where certain cores offer different safety features6. Subsequently, some jobs have to
be executed on a particular core only. All jobs of this task then have a core affinity.
If a job Ji,j has such a core affinity, the modules EDF-activate and EDF-schedule can
be skipped. Ji,j is added to the corresponding local core list immediately. This can be
done because the decision on which core it has to be executed has already been given
by the core affinity. Nevertheless, this job is only executed in state running as soon
as it has the earliest absolute deadline of all jobs that are queued in the local core list
(by the module EDF-dispatch). Thus the occurrence of tasks with core affinities does
not influence the system regarding EDF behavior (Tasks with earlier deadline that are
activated meanwhile get a higher rank in the local core list or are assigned to another
cores respectively).
4.2.8 Data Synchronization
The physical dependencies of an engine control system makes sharing of common re-
sources across tasks necessary. We assume the following existing synchronization model:
Semaphores are used to realize a reader/writer exclusion where multiple reading is al-
lowed (counting semaphores), but multiple writing and also simultaneous reading and
writing is prohibited. Read and write request are issued in FIFO manner.
However, additionally there might arise needs regarding data consistency and stability
of produced and consumed data. A buffering mechanism assures that these specified
6for example the Infineon AURIX TC27x processor
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needs can be guaranteed by the system. Such a mechanism is already in use in the basic
multiprocessor approach that works with partitioned, task-fix priority scheduling. In the
following section, the needs of data stability and consistency are pointed out. Further,
different buffering concepts are introduced and a case study is carried out in order to
make a decision about which concept should be applied.
4.2.8.1 Stability and Consistency Constraints
The buffering system is required to assure that the needs for data items to be either
stable or consistent over a specific duration is fulfilled.7 Using buffers to provide data
stability and consistency has the advantage that the synchronization overhead can be
reduced because synchronization is only necessary at the point in time where buffers are
filled or written back.
This synchronization is performed by the use of global semaphores, each of them pro-
tecting a specified memory region. The main disadvantage of this approach is that tasks
may work on old (buffered) data. Updates (during a buffering period) of a task are not
immediately visible to other tasks. The focus of this work is only on the possible best
usage of the existing buffering system in context of cooperative global EDF scheduling,
optimizing the buffering mechanism as itself is out of scope of this work.
Figure 4.16 shows an example of where a data item (resource R1 in this example) re-
quires data stability. Runnable S1 (performed for example on Core 1) is reading resource
R1 two times. Between the first and the second read event, R1 has to be stable. Assume
that runnable S2 (executed on Core 2) updates resource R1 between the two read events
for R1 from runnable S1. The need of stability for R1 between both read events of
runnable S1 would be violated (by the update of runnable S2). To avoid this, resource
R1 has to be buffered while runnable S1 is executed.
In contrast, the scenario in Figure 4.17 shows the need for buffering when data consis-
tency is required for resources R1 and R2 while runnable S1 is running.
Runnable S1, which is executed on Core 1 here, requires data items R1 and R2 to be
consistent between the read events. If Runnable S2 updates these variables meanwhile,
the consistency can not be kept and the results of the calculations in runnable S1 would
7Note that only selected data items have to fulfill such requirements. There exist items that do not
need any stability or consistency mechanism neither.
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Runnable S1
Runnable S2
Core 1
Core 2
Read 1 Read 2
Write 1
time
50dR1 12d
Figure 4.16: Example for a need of stability for data item R1. If buffering is not
applied, runnable S2 would update R1 (from 12d to 50d) and consequently R1 would
not be stable anymore between the two read events of runnable S1.
be wrong. This may lead to unexpected behavior of the whole system. In order to avoid
such a scenario, runnable S2 has to do a consistent write. For that, buffering and an
atomic write back mechanism are required. This buffering mechanism is described in
the next section.
4.2.8.2 Buffer Mechanism
The section above explained why applying a buffering mechanism is crucial to ensure
data consistency and stability. Now it is presented how the mechanism itself works.
An overview is drawn in Figure 4.18. Because we now describe the already existing
mechanism, we assume partitioned scheduling within this section (prioritization does
not matter within this part).
Buffers are allocated at the local core RAM where the owning task is assigned. When
a task starts executing like Task T1 in Figure 4.18, all data which are required to be
buffered are copied from the global RAM into the buffer at the local core RAM where
Task T1 executes. Further, if there are data which do not contain any needs for buffering,
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Runnable S1
Runnable S2
Core 1
Core 2
Read R1
time
50dR1 12d
34dR2 33d
Read R2
Write R1
Write R2
Figure 4.17: Example for a need of consistency for data items R1 and R2. If both
items are not buffered, they would become inconsistent for runnable S1 between its two
depicted read events.
T1
time
R1
Copy to 
buffer
Buffer in local Core RAM
Global Data RAM
Write back 
dataR2 R3 Rn
not buffered
(direct write from 
runnable to global RAM)
buffered
 
Figure 4.18: Schematic drawing of the buffering concept.
they can be written back directly from the accessing runnable to the according memory
range in the global RAM without buffering.
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Buffered data items are updated within their corresponding buffer at the local core RAM.
After all runnables of the task have finished their execution, the data that are stored in
buffers at the local core RAM are written back to the global RAM. This transaction is
protected by a semaphore. When the write back has been finished, the updated data
items become visible for all the other tasks. Runnables that have to be buffered follow
these restrictions:
• All values which might be written shall be read in advance.
• All data have to be written consistently.
• The last writer wins.
• If elements of a structure will be updated by different writers, then only the update
of one single element is allowed.
• Write back has to be atomic for data items bigger than 32 bit.
However, even if buffering is applied, semaphores are still required to assure that updates
from the buffer to the global RAM are made consistently.
4.2.8.3 Buffer Concept For Partitioned Scheduling
Buffers are allocated on core local memory (memory space is reserved for buffers). An
algorithm calculates required buffers at build time by analyzing stability and consistency
needs, as well as the interference model of the task set. Tasks are able to access buffers
fast and easily, because of the allocation (tasks never migrate, buffers are always stored
at the core where the task is executing).
Nevertheless, this concept has to be reviewed when global scheduling is applied, where
tasks may be executed on every core. This is done in the following sections.
4.2.8.4 Buffer Concept For Global Scheduling
There are two main differences regarding the buffering of data when task allocation
changes from partitioned to global. First, all tasks may be interfered by any other task.
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That means that more data items have to be buffered compared to partitioned schedul-
ing. However, the algorithm that calculates the buffers can be easily adapted for this
use case. Secondly, all tasks can be executed on every core and thus the corresponding
task contents (e. g. buffers) cannot be assigned statically to one certain core as it is the
case in the existing system with partitioned task allocation.
Two different approaches have to be discussed to find out how the handling of buffered
items should be realized if tasks may be executed on different cores: Buffer migration
on the one hand and remote access on the other hand. Both approaches are presented
and reviewed below.
a) Buffer Migration The first option to manage buffering at global scheduling is to
migrate buffers onto the core local RAM where their corresponding tasks are running. If
data items have to be buffered across schedule sections, those sections might be executed
on different cores (not necessarily, but possibly). If this is the case, the buffers of these
data items are migrated across the local memories of the corresponding cores.
On the one hand, migrating the buffers offers the advantage that fast access to buffered
items can be realized, because buffers are located close to the running task on the core
local RAM. Unfortunately, this goes ahead with some drawbacks. First, additional
runtime overhead is generated while buffers are migrated from one core local RAM to
another one. Further, memory overhead arises as well (m times), because space has to
be allocated (intended) for every buffer on every core.
b) Remote Access The alternative solution is to keep the buffer in the global main
memory (or any core local RAM) and to access (read and write) this buffer from the core
where the task is executed on remotely. This approach is accompanied by the advantages
that no runtime overhead arises for migrating the buffers from one core local memory to
another one. Further, memory space has to be allocated (intended) once only (either at
core specific local RAM or at the global system RAM. The disadvantage of this approach
is that run-time consuming accesses to remote buffers have to be performed (not only
per buffer, but per access to any data item as well).
In order to be able to assess, whether migrating or remote access to buffers is more
efficient, a data analysis was performed, where both options were reviewed. The results
of this analysis is presented below.
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4.2.8.5 Data Analysis
The goal of this analysis is to find out whether remote access or migrating is preferable
when buffers have to be accessed from different cores. For this, an existing automotive
powertrain multiprocessor project has been analyzed regarding the properties of the two
different buffering approaches. For both examinations, for each task Ti we need to know
its period Pi which denotes the number of activations per second. Time triggered tasks
are activated in fixed periods, e. g. 10 ms or 1000 ms, while (engine) angle triggered task
activation periods depend on the rotation speed of the engine. We assume an engine
rotation speed of 6000 rpm which is at the upper level of engine systems. The following
sections describe how the runtime and memory overhead for both buffering models is
determined.
a) Buffer Migration If buffers have to be available across schedule sections and
the schedule sections might be executed on a different core, the concerning buffers are
migrated from the local RAM where the task was running before to the local RAM where
the task has to continue after the migration. The worst case should be considered, so
we assume that a buffer migration is required in between every schedule section.
In the following, we calculate the total runtime overhead of migrating buffers concerning
the core utilization. The first step is to calculate the migrations per second. We assume
that our system contains a task set τ containing an amount of n tasks T. We denote bi
n
m to be the buffered items of schedule section m in task n. Further we need the period
Pi of every task in τ (here in
1
s
). The migrations per second of a single task mpsi can
be calculated as:
mpsi = [
m∑
j=1
biij ] Pi (4.11)
Further, opm is denoted to be the runtime overhead per migration. The migration
overhead per second ops can now be calculated as:
ops = [
n∑
i=1
mpsi] opm. (4.12)
The unit of ops is clock cycles per second. We assume to know the clock frequency f
of the used processor, so we can now calculate the normed (total) overhead of buffer
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migrations nmo (normalized to core utilization).
nmo =
ops
f
(4.13)
The results of this analysis, as well as a benchmark to the remote access analysis is
presented later in Section 4.2.8.5.
b) Remote Accesses The second method to provide stability and coherency of data
in between schedule sections is to issue remote accesses to that memory where the buffers
are stored. Thereby, the access has to get over the crossbar of the controller. This goes
ahead with runtime overhead. We assume the kind of architecture in which it does not
mind (in terms of runtime) if the buffers are allocated at a remote, local core memory
or at the global system RAM (there is only a runtime difference to the own local core
memory where the task is running). Considering the worst case, we assume that all
data items have to be accessed remotely via the crossbar. We get the buffer accesses
per task bai by analyzing the project data. Further, like in Section 4.2.8.5 the period Pi
is denoted to be the activations per second of task i. At first we have to calculate the
remote buffer accesses per second raps.
raps =
n∑
i=1
bai ∗ Pi (4.14)
Further we can calculate the remote accesses per second rps if the remote access overhead
per access raopa is known :
rps = raps ∗ raopa (4.15)
Finally, similar to the calculations in Section 4.2.8.5, we can determine the overhead for
remote buffer accesses normed to the core utilization as follows:
nmo =
rps
f
(4.16)
The next sections shows the results of an analysis of a real example project, that is
typical for automotive powertrain projects in terms of tasks, runnables and data accesses.
Further, a comparison is made between buffer migration and remote access.
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c) Results In this section we present the results of the analysis of a real automotive
powertrain project. We examine the runtime overheads of migrating buffers on the
one hand and remote access to buffered items on the other hand. We determine the
overheads in terms of (core) utilization. At first we calculate the runtime overhead for
migrating the buffers as it is described in Section 4.2.8.5.
The amount of buffered items bi (within the different schedule sections) can be extracted
out of the project data, as well as the periods of tasks, Pi. As opm, an estimation for
the runtime overhead per buffer migration, a value of 18.50 clock cycles * x (number
of migrated elements) + 71.55 clock cycles is assumed. Where the additional term of
71.55 clock cycles is the average time that is necessary to initialize and terminate the
buffer migration. This results from former measurements on an existing multiprocessor
platform (Infineon AURIX TC27x) and is the average value for migrating a 16 Bit
element.
Except for only a few buffers, most of them have the size of 16 Bit or lower, so this is a
good starting point for our approximate examination (further, there are only marginal
differences when migrating 8 Bit, 16 Bit or 32 Bit buffers). The clock frequency of the
microprocessor is assumed to be 300 MHz.
Next, the runtime overhead for remote accesses to buffers is considered as described in
Section 4.2.8.5. Generally, we assume a remote access overhead per access raopa from
factor 2 for reading data and a factor of 3 for writing data in average (compared to a
memory access to the core local RAM at the own core). Nevertheless, there might occur
some events that slow down these processes, e. g. high bus traffic on the crossbar. So
we vary the overhead factor in our examinations from 2 - 10. But as worst case, we
assume that the overhead factor will never reach a level of > 6. Figure 4.19 shows the
result of the examination.
Since we assume that the overhead factor for remote accesses will be less than 6, the
application of remote accesses lead to a smaller runtime overhead than the migration-
based approach. As a result, we decide to perform remote buffer accesses instead of
buffer migrations in our concept. Nevertheless, migrating buffers stays an alternative
option for future approaches. Additionally, when buffers are allocated on any of the
core local RAM, the overhead factor becomes simply 1 if a job is executed exactly on
this core. This was not considered in our determinations. But it is not only the runtime
overhead which takes us to this conclusion. The buffer migration would also lead to
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Figure 4.19: Remote Access vs. Buffer Migration. The core utilization (y-axis) is
depicted over the overhead factor for remote accesses (x-axis).
a memory consumption which is m (core) times the memory consumption when using
remote accesses, because for migrated buffers, memory has to be reserved on every core
local memory.
4.2.9 System State Transitions
Besides the common task set there exist further special tasks in the area of automotive
engine control systems, called system transitions. They are switching the major system
wide operation modes which are managed by a state machine. When certain events
occur during runtime, the engine state or engine control unit state may have to be
changed, as for example if the engine is turned on by the vehicle driver. Transitions are
synchronous events which are performed on all available cores simultaneously. Followed
by this, the execution of common tasks has to be ramped down while a system transition
is performed in order to guarantee that the transition is processed properly and the
whole system stays consistent in the same, well defined state all the time. The existing
transition concept is protected in the patent [1]. Up to now, state transitions within
the partitioned task-fix priority scheduling are handled by a so called event coordinator
which assures the ramp-down of the common tasks as well as the core synchronous
execution of the system transitions. In the future, the handling of state transitions
should be controlled by the EDF plug-in as well. This fact leads to some overhead for
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the scheduler. It shall occur only if a transition event gets activated. When common
tasks are proceeded without an activated transition event, there should not occur any
additional overhead for the EDF plug-in. In the following sections, the structure of
state transitions and its current proceeding approach (event coordinator) are described.
Further, a new concept to integrate the handling of state transitions within the EDF
module is presented.
4.2.9.1 Structure of System State Transitions
State transitions can be divided into different steps (A-D). Before describing these steps,
we first introduce different types of task groups. All tasks within the task set are assigned
to several groups according to their relative deadline. Those task groups indicate whether
a task is allowed to execute in a certain step of a transition and whether it is important
for the process of system transitions. The task groups are defined in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Overview and description of the different task groups. Every task in the
whole task set belongs to one of the groups, so that state transitions can be performed
properly.
Group 1 Long deadline tasks (delayed until step D if not already executed in transi-
tion step B1)
Group 2 Medium deadline tasks (executed if activated in step B1, blocked until step
C2 has been finished)
Group 3 Short deadline tasks (executed if activated in step B2, blocked until step C1
has been finished).
Group 4 Very short deadline tasks (not disturbed in any step of transition).
Furthermore, the different (sequential) steps of state transitions are described in Table
4.2. An example schedule of such a state transition in case of uniprocessor is depicted
in Figure 4.20. The schedule starts with a common execution of the task system, where
tasks are scheduled according to their priorities (step A). Between time 2 and time 3, a
need for a state transition is recognized (activation event for transition task SysTran),
which means that the system transition starts its procedure with step B1. Within step
B1, tasks that belong to group 1 (G1) are delayed if they get activated now (like task T8
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Table 4.2: Overview and description of the different transition steps.
Step A Before transition detection; Standard behavior of tasks.
Step B1 Task ramp-down; Need for transition detected; Wait until all long and
medium deadline tasks (group 1 and group 2 tasks) are terminated; Al-
ready activated, but not started tasks put ’on hold’; Short deadline tasks
(group 3 and group 4) are authorized to execute.
Step B2 Total Task Ramp-down; Short deadline tasks are ramped-down (no more
start allowed). Same behavior as B1, but for short deadline tasks (group
3).
Step C1 Full exclusive transition; No other task allowed except for group 4 tasks; All
initializing functions which interfere with group 3 tasks have to be called in
this phase.
Step C2 Partial exclusive transition; group 4 and group 3 tasks are allowed to be
executed; All other initializing functions have to be called.
Step D System recover; Pending tasks are released. When all memorized tasks have
been terminated, go back to Step A.
at time 6). Further, tasks that are already running are allowed to finish their execution.
At time 7, the last remaining G1 task is terminated which means that the transition
enters step B2. If any task (G1 - G4) is activated within step B2, it is not allowed to
start execution until step D is reached. Step B2 is finished, when all G3 and G4 tasks
are terminated (at time 9). The transition now enters step C1 which means that the
transition task SysTran itself is executed. During step C1, only G4 tasks are allowed to
preempt the transition. Further, if all runnables within step C1 are processed at time
11, step C2 begins. The only difference to step C1 is that now G3 tasks are allowed to
preempt the transition as well. Finally, at time 13, the complete transition is finished
and step D is entered, which means that the common task execution is resumed. Note
that there is no functional difference between step A and step D.
The applied transition handling (either the EDF plug-in or the event-coordinator) has
to assure the different steps of a transition as well as the permissions of execution of
(group 1 - group 4) tasks during a transition. The next section presents a concept of
how runnables within transitions can be distributed over the available cores.
4.2.9.2 Static Concept For Transition Runnable Distribution
In the current parallel state transition concept, the handling of core synchronous state
transitions is managed by a so called Event Coordinator. This Event Coordinator as-
sures that the transition steps from A to D are performed correctly. Within the different
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Figure 4.20: Example schedule of a state transition on a uniprocessor including the
different steps from A to D. Task T1 is a very short deadline task (group 4), task T2
is a short deadline task (group 3), tasks T3, T4 and T5 are medium deadline tasks
(group 2) and T6, T7 and T8 are long deadline tasks (group 1). Finally, SysTran is the
transition task as itself.
steps of performing the state transitions in steps C1 and C2, different runnables have to
be executed. These are initializing several data in order to set all necessary values for
the new engine or engine control unit state. Since all cores are available during those
transitions, it is possible to distribute the runnables of the transition tasks over the
different cores to execute them in parallel. This approach has already been presented in
[3]. In this transition concept, runnables that belong to system transitions are assigned
statically to per core sequences and -steps at build time. On each execution, a transition
always contains the same set of runnables in the same sequence. Therefore, an oﬄine
partitioning mechanism can be applied if the run times of the transition runnables are
known.
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In order to fulfill the constraints for data consistency in this special case, it is indis-
pensable to consider the inner and outer dependencies of all transition runnables. We
define inner dependencies by the data-flow between runnables within the transitions. If
transition runnable S1 reads data that are produced by transition runnable S2, then S1
depends on S2. Moreover, outer dependencies arise through shared resources, that are
accessed by transition runnable on the one hand, and further by tasks in group 3 or
group 4 on the other hand. If resources are shared between group 1 or group 2 tasks
and transitions, there is no danger for inconsistencies, because while a transition is per-
formed (step C1 and step C2), group 1 and group 2 tasks are not allowed to execute.
We next discuss how to assign transition runnables to their correct transition step and
how to distribute those runnables onto the available cores.
a) Grouping Of Dependent Runnables As mentioned before, inner dependencies
of transitions result from the data-flow between the runnables within the transitions.
Figure 4.21 shows an example of different dependent runnables of a fictitious transition.
In this example one can detect three layers of dependency: For instance, Runnable 8
depends on Runnable 5 and Runnable 5 again depends on Runnable 1. To guarantee
data consistency while proceeding a transition, such dependent runnables have to be
executed in a strictly sequential order. Two different ways of building such a sequence
are considered below.
i) Synchronization Points The first option to build correct sequences of dependent
runnables can be realized by the use of synchronization points: Figure 4.21 shows how
dependent runnables can be divided into different layers. Between these layers, synchro-
nization points (also known as barriers) are placed.
After sorting the runnables in different layers the transition has to be performed in a
way, that one layer after another is proceeded. As dependencies are divided through
synchronization points, the sequence of runnables will always be correct. A drawback
of this approach is, that runtime is wasted at every synchronization point, as all cores
have to wait until the last one has executed its last runnable from the actual layer.
ii) Runnable Compositions As an alternative to synchronization points, so called
runnable compositions can be built. An example for that is shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.21: Ensuring requirements resulting from inner dependencies by different
layers which are separated by synchronization points. The gray, solid-line arrows in-
dicate dependencies between runnables caused by data-flow. The black, broken-line
arrows symbolize the classification of the runnables to the layers. Synchronization
points are set between the layers.
Dependent runnables (Runnable 1, Runnable 2 and Runnable 3 in this example) are
combined to a runnable composition with a fixed sequence. Those compositions can
now be seen as one top-level runnable that contains calls to all runnables within the
compositions in a sequental order.
Runnable
1
Runnable
2
Runnable
3
Composition 1: {Runnable 1; Runnable 2; Runnable 3}
Figure 4.22: Ensuring requirements resulting from inner dependencies via runnable
compositions. In this example, the runnables 1–3 which depend on each other are
combined to composition 1.
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The runtime of the runnable composition, which is important to know in order to
distribute runnables to cores, is the sum of the individual contained runnables. The
runnable compositions are independent from each other per definition and do not have
any unresolved dependencies to another runnables within that transition any more.
Empirical investigations on real automotive powertrain projects showed: Transitions can
be performed faster with runnable compositions than with synchronization points. This
investigations have been already presented in [3]. Therefore, this approach is preferred to
building synchronization points. Next, it is described how to assign transition runnables
to the correct transition steps.
b) Assign Runnables To Transition Steps Because of the results in [3], we focus
on runnable composition in order to solve inner dependencies of transition runnables.
Further, if runnables are independent in terms of data flow, this single runnable builds
its own composition.
The reason for dividing runnables into different steps lies in the fact that during step C1,
tasks of group 3 are not allowed to execute (in contrast to step C2) and thus there can
not occur any inconsistencies by simultaneously accessing the same data at one point in
time.
If at least one of the runnables within a composition is accessing a data item which is
accessed by any runnable in a task of group 3 or group 4 as well, the whole composition
is assigned to step C1, otherwise to step C2.
When transition runnables or compositions respectively are assigned to the correct tran-
sition step, they can finally be assigned to a core for execution. This is described in the
next sections.
c) Assign Transition Runnables To Cores Runnables of transitions shall now be
assigned statically on a specific core for execution. At first, all compositions which were
assigned to step C1 are distributed over the cores by applying the worst-fit decreasing
bin-packing algorithm 8. For this it is required to know the runtime of runnable compo-
sitions. The runtime can be evaluated either by measurement or by estimations (if no
8Different types of bin-packing were discussed to distribute runnables across the available cores.
The results presented in [3] show that worst-fit decreasing leads to better results than other types of
bin-packing.
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measured runtime data are available).
Attention has to be paid to the fact that not all cores of the multiprocessor have neces-
sarily the same processing speed, as this algorithm should be able to handle symmetric,
uniform heterogeneous and unrelated heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures. Be-
cause of this, a performance index is introduced per core (this index depends on the
processing frequency), so that the runtime on each core can be calculated correctly ac-
cording to its processing speed. After that, the same approach is used again to distribute
all compositions located in step C2.
4.2.9.3 Dynamic Concept For Handling System Transitions
With the development of the new scheduling concept the idea arises to make the event
coordinator obsolete. Handle the system transitions can be taken over by the global
scheduler. The main advantage of this approach lies in the possibility that transition
runnables can be assigned dynamically to the cores. This allows a better load balance
and thus shorter transitions compared to the static runnable assignment because the
determined runtimes of transition runnables may vary from case to case. Further, no
runtime measurement or estimation is required for transition runnables. However, the
EDF plug-in has to make sure that transition steps are processed correctly, but produce
no additional overhead when scheduling common tasks. The basic idea behind this
is that usually, the common EDF scheduler plug-in is performed like described in the
concept above. Further, only if a transition gets activated, the plug-in switches into the
transition mode. The different transition steps have to be performed according to the
definition in Section 4.2.9.1. How this can be realized correctly is discussed in the next
section, followed by a concept for a dynamic distribution of transition runnables.
a) Realizing steps A - D of transitions The following table shows an overview of
the different transition steps, in which steps which groups are allowed to execute or to
be activated and what features are (additionally) necessary to manage the execution of
transition steps correctly.
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Table 4.3: Overview of different transition steps and what additional features are
required within the EDF plug-in. A more detailed description of task groups can be
found in Table Table 4.1, while transition steps are pointed out in Table Table 4.2.
Transition
Step
A B1 B2 C1 C2 D
Task
Groups
Allowed
To Run
G1 - G4 G1 - G4 G2 - G4 G4 G3 + G4 G1 - G4
Allowed
Activa-
tions
G1 - G4 G2 - G4 G4 G4 G3 + G4 G1 - G4
Necessary
Features
• Recog-
nition of
Transition
Event
DsysTran
<
DG1−Tasks
• Recog-
nition G1
Tasks fin-
ished
• Recogni-
tion G2 +
G3 Tasks
finished
• G3 Tasks
are allowed
to ’overtake’
transition
again
Switch
back to
common
EDF
mode
• Sched-
uler Mode
Switch
(Transition
Mode)
• G2 + G3
Tasks are
not allowed
to ’overtake’
Transition
• Execute C1
Runnables
• Exe-
cute C2
Runnables
For transition step A, the plug-in has to be extended by two features. First, a recognition
mechanism is required that detects transition activations. This could easily be added
by inserting a flag to every task if it is a common task or a transition task. This would
be the only overhead that affects the scheduler plug-in at every activation of any task.
Further, if a transition task is detected, the plug-in has to switch in its transition mode.
Step B1 does only require that the relative deadlines of transition tasks have to be earlier
than the deadlines of G1 tasks. EDF behavior assures the correct handling within step
B1.
In contrast, transition step B2 requires a recognition that all G1 task are terminated
now. Additionally, a kind of blocking mechanism has to be implemented that G2 and
G3 tasks can not overtake transition tasks inside the global event list.
Transition step C1 requires a recognition (similar to that in step B2), that all G2 and
G3 tasks are terminated (start criterion). Further, transition tasks have to be able to
execute runnable compositions from C1 list within the transition event. This can be
realized via chained lists and function pointers.
A mechanism that allows G3 tasks now to overtake (and thus preempt) the transition
runnable is required. However, if the transition task has an earlier absolute deadline
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than a G3 task, the transition task should continue execution. The execution mechanism
of step C2 is the same as in step C1, but another task list is worked through.
Finally, in step D (if all C2 runnables are terminated), the scheduler plug-in has to
switch back into the common execution mode. Thus, the transition has been finished.
b) Dynamic Concept For Transition Runnable Distribution As already men-
tioned, the processing of transition steps will be the same as in the static transition
concept when the parts presented in Table 4.2.9.3 are realized. Like in the static con-
cept with event coordinator, for each transition, a transition task is assigned on every
core. The main difference from a runtime view of transition is that now the compositions
are distributed dynamically over the cores.
Basically, a transition event is handled like a global scheduling event within the EDF
scheduler plug-in. When a transition activation is detected, the scheduler switches into
the transition mode. For each of the different steps of transition execution (C1 and
C2), a global list exists that contains calls to all runnable compositions of the prevail-
ing transition steps. It is still necessary to collect dependent runnables and put them
into a composition because this way it can be assured that the sequencing constraints
of runnables are kept. The single compositions are picked out of this global list and
executed by the running transition tasks (if one composition is executed, the next one is
selected) until the list is empty. The correct behavior of the transition steps is guaranteed
by the features described in Section 4.2.9.3. When the first step (C1) of the transition
is reached, the transition event tasks on the cores are executing all the runnable com-
positions within the global list of C1.
An example for this procedure is shown in Figure 4.23. On every core, an instance of
the transition task is running. The transition tasks have each picked a runnable com-
position out of the global list of C1 composition and execute them (Composition 1 on
Core 1, Composition 2 on Core 2 and Composition 3 on Core 3). If one of the executing
compositions terminates, the next free (not executed) composition is picked from the
global list and thus executed on the regarding core.
If C1 runnables were all processed successfully, list C2 is worked through. The manage-
ment of which core has to execute which runnable is done via function pointer. If list
C2 is done as well, the transition terminates and step D is reached (standard execution
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Figure 4.23: Performing a dynamically distributed transition (here step C1) where
independent compositions are selected until the global composition list is empty.
of the system). The transition mode of the scheduler is terminated as well and the EDF
plug-in switches back to standard EDF execution.
4.2.10 Parallel Tasks
Basically, schedule events (within the global event list) contain information about what
schedule sections have to be executed by this activated job. In general, those schedule
sections are executed in a sequential manner, as a job is always assigned onto one core
(according to the EDF-schedule module). When this sequential model is applied, a
schedule event represents a task.
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Nonetheless, it might be useful to mark schedule sections that are independent from other
schedule sections within that task in order to allow parallel execution. If a schedule event
contains such units, these units can be sent to different cores for a parallel execution.
One can take advantage of the concept of dynamically distributed transition described
in Section 4.2.9.3. After all parts (schedule sections) of the global schedule event have
been distributed, it is removed from the global list. The application of parallel (or
partly-parallel) tasks may help to increase the load balance and thus the robustness of
the system. Besides common sequential and parallel task, there exists a third type of
task, called chained task. Chained tasks are discussed in the sections below.
4.2.11 Chained Tasks
Chained tasks are activated by the termination of their predecessor task: Namely if the
reason for existence of such tasks lies in the physical constraints regarding two tasks. If a
task requires to read data that are produced by another task, but they need strictly to be
executed in succession. Two different approaches could be used to realize the concept of
chained tasks within this scheduler concept. They are discussed in the following sections.
4.2.11.1 Additional Schedule Section as Chained Task
The first opportunity is to take one single schedule event (in global event list), but
putting the chained tasks in two strictly sequential schedule sections. After the module
EDF-schedule has been performed for the first of the chained tasks, it is not going to be
deleted from the global event list, the successor task is just a further schedule section.
The relative deadline of the chained task has to be set to the deadline of the last task
of the chain which is here the end of the successor schedule section. Followed by this,
no recalculation of the absolute deadline is necessary.
Nevertheless, this approach might be accompanied by the following drawbacks: First,
if chained tasks remain in the global event list, there exists the probability that later
parts of the chained tasks get EDF-activated while earlier parts are still executing (on
a different core) and thus the required sequence cannot be kept any more (two chained
tasks are running simultaneously on two different cores). Additionally, there might occur
the problem that the termination tasks which are not at the end of a chain can not be
recognized by the EDF-terminate function.
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4.2.11.2 New Task as Chained Task
When the previous task within the chain terminates, it triggers automatically the ac-
tivation of the successor task. For chained tasks, the schedule function is then started
as it is the case for unchained tasks. Nevertheless it has to be guaranteed somehow
that the first part of a chained task is not executed while a later part of a previous task
instance is still running on a core. As a conclusion one can say, that successor tasks of
chained tasks should be handled like a new task, just activated by a different kind of
event trigger.
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4.3 Efficient Multiprocessor Real-Time Synchronization Pro-
tocols
As mentioned in section 3.3, a high number of multiprocessor real-time locking proto-
cols have been presented in the recent years. Nevertheless, all the described existing
protocols are accompanied by some drawbacks. Either they do not permit nesting, or
they can only be applied for a specific type of scheduling algorithm. The only protocol
that allows nesting and supports all kinds of scheduling is the flexible multiprocessor
locking protocol FMLP presented in [26]. However, due to the fact that non-preemptive
busy-wait is applied within the short variant of the FMLP, a high priority task suffers
from blocking even if it has no resource conflicts regarding the blocking (low priority)
task. This means that there occur unnecessary blocking times and priority inversions.
In order to overcome this, we present a protocol called preemptable waiting locking pro-
tocol PWLP where the busy-wait phase of jobs is performed preemptively and thus the
above described drawbacks can be reduced. Nonetheless, the PWLP still requires non-
preemptive critical sections to avoid deadlock scenarios when nested resource requests
are applied.
The second contribution in the field of locking protocols, the forced execution protocol
FEP, is able to forgo non-preemptive critical sections. The idea behind that is that
blocking should only occur if unavoidable. Therefore, it relinquishes non-preemptive
critical sections and enables the busy-wait phase and critical sections to be preempted
by tasks with higher priorities. The mechanism that provides progress to the system
and thus avoids starvation is that the resource holding task gets priority boosted as
soon as a further request for this resource is issued by another task. Followed by this,
the resource holding task gets forced to execute and as a consequence the resource is
released as quick as possible. Because of that, we called this approach forced execution
protocol FEP.
Both, the PWLP and the FEP, are discussed in detail within the following sections.
Later, in Chapter 5, case studies are presented in order to benchmark the PWLP and
the FEP against the performance of the busy-wait variant of the FMLP.
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4.3.1 The Preemptable Waiting Locking Protocol PWLP
The first contribution to synchronization is a busy-wait based protocol that uses pre-
emptable waiting. Because of this property it is called preemptable waiting locking
protocol PWLP. This work has already been presented in [2]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, up to now, there exists no other preemptable waiting protocol that supports par-
titioned and clustered allocation as well as task-fix, job-fix and fully dynamic priorities
and further nesting of resource requests. The PWLP combines all of these requirements.
Basically, the PWLP can be seen as an extension of the short variant of the FMLP [26]
that has already been discussed in Section 3.3.4.4.
After some necessary definitions and assumptions, a short reminder of the basic non-
preemptive waiting technique of the FMLP-short is given. Followed by this, the PWLP is
described in detail, including request rules, a description of deadlock freedom, a blocking
analysis and finally an example schedule.
4.3.1.1 Assumptions and Definitions
We assume a SMP system consisting of m homogeneous processors with global shared
memory. Compared to the basic task state model in Figure 4.2 in Section 4.2.1, a
different task state model is required to realize the PWLP. Figure 4.24 shows the basic
state model with the extension of a state called polling. This state is only added for a
better understanding of busy-wait. A job Ji,j that is in state running but has to busy-
wait for a resource (another job Ja,b owns this resource at this moment) is now said to
be in state polling. As soon as the resource is released by job Ja,b, the request of job
Ji,j is satisfied and thus it continues executing in state running. Further, from now on,
passive tasks states (e. g. suspended, ready) are shaded in grey, while active task states
(e. g. running, polling) stay white. Within the next sections, the task state model of
the PWLP is presented as well as a definition of shared resources within the PWLP.
a) Task State Model The task state model of the PWLP needs an additional state
called parking. Thus, a job can be in one of the following states: suspended, running,
polling, parking or ready as shown in Figure 4.25. Initially, all jobs are suspended. When
an activation of event occurs for a job Ji,j , it gets activated and enters the state ready,
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satisfy request
Ready
suspend
dispatch
Suspended
activate
terminate
Polling
deny request
Running
Figure 4.24: State diagram of a job Ji,j containing state polling. White circles depict
active states (a job is scheduled on a core), while grey circles mean passive states (tasks
are suspended).
which means it is ready for execution. Further, if a ready job gets scheduled by the
scheduler and starts executing, it turns into the state running. A running job Ji,j may
get suspended by the interruption of a job Ja,b which has a higher priority. Then, Ji,j
returns to the state ready. After Ja,b has finished its execution, Ji,j is again scheduled
and returns to the state running. While Ji,j is running, it may require access to shared
resources. Thus, Ji,j will send a request to acquire the lock of the resource. If the resource
request can be satisfied immediately, Ji,j stays in the state running while it executes
the critical section. Otherwise, if the resource is held by another job Ja,b, Ji,j turns into
the state polling, which means that Ji,j remains scheduled on the core and busy-waits
until the requested resource gets released. However, if the request is satisfied while
Ji,j is polling, the execution of the process is progressing again (it becomes running).
Otherwise, if Ji,j is polling and the job Ja,b with higher priorities preempts Ji,j while it
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Figure 4.25: PWLP state diagram of a job Ji,j . Parking is added as an additional
state of passive waiting.
busy-waits, Ji,j gets suspended into the state parking. Later, Ji,j becomes automatically
ready if the required resource is released, so that Ji,j may be scheduled again and thus
returns to the state running. Next, if Ji,j is parking and gets scheduled again, it resumes
into the state polling. Finally, when Ji,j finishes its execution, it gets terminated and
remains suspended until the next job Ji,k of task Ti is activated.
b) Shared Resources The PWLP allows nested requests to shared resources, as
described in Section 3.3.4.1. However, deadlock avoidance has to be assured by applying
rules regarding the order of requests, for example grouping of resource requests, like the
FMLP uses it (see Section 3.3.4.4). Nevertheless, the PWLP also fits to different, less
restrictive resource models, such as those described in [137]. In this resource model, a
strict partial order of resource requests is required. This order is obligatory for every
task, otherwise deadlocks may occur. For reasons of simplicity, we only consider mutex
locks within the next sections. Note that in general it is also possible to apply other
resource models like reader/writer distinction (see Section 3.3.1.1) as well.
4.3.1.2 Blocking Behavior of FMLP-Short
The PWLP is an extension of the short variant of the FMLP. Both protocols use busy-
wait and FIFO ordered waiting queues per resource. Furthermore, both allow nesting if
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a fitting resource model is obeyed. The main difference between FMLP-short and PWLP
lies in the blocking behavior. The FMLP-short uses non-preemptable waiting when jobs
poll for resources. In Figure 4.26, one can see that the non-preemptable section of the
FMLP-short starts as soon as a resource request is issued. The critical section itself is
executed non-preemptively as well. However, the fact that both, polling for a resource
request assigned released
 non-preemptive section.
busy-wait critical section
 time.
Figure 4.26: Basic structure of the different phases of the short variant of FMLP.
Busy-wait and the critical section are non-preemptable.
and the critical section, are non-preemptable, may lead to more priority inversions than
necessary. High priority tasks may be blocked while low priority tasks are polling for
resources. As a result, deadlines of high priority tasks may be violated by unnecessarily
long blocking times. A case study that confirms these assumptions is presented in [2].
4.3.1.3 Preemptable Waiting
In contrast to the busy-wait phases at the FMLP-short, our protocol takes advantage
of preemptable FIFO-ordered locks. It is important to mention that this does not
mean that critical sections are preemptable, too. Figure 4.27 depicts the corresponding
blocking scenario from 4.26, but for the case when the PWLP is applied. After a
resource request has been issued, the task is still preemptable, but as soon as the critical
section is reached, the task becomes non-preemptable as well. Note that if some kind
of nested resources are applied, the critical section starts at the point in time where
the first resource request is satisfied. While waiting for resources, requesting jobs are
preemptable by jobs who have higher priorities than the running job. Consequently,
possible priority inversions are limited to the phases of critical section. In the following,
the request rules of the PWLP are pointed out.
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request assigned released
 non-preemptive section.
busy-wait critical section
 time.
Figure 4.27: Overview of the different phases of the PWLP. Critical sections are
executed non-preemptively, whereas busy-wait is executed preemptively.
a) PWLP Resource Request Rules The resource request rules specify how resource
requests and releases are handled and what kinds of state transitions occur for jobs due
to the locking behavior of the protocol.
Rule 1: If a job Ji,j issues a request Qi,l for a resource Rl, it is added to the corre-
sponding FIFO queue.
Rule 2: If the requesting job Ji,j is in state running or polling, and the request Qi,l is
the head of the FIFO queue, it is satisfied. Otherwise the access is denied.
Rule 3: If a resource Rl is released, the corresponding request Qi,l gets removed from
Rls FIFO queue.
Rule 4: If a resource request Qi,l, issued by job Ji,j , is denied because it is not the head
of the FIFO queue, Ji,j becomes polling and thus busy-waits.
Rule 5: If job Ji,j is in state polling, and another job Ja,b gets activated with a higher
priority than Ji,j , Ja,b becomes running while Ji,j gets suspended and enters the state
parking.
Rule 6: If job Ji,j is polling, and another job Ja,b gets activated with a lower priority
than Ji,j , Ji,j continues busy-waiting in state polling while Ja,b stays ready.
Rule 7: If resource Rl gets released by its owning job Ja,b, and Ja,b continues running
because it has a higher priority than Ji,j (Ji,j still polls for R1 and is the head of the
FIFO queue), Ji,j changes its state from parking to ready.
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Rule 8: If job Ji,j changes its state from parking to ready according to Rule 7, Ji,j is
not allowed to acquire Rl. Later, when Ji,j gets resumed and becomes running again, it
is allowed to lock Rl.
b) Deadlock Freedom Remember the deadlock conditions of Section 3.3.2.2. Only
one of the described conditions has to be broken in order to avoid such a scenario.
Mutual exclusion and non-preemptable critical sections are present, that means that
either the condition of hold and wait or rather circular wait has to be broken. Thus, the
deadlock freedom of the PWLP can be proved by the following terms.
In case of non-nested resource requests, the hold and wait criterion is broken because
a process can not hold a resource and wait for another resource at the same time per
definition.
Furthermore, even if nesting is allowed, the circular wait criterion is broken by the
PWLP. Deadlocks can occur if resource requests are satisfied by jobs which are in a
passive state, either ready or parking. 9
The PWLP avoids this case since resource requests are not satisfied when they change
from parking to ready (see request Rule 8).
Jobs in state ready can not issue resource requests (by definition). Further, jobs in the
state parking are not head of their FIFO queue (otherwise they either would not have
to wait, or leave the state parking into the state ready).
Finally, if nested resource requests are applied, deadlocks may occur if those requests
for resources are not grouped properly (see [26]), or if other resource model constraints
are violated (e.g. those ones in [137]).
c) Blocking Analysis Similar to the short variant of the FMLP, two different types
of blocking have to be taken into account. First, Busy-wait blocking is the interval of
time a job busy-waits actively on a core. The second one is non-preemptive blocking,
which denotes the time when a job Ja,b is blocked due to the fact that another lower
priority job Ji,j performs a critical section. However, if a job Ji,j performs passive
waiting for a resource Rk in state parking, this is not a blocking time in the sense of
non-preemptive blocking because even if Rk was available, Ji,j would be not scheduled
9Tasks that are in state suspended are not active and thus do not have to be considered here.
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at this moment. (Since Ji,j is preempted at this point in time, but another job Ja,b is
running and followed by this, no processor time is wasted in contrast to busy-wait.)
Nevertheless, passive waiting has an influence on the busy-wait blocking time, which is
represented by the factor Ak in the following.
Busy-Wait Blocking. We denote Tspini,j to be the maximum time a job Ji,j is
busy-waiting when it is not preempted by another job Ja,b. Analogue to the blocking
analysis in [138] for preemptable FIFO spin-locks, busy-wait blocking can be described
as follows: Let Ak be the maximum number of times that a request for resource Rk (or
a nested group of resources) might be preempted by another job with higher priorities.
Furthermore, a trivial bound on the sum of Ak is given by the number of jobs with
higher priorities which are possibly released while Ji,j busy-waits. Then one can sum up
the maximum busy-wait blocking mBWB of a task Ti as follows:
mBWB(Ti) ≤ A ·
∑
R∈Q
Tspini,j (4.17)
where Q is the whole set of resource requests that are issued by job Ji,j .
Non-preemptive Blocking. A job Ji,j suffers from non-preemptive blocking if it is
executing actively on a core but gets blocked because another job with a lower priority
Ja,b has acquired a resource Rk and thus performs its critical section csa,k. The maximum
non-preemptive blocking for a task Ti occurs while the longest critical section of all tasks
with a lower priority than Ti is executed. This is described by equation 4.18. B denotes
the set of tasks which contains all tasks with a lower priority than task Ti, and δ(B) is
the corresponding non-preemptive execution time (i.e. length of the critical section at
the PWLP).
NP(Ti) ≤ max{δ(B)} (4.18)
In contrast to the FMLP, the time of spinning has no influence on non-preemptive
blocking so that the non-preemptive blocking is reduced by the PWLP. This is caused
by the fact that busy-wait is preemptable within the PWLP.
4.3.1.4 PWLP Example Schedule
To give the reader a better insight to the different behaviors of the FMLP and the
PWLP, we present in the following a scheduling example, depicted in Figure 4.28. We
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assume two processors where partitioned scheduling is applied for the execution of three
different tasks. Task T1 and task T2 are assigned to processor P1 while Task T3 is
assigned to processor P2. T1 and T3 both access the shared resource R1 while T2 does
not access any resources. T1 has the highest priority, followed by T2 and T3 with the
lowest priority. T3 is activated at time 1, T2 at time 2 and finally T1 at time 3.
running
time
T1
T2
T3
Priority
pollingparking
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
critical section
P1
P2
Figure 4.28: PWLP example schedule for partitioned scheduling. Task T2 gets pre-
empted by the higher priority task T1 while it waits for a resource held by task T3.
Task T2 starts polling when it is activated on processor P1 at time 2. At time 3, Task
T1 is activated on processor P1 and preempts Task T2 because Task T1 has a higher
priority. Thus, Task T2 becomes parking which means that it passively waits. When
Task T1 is terminated at time 6, Task T2 becomes resumed and gets running again
because meanwhile Task T3 has released resource R1 (If Task T3 had not released R1 at
time 6, Task T2 would change to polling again).
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4.3.2 The Forced Execution Protocol FEP
As a second locking protocol contribution, we present the Forced Execution Protocol
FEP. The main objective of this protocol is to block only if necessary. Initially, busy-
wait and the critical section itself are preemptable. Nevertheless, a task Ti that owns a
resource Rl gets priority-boosted if a further task Ta issues a request Qa,l for resource
Rl meanwhile. Followed by this priority boost, task Ti gets forced to execute in order to
release Rl as quickly as possible, so that task Ta is able to make progress in the following.
The main idea behind that is, that no task gets blocked unnecessarily and thus the
schedule is disturbed as little as possible. The following sections provide assumptions
and definitions for the FEP, as well as a description of the blocking behavior and an
example schedule.
4.3.2.1 Assumptions and Definitions
In general, a similar task state model as it has already been defined for the PWLP in
Section 4.3.1 can be applied for the FEP. However, the only difference is that under the
FEP, a parking task is not allowed to be scheduled. That means that state transitions
between parking and polling are not allowed anymore. The reason for that is that
scheduling of tasks in state parking leaves a task poll for a resource and as a consequence,
this task is not able to make progress. Instead of this, another task might be executed
without a denied resource request. The model of shared resource can be kept completely
equally to that one of the PWlP in section 4.3.1.
4.3.2.2 Blocking under FEP
Under FEP, not only preemptable waiting is applied, but even critical sections are
preemptable. Resource requests are inserted into a FIFO ordered per resource wait-
queue, where access to the prevailing resource is granted to the head of the queue.
Further, if more than one resource request is listed in a queue, the job that has issued the
head request (the resource owning job) gets priority boosted. Remember that priority
boosted jobs have higher priorities than all the other non-boosted jobs. Besides, priority
boosted jobs are sorted according to the applied scheduling rules. Unbounded blocking
times can be avoided by taking advantage of priority-boosting.
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satisfy request
Running
deny request
Ready
suspendschedule
satisfy request
Suspended
terminate
activate
suspend
Polling
Parking
Figure 4.29: FEP state diagram of a job Ji,j . Transitions from parking to polling are
not possible in comparison to the PWLP.
a) FEP Resource Request Rules The resource request rules specify how resource
requests and -releases are handled under FEP and what kinds of state transitions occur
for jobs due to the locking behavior of the protocol.
Rule 1: If a job Ji,j issues a request Qi,j for a resource R1, it is added to the corre-
sponding FIFO queue.
Rule 2: If the requesting job Ji,j is in state running or polling, and the request Qi,l
is the head of the FIFO queue, it is satisfied. Otherwise the access is denied (If Ji,j is
parking, Qi,l is skipped and the request Qa,l of the next job in the queue that is running
or polling is satisfied).
Rule 3: If a resource request Qi,l issued by a running job Ji,j is denied because it is
not the head of the FIFO queue, Ji,j becomes polling and thus busy-waits. Followed by
this, a job Ja,b that is head of the wait-queue becomes priority boosted. Furthermore,
the scheduler which Ja,b is assigned to is called and thus Ja,b is forced to execute and
finish its critical section.
Rule 4: If a resource Rl is released, the corresponding request Qi,l gets removed from
Rls FIFO queue. Further, if a job is priority boosted because of owning resource Rl that
is released at this moment, job Ji,j returns to its standard priority.
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Rule 5: If a resource Rl is released according to Rule 4, and the wait-queue still contains
more than one waiting jobs, the new head of the wait-queue does not only get access to
the resource, but it additionally gets priority boosted.
Rule 6: If a job Ji,j is in state polling, and another job Ja,b gets activated with a higher
priority than Ji,j , Ja,b becomes running while Ji,j gets suspended and enters the state
parking.
Rule 7: If an executing job Ji,j is in the state polling and another, priority boosted job
Ja,b is head of the ready list, Ji,j gets suspended (no matter if Ji,j is priority-boosted or
not) and Ja,b becomes dispatched and thus enters state running. As a consequence, the
progress of the system is ensured.
Rule 8: If a priority boosted job Ji,j is in state parking, it is not considered for scheduling
(Otherwise this would be a transition from parking to polling, and Ji,j would not make
progress anyhow).
Rule 9: If job Ji,j is in state parking (issued a request Qi,l) and the resource Rl gets
released by the resource holding job Ja,b, job Ji,j becomes ready.
Rule 10: If job Ji,j changes its state from parking to ready according to Rule 7, Ji,j is
not allowed to acquire Rl. Later, when Ji,j gets resumed and becomes running again, it
is allowed to acquire Rl.
b) Deadlock Freedom Circular wait can be avoided by two properties of the FEP.
First, if necessary, resource holding jobs are priority boosted in order to make progress
and finally release the accessed resource. Further, jobs in state polling are preempted
by the scheduler, if any priority boosted job is ready for execution but not in state
parking. Furthermore, in case when nesting of resource request is allowed, the same
resource models as described in Section 4.3.1.3 can be applied. Followed by this, the
FEP is deadlock free as well.
d) Blocking Analysis In contrast to the PWLP, no non-preemptive blocking occurs
under the FEP since busy-wait and critical sections are both preemptive. The follow-
ing analysis is presented under the assumption of non-nested resource requests. The
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maximum waiting time for a resource k can be described as follows:
mWB(Ti) ≤ A · (δA,k+TscheduleA,k) + (B · Tboost(Tb)) (4.19)
Where A denotes the set of resource requests that are issued before the request of task
Ti and still remain in the FIFO wait-queue when task Ti issues a resource request. The
duration of the longest critical section of a task in A with resource k locked is described
by δA,k. Further, the term Tschedule contains overheads for scheduling, dispatching and
satisfying the resource request has to be considered for any of the A requests.
Further, a critical section of a task within A, CSA,k, can be preempted by a task within
the set B. B contains all tasks that are priority boosted while task Ti is spinning and
further it has a higher basic priority than the current resource holding task. Note that
the current resource holding task is priority boosted as well, since at least task Ti is
additionally waiting for resource k. Followed by this, the actual resource holding task
can be only preempted by another priority boosted task Tb, if Yb > Yi. Of course, if
task Tb’s priority gets resumed back to its basic priority after Tboost(TB), the currently
resource k holding task gets scheduled again, except a further task within set B has a
higher basic priority. Tboost(TB) here stands for the maximum duration a task within
B is priority boosted.
4.3.2.3 FEP Examples
This section describes an example schedule of FEP under partitioned scheduling and
additionally some examples of how requests are handled within the wait-queues of re-
sources.
a) Example Schedule The simple FEP example schedule in Figure 4.30 shows three
tasks partitioned onto two processors. Task T2 starts executing at time 1 on processor
P1 and enters a critical section (resource Rl) at time 2. Later, at time 4, the high priority
task T1 gets activated on processor P1 and preempts T2. At the same time, task T3 gets
activated and starts execution on processor P2. T3 issues a resource request Q3,l to that
resource that is held by T2. Since Q3,l is denied and Q2,l is head of the wait-queue of
resource Rl, task T2 gets priority boosted. As a consequence, the priority boosted task
T2 preempts the running task T1 on processor P1. At time 8, task T2 releases resource
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Rl, that means that T2’s priority gets restored to the original value. Thus, high priority
task T1 again preempts T2 and continues execution. Besides, as resource Rl becomes
available, request Q3,l is satisfied which means that task T3 is now able to perform the
critical section.
time
T1
T2
T3
Priority
running
priority-
boosted
parking/ 
polling
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
critical 
section
P1
P2
Figure 4.30: FEP example schedule. Task T2 gets preempted during a critical section
by higher priority task T1. Later at time 6, task T3 issues an additional request to the
resource acquired by T2, and thus T2 gets priority boosted and forced to execute.
b) FEP Wait-Queue Examples In addition to an example schedule we present some
use cases of the wait-queue at the FEP. The first example is shown in Figure 4.31 and
depicts a wait-queue in two successive situations. First, in part (a), only the request
Q1,l of the resource holding job is inside the wait-queue. Later, in part (b), if a further
request Q2,l is issued, the resource holding task T1 gets priority boosted. The intention
behind this is that now task T1 is able to release Rl as soon as possible so that request
Q2,l can be satisfied quickly.
Rl - Wait-Queue
Q1,l
Rl - Wait-Queue
Q1,l
Q2,l
request 
inserted
T1 priority 
boosted
(a) (b)
Figure 4.31: (a) Rls wait-queue of resource contains only the request of the lock
holding task T1. (b) An additional request Q2,l from another task is inserted into the
list, thus task T1 gets priority boosted.
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Figure 4.32 shows a scenario where more than one request is listed in the wait-queue
and the resource holding process is releasing the corresponding resource. Task T1 is in
state running and releases resource Rl. Followed by this, the priority of T1 gets restored
to its original value and the request Q1,l is removed from the wait-queue. After that,
the next request in the wait-queue, Q2,l, is satisfied and gets priority boosted because
there is an additional pending request Q3,l listed in the queue.
Rl - Wait-Queue
Q1,l  (running)
Q2,l (polling)
acquired, 
boosted
released, 
restored
Q3,l  (polling)
Figure 4.32: Wait-queue scenario at release with more than one pending request. The
priority of the releasing task T1 is restored to the original value, whereas task T2 of
the (next) satisfied request is priority boosted.
Finally, Figure 4.33 shows a similar use case like the example above (Figure 4.32). The
difference lies in the state of task T2 that has issued a resource request Q2,l. Since T2
does not have a sufficient priority, it is suspended and thus remains in state parking.
According to Request Rule 2, this request Q2,l is skipped, and Q3,l is satisfied, since its
task T3 is in the active state polling. Note that if only tasks in state parking are listed
in the queue, the resource is not granted to any of them. Instead of this, those tasks
change their state from parking to ready as the resource is not held by any task now.
Further, as soon as task T2 gets resumed at a later point in time, its resource request
Q2,l is satisfied.
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Rl - Wait-Queue
Q1,l  (running)
Q2,l (parking)skipped
released, 
restored
Q3,l  (polling)
acquired, 
boosted
Figure 4.33: Scenario where request Q1,l is released and the wait-queue contains
further requests. Followed by the release, the request Q2,l is skipped because the
corresponding task T2 is in state parking. Finally, request Q3,l is satisfied and priority
boosted.
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Case Studies
This chapter provides a selection of case studies that are performed to evaluate the ro-
bustness of the locking protocols presented in the contribution of this thesis (see Chapter
4). The evaluation of protocols is carried out via event based simulation [135]. The first
two experiments compare the protocols PWLP and FEP with the often discussed FMLP
[26]. The FMLP is a suitable locking protocol because it has similar properties (it sup-
ports all types of scheduling and nesting of resource requests) like the PWLP and FEP.
Further, it has been shown that the FMLP outperforms protocols like the M-PCP and
D-PCP in [15] and also the M-SRP in [26].
The case studies are performed by task sets that are randomly generated with sporadic
activated tasks and implicit deadlines. Every generated task set is simulated with each
protocol and analyzed regarding the maximum of its Normalized Response Time NRT-
max. This benchmark metric is used for analysis because it describes whether a task
set kept all its deadlines during the whole simulation. The next section presents a more
detailed description of NRTmax. Followed by this, two case studies are presented that
use randomly generated task sets.
5.1 Evaluation Metrics
The main motivation to develop synchronization protocols was to rise robustness of em-
bedded multiprocessor real-time systems. The metric that gives an evidence on keeping
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all the deadlines is the Normalized Response Time NRT, that has already been intro-
duced in Section 2.6.3.3. Since we want to evaluate whether a task set is schedulable
under application of a certain synchronization protocol, we have to find out the maxi-
mum Normalized Response Time NRTmax.
Recall that the NRT of a job Ji,j is denoted as the response time divided by the relative
deadline of the job d(Ji,j) :
NRT (Ji,j) =
RT (Ji,j)
d(Ji,j)
(5.1)
If NRT(Ji,j) < 1.0, the deadline of job Ji,j is kept, otherwise it is violated. The NRTmax
of a task Ti is the maximum of all NRT values of all of Tis jobs:
NRTmax(Ti) = maxj=1...g(NRT (Ji,j)) (5.2)
Finally, one additional step is required to find the NRTmax of a whole task set τ . For
that, the maximum of the NRTmax over all tasks within τ has to be found:
NRTmax(τ) = maxi=1...N (NRTmax(Ti)) (5.3)
NRTmax(τ) is the maximum NRT of the whole task set. If its value is smaller than
1.0, no deadline in the whole task set is violated and thus the task set is schedulable
during the whole simulation duration. As a further metric, the ratio of schedulable task
sets denotes the ratio of how many task sets have a NRTmax(τ) < 1.0 and thus were
schedulable within the executed experiment.
5.2 Synchronization In A Quad-Core System With
Moderate Synchronization Overhead
The first experiment is a benchmark of locking protocols for a quad-core processor. We
vary the number of resource accesses k and thus the number of critical sections per
task. As a result, the synchronization overhead increases with the number of resource
accesses per task. The term moderate means that despite the synchronization overhead,
the system is able to keep all the deadlines of its task set an thus remains robust. The
next sections present the experimental settings and results of this case study.
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5.2.1 Experimental Settings
We assume a symmetric multiprocessor system containing four cores with a clock fre-
quency of 2.7 GHz each. We assume that one instruction per clock cycle is performed by
each processing core. Every randomly generated task set contains 30 tasks, each with
sporadic activation and implicit deadlines. The sporadic activations occur in periods
between [10 ms - 100 ms], the next task activation is calculated by uniform distribution
during the simulation run (online).
The utilization of tasks lies in the range between [1.0 % - 10.0 %] according to uniform
distribution. As we apply partitioned EDF scheduling within this case study, tasks are
assigned to cores by worst fit decreasing bin-packing WFD (see description in Section
3.2.3.1). Based on the task utilization, the number of instructions of the task can be
derived.
Runnables are generated with instruction numbers by Weibull distribution in a range
between [min: 100.000; avg: 500.000; max: 1.000.000], until the task utilization is
reached. After the creation of all tasks, a feasibility check is performed to sort out task
sets that are not schedulable under any algorithm, without considering synchronization
overheads. Task sets that are not feasible are thrown away and a new one is generated
instead (those task sets should not be examined in these experiments).
Resource accesses per tasks are varied in the range [0 - 22]. The critical section length
is defined by the runnable, which is chosen for each resource access randomly. The
specific resource that is accessed by a resource request is selected randomly from the
pool of generated resources (draw with returning, since nesting is allowed). The number
of resources Nr, that have to be shared between the tasks is calculated according to
Equation 5.4.
Nr =
k ·N
α ·m (5.4)
Where k denotes the number of resource accesses per task, N denotes the number of
tasks, α the sharing degree and m the number of processing cores. In this experiment,
we choose α = 2. We consider only mutual exclusion as resource model (description see
Section 3.3.1.1) and a requesting overhead (access costs) in the range of [1.0 µs - 15.5
µs]. This assumption corresponds with the results in [30]. For each number of resource
accesses per task, 1000 simulation models are generated. For this case study, this means
that 69 000 simulation runs are performed with a simulation duration of 20 s (23 000
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task sets simulated with 3 synchronization protocols each). The simulation duration is
determined empirically in order to get a trade-off between reaching the maximum values
of NRTmax and keeping the simulation time in a feasible time.
5.2.2 Results
Figure 5.1 depicts the results of the case study. The first part shows the ratio of schedu-
lable task sets for FMLP, PWLP and FEP. One can see that in this experiment, all
task sets were schedulable, that means that no task has violated its deadline during the
whole simulation duration over all levels of k.
The other pictures in Figure 5.1 show boxplots of the NRTmax(τ) of all simulated task
sets, performed with either FMLP, PWLP or FEP. The NRTmax of FMLP and PWLP
have almost equal values, this can also be seen in Table 5.1. In contrast, the FEP per-
forms better regarding NRTmax, its value remains almost constant and lower than the
NRTmax of FMLP and PWLP over all values of k. The tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the
results more in detail. For all task sets of every k, the minimum, average and maximum
values of NRTmax are presented.
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Figure 5.1: Results of case study 1. The upper left picture presents the ratio of
schedulable task sets for all protocols. The upper right and both pictures at the bot-
tom show the NRTmax for task sets simulated with either FMLP, PWLP and FEP
respectively. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present
the ratio of schedulable task sets or rather the values of NRTmax.
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Table 5.1: Maximum values of normalized response time of FMLP, PWLP and FEP for k = 0 - 11 in case study 1.
k 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11
max FMLP 0.3800 0.6062 0.5906 0.5725 0.6352 0.6034 0.6086 0.5948 0.6417 0.6026 0.6326 0.6980
max PWLP 0.3800 0.6062 0.5906 0.5725 0.6352 0.6034 0.6086 0.5948 0.6068 0.6026 0.6329 0.6281
max FEP 0.3800 0.3995 0.4091 0.5152 0.3930 0.4979 0.4468 0.4509 0.4628 0.4579 0.4512 0.4297
avg FMLP 0.2877 0.3243 0.3430 0.3523 0.3680 0.3750 0.3817 0.3827 0.3912 0.3913 0.3996 0.4370
avg PWLP 0.2877 0.3237 0.3423 0.3504 0.3660 0.3726 0.3778 0.3786 0.3860 0.3863 0.3939 0.4253
avg FEP 0.2877 0.2883 0.2893 0.2881 0.2899 0.2900 0.2915 0.2927 0.2946 0.2952 0.2940 0.3076
min FMLP 0.1609 0.1897 0.2214 0.2071 0.2426 0.2346 0.2408 0.2157 0.2287 0.2470 0.2553 0.2635
min PWLP 0.1609 0.1897 0.2214 0.2071 0.2396 0.2268 0.2408 0.2157 0.2287 0.2438 0.2553 0.2657
min FEP 0.1609 0.1898 0.1936 0.1947 0.1866 0.1952 0.1955 0.1880 0.1931 0.1847 0.1859 0.2126
Table 5.2: Maximum values of normalized response time of FMLP, PWLP and FEP for k = 12 - 22 in case study 1.
k 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
max FMLP 0.6516 0.6402 0.6623 0.6273 0.6431 0.6491 0.6583 0.6319 0.6798 0.6389 0.6480
max PWLP 0.6751 0.6516 0.6402 0.6370 0.6239 0.6147 0.6413 0.6512 0.6299 0.6798 0.6220
max FEP 0.5594 0.4097 0.4299 0.4126 0.4936 0.4909 0.5055 0.4625 0.5017 0.4060 0.4797
avg FMLP 0.4058 0.4080 0.4073 0.4105 0.4159 0.4186 0.4227 0.4234 0.4263 0.4332 0.4319
avg PWLP 0.3993 0.4012 0.4003 0.4029 0.4067 0.4091 0.4136 0.4137 0.4156 0.4225 0.4210
avg FEP 0.2956 0.2965 0.2989 0.2978 0.2996 0.3010 0.3023 0.3008 0.3035 0.3045 0.3065
min FMLP 0.2430 0.2534 0.2370 0.2667 0.2648 0.2567 0.2462 0.2722 0.2635 0.2736 0.2736
min PWLP 0.2430 0.2491 0.2370 0.2600 0.2625 0.2581 0.2524 0.2563 0.2634 0.2673 0.2522
min FEP 0.2097 0.2075 0.2090 0.2087 0.2155 0.1986 0.1997 0.2078 0.1934 0.2106 0.2134
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5.3 Synchronization In A Quad-Core System With High
Synchronization Overhead
The purpose of the second experiment is to show how FMLP, PWLP and FEP perform
when the synchronization overhead is increased compared to case study 1. The term
high here means that the synchronization overhead is raised as high that the system is
not able to keep all of its deadlines and thus it is not robust anymore. Nevertheless, a
benchmark regarding the first experiment in Section 5.2 should be possible, so that the
experimental setting differ only in some details that are described in the next section.
Followed by this, the results of the experiments are presented.
5.3.1 Experimental Settings
Most of the settings of this experiment are equal to the first one, thus only the differences
are described in the following. Task activations are chosen randomly from range [3 ms
- 33 ms]. That means, periods are shorter, but deadlines as well. Further, as the task
utilization remains constant, fewer instructions per task are generated. Runnables still
have the same amount of instructions: [min: 100.000; avg: 500.000; max: 1.000.000]. As
a consequence, fewer runnables are available for the selection of critical sections, so that
the synchronization overhead increases (nesting increases as well). Further, the risk of
violating deadlines increases because they have become shorter (earlier) and only short
perturbations (in terms of blocking) may have fatal effects regarding the schedulability
of the task set.
5.3.2 Results
The results of this case study are presented in the same manner as the ones in Section
5.2. In contrast to the first experiments, not every task set is schedulable under appli-
cation of any synchronization protocol any more. The blue line of the FEP shows that
schedulability decreases faster than the one of FMLP and PWLP. From k = 0 to k = 4,
the FEP still outperforms both other protocols. At k = 5, in contrast to the PWLP, the
FMLP and the FEP are not able to keep all task sets schedulable (NRTmax(FMLP) =
1.10; NRTmax(FEP) = 1.11; NRTmax(PWLP)= 0.991). From k = 5 on, the NRTmax
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of the FEP grows stronger than the FMLP and PWLP. All in all, the PWLP is able to
keep more task sets schedulable than the FMPL or FEP and thus can be declared as
the best protocol (of the observed ones) for this kind of task sets. This behavior can be
seen in the boxplots of NRTmax as well. The tables 5.3 and 5.4 show again the results
more in detail.
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Figure 5.2: Results of case study 2. The upper left picture presents the ratio of
schedulable task sets for all protocols. The upper right and both pictures at the bot-
tom show the NRTmax for task sets simulated with either FMLP, PWLP and FEP
respectively. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present
the ratio of schedulable task sets or rather the values of NRTmax.
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Table 5.3: Maximum values of normalized response time of FMLP, PWLP and FEP for k = 0 - 11 in case study 2.
k 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11
max FMLP 0.3937 0.8276 0.9042 0.9132 0.9564 1.1003 1.0594 1.0990 1.1849 1.1427 1.2711 1.3180
max PWLP 0.3937 0.8205 0.9042 0.9132 0.9564 0.9914 1.0244 1.0217 1.1487 1.0613 1.1374 1.1002
max FEP 0.3937 0.6957 0.8785 0.8416 0.9372 1.1103 1.1065 1.3442 1.3880 1.8758 1.4997 1.8730
avg FMLP 0.2904 0.4286 0.4943 0.5376 0.5816 0.6063 0.6354 0.6769 0.6997 0.7203 0.7500 0.7916
avg PWLP 0.2904 0.4174 0.4770 0.5132 0.5501 0.5712 0.5916 0.6250 0.6421 0.6601 0.6852 0.7142
avg FEP 0.2904 0.2952 0.3409 0.3880 0.4349 0.4760 0.5337 0.5969 0.6629 0.7199 0.7889 0.8736
min FMLP 0.1667 0.2439 0.2491 0.2841 0.3212 0.3246 0.3172 0.3587 0.3599 0.3542 0.3659 0.3632
min PWLP 0.1667 0.2439 0.2442 0.2841 0.3111 0.3183 0.3133 0.3347 0.3201 0.3217 0.3659 0.3841
min FEP 0.1667 0.2090 0.2238 0.2111 0.2431 0.2499 0.1674 0.3004 0.3096 0.3360 0.3705 0.3739
Table 5.4: Maximum values of normalized response time of FMLP, PWLP and FEP for k = 12 - 22 in case study 2.
k 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
max FMLP 1.4231 1.5492 1.6273 1.4893 2.3612 2.7536 2.3987 3.1330 3.3301 2.9785 3.7199
max PWLP 1.2449 1.4529 1.5549 1.5916 2.0203 2.9736 2.3838 2.9850 3.0467 3.4762 3.4916
max FEP 2.3566 2.6421 3.6200 3.4087 4.6768 4.8018 5.1656 8.2390 5.9586 7.9882 10.2578
avg FMLP 0.8105 0.8442 0.8868 0.9144 0.9470 1.0013 1.0442 1.0976 1.1673 1.2315 1.3557
avg PWLP 0.7315 0.7585 0.7882 0.8148 0.8427 0.8924 0.9250 0.9765 1.0462 1.1135 1.2421
avg FEP 0.9421 1.0284 1.1190 1.2081 1.3108 1.4372 1.5688 1.7087 1.8734 1.9921 2.2278
min FMLP 0.3989 0.3842 0.4468 0.4195 0.4303 0.4658 0.3721 0.4809 0.4520 0.4989 0.4997
min PWLP 0.3821 0.3764 0.4122 0.4144 0.4300 0.4280 0.3936 0.4325 0.4554 0.5172 0.5092
min FEP 0.3213 0.3980 0.1857 0.5246 0.4817 0.4014 0.4039 0.5153 0.5940 0.6071 0.5880
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5.4 Discussion
The results of the case studies 1 and 2 are summarized in this chapter. Furthermore, a
summarizing conclusion is presented.
5.4.1 Discussion of Case Study 1
In case study 1, a quadcore system with low synchronization overhead was considered
in order to evaluate the contributed protocols. All protocols were able to keep all task
sets schedulable. This means that all protocols can be used for real-time system when
proceeding this kind of task sets. However, the FEP performs best in case study 1 con-
cerning robustness (NRTmax).
The results for each protocol in this case study can be described as follows: The main
properties of the FMLP are non-preemptive waiting and critical sections regardless of
tasks priorities. This leads to the fact that under the FMLP, high priority tasks are
delayed, even if there exist no concrete resource conflicts with low priority tasks that
are waiting for a resource or processing a critical section meanwhile. High priority tasks
under the EDF scheduling policy are that ones with the earliest relative deadline. As
a consequence, delays of these early deadline tasks lead to a higher NRTmax and thus
to a reduced robustness of the system. These assumptions are confirmed by the priority
aware evaluation in Chapter A, which shows that the tasks that are responsible for the
NRTmax of the task set are the high priority (with the earliest relative deadline) ones.
The PWLP processes critical sections in a non-preemptive manner, like the FMLP.
In contrast, the busy-wait phase is preemptive. Since the term of waiting is short in
case study 1, because of the moderate synchronization overhead, the difference between
FMLP and PWLP is quite low. The PWLP performs slightly better than the FMLP
regarding NRTmax (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). This can be confirmed by the eval-
uation of results for all task sets in Section 5.2 and in the priority aware evaluation in
Section A as well.
The FEP uses blocking techniques that are different from the FMLP and the PWLP.
Tasks are only blocked if ’necessary’, which means that generally waiting and critical
sections are performed preemptively. Resource holding jobs become priority boosted
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if another job is waiting for the same resource. For systems with relatively low syn-
chronization overhead, there is only a low probability of more than one waiting process
(compared to systems with high synchronization overhead). If only one process is in
wait-queue, critical section and waiting are preemptive and the scheduling scheme (here
EDF) is not ’disturbed’. The results of case study 1 show that robustness can be kept
nearly constant at a low level over the numbers of resource requests per task. Priority
aware evaluations in Section A show that tasks with high priorities (early deadlines)
have lower values of NRTmax compared to those in FMLP or PWLP. As high priority
tasks are the main factor for NRTmax in case study 1, this is the reason why the FEP
is able to increase robustness of systems with low synchronization overheads.
5.4.2 Discussion of Case Study 2
In contrast to case study 1, the second one provides the examination of systems with
high synchronization overhead. This leads to significantly different results. First, no
protocol is able to keep all task sets schedulable any more. Comparing the different
protocols, the PWLP is the one that performs best over the most numbers of resource
requests per tasks, since it can keep more task sets schedulable than the FMLP or the
FEP. Nevertheless, up to k = 4, the FEP still produces better results regarding the
NRTmax (minimum, average and maximum values). In the following, the behavior of
protocols regarding case study 2 is discussed in detail.
Under the FMLP, high priority tasks are delayed because of non-preemptive waiting and
critical sections (as already discussed above). Nevertheless, this behavior enables tasks
to release resources as quickly as possible. This is one of the reasons why its performance
regarding robustness remains at a higher level than that of the FEP for k > 4.
Waiting is preemptive under the PWLP, so high priority tasks are not blocked by waiting,
low priority tasks. Additionally, non-preemptive critical sections enable a quick release
of acquired resources. In this case study, the waiting behavior becomes more important
compared to case study 2 because the probability of simultaneous resource requests
grows and more jobs have to wait for resources when issuing a request. The fact that
busy-wait is performed preemptively at the PWLP, leads to the result that high priority
tasks (with early deadlines) are delayed less than at the FMLP. This behavior can be
seen in Appendix B, Figure B.1 and Figure B.4. Because of that, the PWLP outperforms
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the FEP and the FMLP for k > 4 in case study 2.
While the FEP outperforms the FMLP and the PWLP in case study 1, the experiments
in case study 2 show very different results. Up to k = 4, the NRTmax of the FEP
remains the lowest, which means it has the highest robustness. But when synchronization
overhead continues growing, the FEP is not able to keep the deadlines, especially of high
priority tasks (see Figure B.1). The reasons for that are twofold. On the one hand, at
high synchronization overhead all cores may proceed priority boosted jobs. This means
that their priority is higher than the base priority of tasks with the earliest deadlines
that are not priority boosted. Followed by this, high priority tasks are not scheduled
because the available cores are occupied by priority boosted tasks. This of course leads
to delays and a reduced robustness. On the other hand, since blocking occurs indirectly
(by priority boosting) and late (only if another job is waiting for the same resource),
resources can not be released as quickly as under the FMLP or the PWLP. This extends
waiting times for resources additionally, which also has negative consequences for the
response times of tasks.
5.4.3 Conclusion
Concluding the discussion of the case studies 1 and 2, one can generally say that there
exists no synchronization protocol that outperforms all other protocols for each type
of task sets. The performance regarding the robustness of a task set depends mainly
on the synchronization overhead. While the FEP seems to be the best protocol (of the
compared ones) at low synchronization overhead, the PWLP is able to keep more task
sets schedulable under high synchronization overhead. Our recommendation therefore is
first to analyze the synchronization overhead of the system and choose a locking protocol
afterwards when designing a software architecture for embedded multiprocessor real-time
systems.
Furthermore, there are some additional notes to discuss: The presented case studies are
only an excerpt of all performed experiments. We presented a case study with EDF
scheduling policy because task-fix priority scheduling policies like RM and DM do not
lead to significant different results 1 in the presented case studies. Further, the case
studies fit better to the contributed scheduler concept. Moreover, optimal scheduling
1Experiments with task-fix priority scheduling were carried out as well.
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approaches like Pfair and LLREF are not considered for these experiments, as they do
not perform well due to high overheads (see [31]). Diverse further experiments with
varied settings of task numbers, task utilization, task activation, scheduling algorithms,
runnable lengths, and resource access settings have been carried out. They confirmed the
results of the presented case studies that the performance of locking protocols regarding
robustness depends on the task sets and there is no protocol that outperforms competing
protocols. Case studies, for example performed in [15], [40] or [95], came to different
results for different kinds of settings when evaluating and comparing locking protocols
as well.
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Conclusion
This chapter gives a thesis summary, followed by a discussion of possible and necessary
future works regarding the contributions of this dissertation.
6.1 Thesis Summary
The presented global scheduler for job-fix priority scheduling considers all requirements
to handle task sets of practical embedded real-time systems, for example in the auto-
motive powertrain domain. These requirements contain the integration of a buffering
mechanism, (parallel performed) system-wide state transitions and further tasks with
core affinities. Different types of disruption may be used, e. g. non-preemptive and
cooperative. Moreover, a fast and efficient implementation is possible, as this approach
can be based on an existing operating system. Further, the system is able to handle par-
allel and chained tasks in addition to common tasks as well as system transition tasks,
and different types of activation patterns (periodic, sporadic and angle-triggered). Re-
ferring to the objectives of this thesis, described in Section 4.1, we now can conclude
that objectives 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 1f, 1g and 1h are achieved successfully.
With the help of this approach, systems that work nowadays with partitioned allocation
and task-fix priorities can be optimized in terms of robustness and efficiency. Robust-
ness, because the scheduler is able to react dynamically on the actual workload (due
to job-fix priorities) and thus it reduces the risk of deadline violations. The global ap-
proach assures that ready tasks can be scheduled on any core (except those tasks with
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core affinities). In comparison, a job within a partitioned allocation may violate its
deadline because it first has to wait until the running job terminates, even if other cores
remain idle. Nevertheless, a mathematical analysis or practical experiments have to be
performed in future work to verify that the provided algorithm is rising the robustness
of the system in practice (objective 1a seems to be fulfilled, but a verification is still
required). Efficiency, because a better load-balance of the system offers the opportunity
to reduce the clock frequency of the processor, which leads to lower energy consumption
and heat dissipation. Further, implementing efficiency is given as well, as already exist-
ing and well-tested task-fix priority schedulers can be re-used and only a few modules
have to be added. Finally, an efficient implementation as described in [54] guarantees
a low scheduling overhead during runtime of the system. This is a kind of efficiency as
well. Nevertheless, the last efficiency term (scheduling overhead) has to be proven by
implementing on real hardware or at least in simulations (see Section 6.2).
Regarding synchronization, we contributed two different locking protocols, the preempt-
able waiting protocol PWLP and the forced execution protocol FEP. Both protocols
have FIFO ordered wait-queues for resource requests and support nesting as well as all
types of allocation and prioritization. This means, that the thesis objectives 2a and 2b
are reached. The PWLP is based on non-preemptive critical sections, whereas busy-wait
is performed preemptively. Compared to a benchmark protocol, the short variant of the
FMLP, priority inversions are reduced, since high priority tasks are able to preempt
busy-wait phases of low priority tasks. Nevertheless, the robustness of the PWLP de-
pends on the task set parameters.
In contrast to the PWLP, the FEP additionally allows critical sections to be preempted.
Blocking occurs only if necessary, namely when at least one task’s resource request is
denied. Resource holding tasks are forced to execute by a priority boosting mechanism.
The presented case studies show that the performance regarding robustness of the FEP
is reduced if nesting is applied and long chains of synchronization occur.
Generally, the results of the case studies in Chapter 5 show, that there exists no lock-
ing protocol that outperforms all the other solutions in every case. Therefore, a new
decision for a specific locking protocol has to be made for every change of the system
(task set, hardware,...) separately. Nevertheless, both provided protocols, the FEP and
the PWLP, are able to make synchronization more efficient for certain types of task
sets, which results in a higher robustness of those systems. This means that the thesis
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objective 2c is reached as well.
In conclusion, the goal of this thesis to rise efficiency and robustness of embedded real-
time multiprocessor systems is reached, as well as moving a step forward in terms of
closing the gap between scheduling and synchronization theory and practical systems.
6.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we developed a concept of a scheduler with global allocation and job-fix
priorities. However, a hardware implementation of this scheduler on an engine control
unit ECU in an automotive powertrain system still has to be realized. An efficient im-
plementation concept has already been developed by [54]. As a first step, the scheduling
algorithm itself has to be realized, followed by the integration of system state transi-
tions, buffering and the concept of parallel and chained tasks. We further recommend an
extension of the event-based simulator, so that this algorithm can be described properly
and simulation experiments can be performed, for instance in combination with differ-
ent scheduling policies. This leads to the next step, the adaption of further scheduling
algorithms into the concept of this thesis, for example the P-ERfair-PD2 algorithm. Ad-
ditionally, solutions for clustered allocation are required when the number of cores will
increase further and, as a result, one single global job-list would be accompanied by too
high scheduling overheads.
Further work regarding locking protocols may contain a detailed evaluation of over-
heads for semaphore accesses, task migration and context switches. Therefore, a trace-
able hardware implementation would be desirable. Especially a ’real world’ case study,
for example with an engine control unit task set from the automotive powertrain do-
main, would be interesting. Experiments with other resource models, like phase-fair
reader-writer locks or k-replica would be promising as well. Finally, non-blocking syn-
chronization techniques like transactional memory should be observed regarding their
suitability for embedded real-time systems, as the hardware may become capable for
such mechanisms in the future. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that non-blocking
synchronization is accompanied by overhead as well. In case of using replica, memory
overhead is required. In the opposite, when algorithms with restarting calculations are
used, runtime overhead increases. Both cases have negative impact on the system, as
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embedded technology provides only as few memory resources as necessary, and real-time
systems require low timing overheads in order to fulfill their temporal constraints.
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Appendix A
Priority Aware Evaluation Of
Case Study 1
Figure A.1 presents a priority aware evaluation of the experiment in case study 1 (see
Section 5.2). Each simulated task set is divided into three values of priorities, namely
high-priority, medium-priority and low-priority tasks. Since EDF is used as scheduling
scheme, tasks are sorted by relative deadline, where the 10 tasks with the earliest dead-
lines (each task set contains 30 tasks) are denoted to have the highest priorities.
Followed by this, the protocols can be analyzed if the NRTmax of a task set is caused
by either high-priority, medium-priority or low-priority tasks. This kind of observation
is mainly interesting for systems with mixed criticality, where high-priority (or short
deadline) tasks have hard real-time requirements, whereas low priority (or long dead-
line) tasks only have firm or even soft real-time requirements.
However, the priority aware evaluation of the experiment in case study 1 show that the
main difference of the applied protocols lies in the NRTmax of high-priority tasks, where
the NRTmax values of the FEP are below the values of FMLP and PWLP. The reason
for that is that under the FEP, critical sections and wait-phases are preemptable, so
that high-priority tasks are allowed to execute although another task is running with
acquired resources. In contrast, under PWLP only waiting is preemptable and under
FMLP, waiting and critical sections are both non-preemptable for any task.
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Figure A.1: Results of Experiment 1. Schedulable task sets filtered by low-priority
tasks. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present the
values of NRTmax.
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Appendix B
Priority Aware Evaluation Of
Case Study 2
This appendix presents a priority aware evaluation of case study 2, which was presented
in Section 5.3. The division of the tasks into groups happens similar to that in Section
A. In contrast to the first case study, not all task sets remain schedulable. Followed by
this, Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the ratio of schedulable task sets of high-priority,
medium-priority and low-priority tasks.
One can observe that similar to case study 1, mainly the high priority tasks cause
deadline violation and thus prevent the task sets from schedulability. Further, the
boxplot in Figure B.4 shows the same evaluation like in Section A. This figure shows
also that high-priority tasks lead to a higher level of NRTmax.
In contrast to case study 1, the FEP performs worst here because the available cores are
blocked frequently by priority boosted tasks. This happens if more than one task has
sent a resource request for a resource. Followed by this, high-priority tasks that have not
yet acquired a resource and thus are not priority boosted, do not have the opportunity
to be processed and are liable to violate their deadlines. In contrast, FMLP and PWLP
have non-preemptive critical sections, which means that resources are released earlier
when acquired. As a result, high priority tasks can be scheduled directly after the
currently running low priority task releases its resource. Nevertheless, the property of
PWLP, that high-priority tasks are able to preempt waiting low priority tasks, leads to
a higher schedulability of PWLP compared to FMLP.
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Figure B.1: Results of Experiment 2. Schedulable task sets filtered by high-priority
tasks. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present the
ratio of schedulable task sets.
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Figure B.2: Results of Experiment 2. Schedulable task sets filtered by medium-
priority tasks. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present
the ratio of schedulable task sets.
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Figure B.3: Results of Experiment 2. Schedulable task sets filtered by low-priority
tasks. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present the
ratio of schedulable task sets.
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Figure B.4: Results of Experiment 2. Schedulable task sets filtered by low-priority
tasks. The x-Axes show the resource requests per task, while the y-Axes present values
of NRTmax.
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